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Preface
In front of you lies my thesis. lt is intended for the committee that is going to evaluate my
work and for ASML to use as a reference hook. Basic engineering knowledge will be
necessary to fully understand my report.
Most drawings presented in this report will be very basic. The actual drawings of the designed
parts will be delivered in separate appendices.
I must say that I have leamed a lot during my graduation. I did not only leam a lot on the
technica} field, but I also got to know myself much better.
By the time I fully saw the advantages ofsome ofthe technica! solutions that were advised to
me, it was too late to implcment them in the design. So I can say without doubt, that when I
would do it all over again, the outcome will be totally different.
I would like to thank Sjoerd Donders and Nick Rosielle for supervising me during my
graduation project and fortheir advices. I would further like to thank everybody else who has
assisted me or helped me in any way during my graduation.
Cas Wijnstok
November 2005
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Summary
Th ere are quite a lot of adhesive bonded components in the lithography machinery ASML
produces. From time to time an adhesive bond fails, though calculations based on the current
knowledge indicate the bond should be secure. When a bonded conneetion fails, it has to be
repaired. This leads to downtime for the machine and an unsatisfied customer. That is why
there is a continuous investigation on the properties of adhesives and adhesive connections at
ASML.
For the investigation of adhesives two adhesive test benehes were made at ASML. One bench
is designed to investigate the tensile strength of an adhesive bond. The other is intended for
the determination of the shear modulus. The tensile strength test beneh performs a destructive
test, as the tensile force is increased until the adhesive bond fails. The shear modulus test
bench exerts a varying force on the adhesive bond and measures the relative (angular)
displacement ofthe bonded bodies. The adhesive is still intact after this test, therefore this is
called a non-destructive test. ASML would like to replace these adhesive test benehes with
new ones.
Some ofthe current industrial adhesives are so strong, that the force needed to break the
adhesive bond exceeds the capabilities ofthe tensile test bench. For that reason the new
destructive test bench must be able to exert a bigger tensile force than the current test bench.
As the performance ofthe tensile test bench is unsatisfactory, the greatest needisfora new
destructive test bench.
Also the mechanica} properties ofthe adhesive that the two current benehes can investigate
are limited. Eventually it must be possible to investigate all possible properties of an
adhesive. That is why the new destructive strength test bench must not only be suitable for
tensile strength testing, but also for shear and cleavage testing. Therefore my assignment is to
design a new destructive adhesive test bench, which can perform tensile, shear and cleavage
strength tests.
The idea for introducing the different load cases to the adhesive bond is to use a separate tooi
for each load case that can be driven by a universa} power source. Because of that the
machine is divided in two parts, one part houses the power source, the other houses the tooi to
exert the desired load case. The power souree consists of a linear guide and a motor driven
ball screw. Because of a shortage in time only the tooi for the tensile strength test is designed.
The machine is placed vertically and is fixed to the tabletop. The power souree is mounted
under the tabletop and the tooi part on top. This creates a neat look, because a large part ofthe
machine will be out of sight.
A tubular shaped frame is used for the strength test machine. The actual strength test takes
place within this frame. The shape ofthe frame makes that it has the same rigidity for all
radialloads. It also is relatively easy to align two cylindrical components, which is useful
because the machine is made out of two parts.
The current test sample is made up of a rectangular bar, with two rows ofthirteen pins glued
on it. An automated clamp is created that grabs the pins, for this the design ofthe pin is
changed. The sample layout however remains unchanged.
A personal computer equipped with a data acquisition card is used to operate the strength test
machine and monitor and store the sensor read out.
The price ofthe purchased standard components sums up to approximately € 5000, which is
halfthe available budget. Therefore the same amount of money is available to fabricate the
custom parts.
The designed tensile strength test machine is able to exert forcesof up to 3 [kN]. At this force
the maximum speed is 900 [mm/min]. The strength can be determined with an approximate
accuracy ofO,Ol [MPa].
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Samenvatting
In de lithografie machines die ASML maakt, zitten veel gelijmde verbinding. Zo nu en dan
faalt een dergelijk verbinding, hoewel berekeningen gebaseerd op de huidige kennis aangeven
dat de verbinding sterk genoeg zou moeten zijn. Wanneer een lijmverbinding breekt, dan
wordt de machine stil gezet en moet het gerepareerd worden. Dit leidt dus tot stilstand van de
machine en ontevreden klanten. Daarom wordt er bij ASML continu onderzoek verricht naar
de eigenschappen van lijmen.
Voor het onderzoek aan lijmen heeft ASML twee testbanken laten maken. Een bank is
ontworpen om de treksterkte te bepalen van een gelijmde verbinding, de andere wordt
gebruikt om de glijdingsmodulus van een lijm te bepalen. De treksterkte test is een
destructieve test. Er wordt namelijk gemeten bij welke kracht de lijmverbinding breekt. De
glijdingsmodulus wordt bepaald door een variërende kracht op de lijmlaag uit te oefenen en
de verdraaiing van de twee gelijmde onderdelen ten opzichte van elkaar te meten. Dit is een
non-destructieve test. ASML wil beide banken vervangen hebben door nieuwe.
Sommige van de huidige industriële lijmen zijn zo sterk, dat de trekbank de verbinding niet
kapot kan trekken. De nieuwe trekbank zal dus een grotere kracht moeten kunnen uitoefenen
dan de huidige. Omdat de huidige trekbank niet meer voldoet, heeft een nieuwe trekbank een
hogere prioriteit dan de non-destructieve bank.
De mechanische eigenschappen van lijm die onderzocht kunnen worden zijn beperkt tot de
twee bovengenoemde. Het is de bedoeling dat uiteindelijk alle eigenschappen onderzocht
kunnen worden. Daarom moet de nieuwe destructieve testbank niet alleen de treksterkte
kunnen bepalen, maar ook de afschuifsterkte en cleavage-sterkte.
Dit wordt gerealiseerd door een universele krachtbron te combineren met verschillende
hulpmiddelen, die de verschillende belastingsgevallen kunnen creëren. Om deze reden is de
nieuwe testbank opgedeeld in twee delen. Het ene deel is dus de krachtbron, die bestaat uit
een rechtgeleiding en een kogelomloopspindel, die wordt aangedreven door een elektrische
motor. Het andere deel is het hulpmiddel om de verschillende belastingsgevallen te creëren.
Vanwege een tekort aan tijd is alleen het hulpmiddel ontworpen, dat de treksterkte van een
lijmverbinding kan bepalen.
The machine zal verticaal worden geplaatst, met het aandrijf gedeelte onder het tafelblad van
de tafel waar de machine in gemaakt wordt. Het hulpmiddel wordt bovenop het tafelblad
gemonteerd. Op deze manier is een groot deel van de machine, dat niet met de hand bediend
hoeft te worden, uit het zicht geplaatst.
Het frame van de machine heeft een buisvorm. Binnenin deze buis vindt de eigenlijke sterkte
proef plaats. De ronde vorm heeft door zijn symmetrie dezelfde stijfheid voor alle radiale
belastingen. Het is ook redelijk eenvoudig om de hartlijnen van twee cilindrische vormen op
elkaar te leggen, wat van pas komt omdat de machine uit twee delen bestaat.
Het huidige proefstuk is een rechthoekig balkje, waarop twee rijen van dertien staafjes
gelijmd zijn. Een geautomatiseerde klem is gemaakt die een staafje vasthoudt gedurende een
treksterkte bepaling. Hiervoor is het ontwerp van de staafjes veranderd. De algemene opzet
van het proefstuk blijft echter ongewijzigd.
Met behulp van een computer wordt de machine aangestuurd. Dezelfde computer leest ook de
krachtsensoren uit en slaat de meetgegevens op. Om dit te kunnen doen is de computer met
een data acquisitie kaart uitgerust.
De totale kosten van ingekochte onderdelen zijn ongeveer €5000. Dit is de helft van het
beschikbare budget, dus eenzelfde bedrag is beschikbaar voor het produceren van de andere
onderdelen van de sterkte testbank.
De ontworpen treksterkte opstelling kan een kracht opwekken van 3 [kN], wat drie keer
zoveel is als de huidige treksterkte opstelling. De maximale snelheid bij deze kracht is 900
[mm/min]. De sterkte kan gemeten worden met een nauwkeurigheid van ongeveer 0,01
[MPa].
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1. Introduetion
Th ere are quite a lot of adhesive bonded components in the lithography machinery ASML
produces. From time to time an adhesive bond fails, though calculations based on the current
knowledge indicate the bond should be secure. When a bonded conneetion fails, it has to be
repaired. This leads to downtime for the machine and an unsatisfied customer. That is why
there is a continuous investigation on the properties of adhesives and adhesive connections at
ASML.
For the investigation of adhesives two adhesive test benehes were made at ASML. One bench
is designed to investigate the tensite strength of an adhesive bond. The other is intended for
the determination ofthe shear modulus. The tensite strength test bench performs a destructive
test, as the tensile force is increased until the adhesive bond fails. The shear modulus test
bench exerts a varying force on the adhesive bond and measures the relative (angular)
displacement ofthe bonded bodies. The adhesive is still intact after this test, therefore this is
called a non-destructive test. ASML would like to replace these adhesive test benehes with
new ones.
Some of the current industrial adhesives are so strong, that the force needed to break the
adhesive bond exceeds the capabilities ofthe tensite test bench. For that reason the new
destructive test bench must be able to exert a bigger tensite force than the current test bench.
As the performance ofthe tensite test bench is unsatisfactory, the greatest needisfora new
destructive test bench.
Also the mechanica} properties ofthe adhesive that the two current benehes can investigate
are limited. Eventually it must be possible to investigate all possible properties of an
adhesive. That is why the new destructive strength test bench must not only be suitable for
tensile strength testing, but also for shear and cleavage testing. Therefore my assignment is to
design a new destructive adhesive test bench, which can perform tensile, shear and cleavage
strength tests.
The following chapter will give some general information about adhesive honds and bonding.
In chapter 3 the assignment is described. Standards for adhesive testing and commercial test
benehes are mentioned in chapter 4. The current test setup and test metbod is analysed in
chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses the basic principles for the new adhesive strength test machine.
The upper and the lower half ofthe machine are discussed in chapter 7 and 8 respectively.
The choice for the data acquisition device is mentioned in chapter 9. The modification of the
sample is discussed in chapter I 0, foliowed by separate chapters for the grippers of each half
ofthe sample. A short recap ofthe costs and the new test procedure are given in chapter 13.
Chapter 14 presents the conclusions and recommendations.

2. Adhesive bonding
In the following text a brief explanation about adhesives and their behaviour is given. Th is
text is intended as basic background inforrnation. That is why I will not profoundly explain all
technica! terros and principles.

2.1 How adhesives work
Adhesive bonding is a means for connecting two or more
bodies. Some other examples of connecting techniques are
welding, soldering and bolting. One speaks of adhesive
bonding when two bodies are connected to each other with
a non-metallic substance, which adheres to both bodies and
has mechanica! strength. The bond between the adhesive
and a substrate is called adhesion. The strength ofthe
adhesive itself results from cohesion.
Figure 1 designations of an
Th ere are many different types of adhesives all of which
adhesive
bond
have different compositions and different influences which
cause the adhesive to harden. Depending on the type of
adhesive, some examples of these influences are ultra violet light, the absence of oxygen or a
chemica! reaction between two substances. Almost all adhesives are liquid, when they are
applied to a substrate. In order to get a good adhesive bond it is necessary that the adhesion is
realized before the adhesive hardens.
There are three principles of adhesion, these are:
• Mechanica! bonding: an adhesive penetrates into the pores of a substrate during its
liquid stage. Due to the shape of the pores the adhesive anchors to the substrate after
hardening.
• Adsorption: adsorption is basedon interrnolecular interactions between the molecules
of adhesive and the substrate. Intermolecu lar interactions can result in repulsive or
attractive forces. To create adhesion the attractive forces obviously have to dominate
the repulsive forces.
• Diffusion: with diffusion the adhesive and the substrate blend. This results in an
ancboring on molecular and atomie scale.
To improve adhesion, substrates can undergo one or more pre-treatments. Depending on the
type of adhesion that will he realized, there are different pre-treatments possible. The most
basic and essen ti al pre-treatment is cleaning the substrate. Some examples of possible pretreatments following cleaning can he abrasion ofthe substrate surface, the application of a
primer, an electro-chemical surface treatment.
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The preparation and realization of an adhesive bond are mostly complex and time-consuming.
Hazardous chemieals and or processes are frequently involved in the necessary pretreatments. When the adhesive is applied it is liquid. Therefore it acts as a lubricant between
the two substrates. This makes it hard to position the two substrates in relation to each other.
Th ere are some negative properties of adhesive honds that should be considered. As industrial
adhesives are viscous-elastic synthetic materials, they have properties typical for these
materials. For example aging occurs. This means that the strength ofthe bond decreases in
time. One should think of years for a ging to have a big effect. Most adhesives also are very
sensitive for environmental influences such as temperature, humidity and chemicals. Each of
which weakens the adhesive bond. Last but not least disassembling two adhesive bonded
bodies can be very difficult.
Despite this drawbacks and the trouble one has to take to realize an adhesive bond, adhesive
bonding can be a very attractive connecting technique. Sometimes it even is the only possible
technique for connecting two bodies. Following is a summation ofthe most important
benefits of adhesive bonding:
• Adhesive honds are continuous connections, which means no distortion or weakening
of a body occurs. As is the case ofbolting where holes have to be drilled.
• Adhesive honds cause an equal distribution of stresses in the connection, resulting in
good dynamic strength properties.
• There is no or little increase in temperature during the bonding process, so there is no
influence ofthe material properties.
• Dissimilar materials can be connected.
• Very thin and small parts can be joined, making miniaturisation possible.
• Adhesive honds can be made electrical and or thermal insulating as well as
conductive.
• Adhesive honds dampen vibrations.
• Touching up after the bond is realized generally is not necessary.

2.2 Current mechanica/ properties of adhesives
In Table 1 an overview is given of the highest mechanica} properties of common high end
industrial adhesives. The values give a rough indication ofthe capabilities of current
adhesives. The given values for the tensile, a, and shear stress, t, represent the maximum
allowabl e stresses. Meanmgw
·
h enth ese va1ues are exceeded th e adh esive bond will fail.
property value
unit
40
MP a
a
40
MP a
't
4000
MP a
E
1000
MP a
G
0,1
MP a
ashrink
KI
50-150·1 o-b
a
Table 1 mechanica) properties of current adhesives
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2.3 Application of the adhesive
When an adhesive cures, its volume decreases a little. As the adhesive first adheres to the
surfaces of the substrates, the volume decrease introduces small stresses to the substrates.
With the bonding oftwo relatively rigid bodies these stresses have practically no effect on the
bodies. However when a thin body is bonded over a large area, the effect becomes noticeable.
Due to the shrinkage the thin body will he bent, resulting in a diminished flatness. It is
possible to decrease the effect of shrinkage on thin bodies, by applying the adhesive as a lot
of single dots equally dispersed over the surface. This results in a lot of equally distributed
small stresses in contrast to one large stress. So when bonding two bodies together the
application ofthe adhesive as a pattem of dotsis the preferred method. The effect is
illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 effect of applying the adhesive as small dots on thin substrate
The adhesive dots are applied with a syringe. The syringe is positioned by hand, which proves
to he accurate enough. Insteadof a plunger that pushes the adhesive out ofthe syringe, the
syringe is attached to a dose device. This device uses air pressure to push the adhesive out.
The time the air pressure is applied, is adjusted by the user. The device then accurately
regulates the duration the air pressure is applied. To prevent leakage of adhesive a momentary
pul se of suction succeeds the end of the pressure period.
Though the length of the pressure period is accurately regulated, there always is a variati on in
volume of the applied adhesive as a function of time. The variation in volume is caused by the
temperature rise and the hardening of the adhesive. The curing of an adhesive is mostly an
exothermic process. Th is means that energy is given off. The energy manifests itself as
warmth. As the adhesive is accumulated in the syringe, the temperature rise is eminent. On
the basis of the first few dots the length of the pressure period is determined. The temperature
rise results in a lower viscosity of the adhesive. Therefore a bigger volume will flow out of
the syringe in the same amount of time. Meanwhile the hardening of the adhesive increases
the viscosity. Aftera while the hardening will dominate the temperature rise, resulting in a
decrease ofvolume ofthe dot. The adhesive ultimately will turn solid in the syringe.
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3. Description of the assignment
The assignment is to design a new destructive adhesive strength test machine. This machine
must be able to perform different destructive tests, namely the tensile, shear and cleavage
strength tests. Ultimately there also has to come a new non-destructive test bench. Th is
however is nota part ofmy assignment, but has to be taking into account. Soparts ofthe
destructive test bench can be used for the non-destructive one and do not have to be designed
from scratch.

3. 1 Specifications for the destructive test bench
Below is a summation ofthe specifications the destructive adhesive test bench has to fulfil:
• Measure adhesive strength to 150 [MPa]
• Bonded surface area of20 [mm2]
• Tensite strength to 3 [kN]
• Shear strength to 3 [kN]
• Cleavage to 15 [Nm]
• Reproducibility of approximately I%
• Automatic data acquisition
• Automated movement to initia! position
• Semi manual operation
The demand for the possibility to measure tensile strength up till 150 [MPa] is quite
substantial. Most current tests show a maximum value of about 40 [MPa]. On very few
occasions a tensile strength of about 80 [MPa] is measured. Consiclering the developments in
adhesives, fulfilling the demand for tensile strength willlead to a test bench that will not
reach its limits for years. The same goes for the shear and cleavage test.
In order to get a feeling for the consequences of these specifications some small calculations
can be made. A bonded circular surface with a diameter of 5 [mm] will have a surface area of
nearly 20 [mm2]. To performa tensile strength test on an adhesive bond with a bonded area of
20 [mm 2] with an allowable stress of 150 [MPa], you will need a tensile force of 3 [kN].
When the same power souree as for the tensile and shear tests is used for the cleavage test, the
force will need an arm of 5 [mm] to be able to deliver a torque of 15 [Nm].
Reproducibility will have to follow out ofthe design ofthe test bench. The properties ofthe
force sensor(s) used also determine a portion ofthe reproducibility. A sensor resolution of I
[N] divided by the surface area of20 [mm2] will result in a strength measurement resolution
of0,05 [MPa]. This resolution seems to be sufficient.
lt is obvious that the data acquisition will be automated nowadays. With the great availability
of personal computers and data acquisition devices this can simply be realised. The personal
computer can also be used to operate the test bench. A computer to operate the test bench has
already been purchased.
With semi manual operation it is meant that automated as well as manual operations are
allowed. Automation of operations will be applied where it is most advantageous. Of course
from a designer's point of view all operations can be automated. This would eliminate the
human factor in the tests. The purpose however is to design an easy to use test bench, not
necessarily a fully automated test bench.
An additional specification is the operator must be able to see the test sample during the
strength test.
A speed specification was not stated originally. Commercially available tensile strength test
benehes have a maximum test speed of approximately 800 [mm/min ]. Th is speed will be used
as specification for the maximum test speed.
A budget of€ 10.000 is reserved for the creation ofthe new strength test machine. So the cost
of the machine must not exceed this sum of money.
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3. 2 Load cases
The strength ofthe adhesives will be tested for different load cases. The different load cases
will be a tensile, shear and cleavage load, the load cases are illustrated in Figure 3. In case of
a tensile load the force exerted on the adhesive is perpendicular to the bonded surface. With a
shear load the force exerted on the adhesive is parallel with the bonded surface. According to
the definition of cleavage, cleavage can only occur with materials with a crystalline structure.
Cleavage is the failure ofthe material along a plane of fracture in the crystalline materiaL
ASML's intention for the cleavage test is to exert a torque load on the adhesive about an axis
parallel with the bonded surface through the adhesive.

Figure 3 different load cases
A random load on a component can be converted to multiple basic loads and vice versa. So
when the load on an adhesive bond is known it can be converted to the basic loads. From the
tests the strength of an adhesive bond forthese basic loads will be known. Based on that
in formation it can be checked if a bond will survive the load. Th is is the reason why the basic
strengths are demanded.
The aim is to design one test bench that can exert three different load cases on a sample,
insteadof designinga test bench for each separate load case. These load cases will nothave to
be applied at the same moment. The test bench is imagined as a universa! design, which can
be adapted with separate tools to make it suitable for introducing the different load casestoa
sample.
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3.3 Necessities for useful measurements
measurement
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Table 2 overview of r equirements for the differ ent tests
The solid dots in Table 2 denote the data that is absolutely necessary to get useful test results.
For the cleavage test the bonded surface area is data that is not directly necessary for the
measurement. The dimensions ofthe bond will however be necessary to calculate the
occurring forces in the adhesive layer.
Open dots are placed by the data that can be useful to compare different tests. By registering
the thickness of an adhesive layer, the influence of the thickness on the strength can be
investigated. For the actual strength measurement however it doesnotmatter how thick the
adhesive layer is. Registering the time can have two functions. On one hand it is possible to
check whether different adhesive honds were exposed to equal load profiles. It also becomes
possible to investigate the influence the load speed bas on strength.
The desired accuracy for the measurements is chosen arbitrarily. They seem to be reasonable
for the required measuring ranges. The required sensor resolution follows from the chosen
accuracy. The required sensor resolution for the cleavage measurement is calculated assuming
a force and an arm of 5 [mm] are used to generate the torque load. The length ofthe arm has
to be known in order to determine the occurring torque.
The results ofthe tensi le and shear strength test will be a stress value. With both tests an
increasing force wi ll be exerted on the adhesive bond. The direction ofthe force wi ll
determine ifthe tensile strengthor the shear strength is being tested. At a certain force
magnitude, F, the adhesive bond will fail. This value divided by the bonded surface area, A,
will give the maximum stress value. The formulas for respectively the tensi le, cr, and shear
stress, t, are:

Although the formulas are the same, the result is not. As stated earlier depending on the
direction ofthe force either the tensile or shear strength will be determined.
The cleavage test will result in a torque value. During the test the adhesive bond will be
exposed to an increasing torque load. The torque at which the bond fai ls will be the cleavage
strength. Taking the dimensions ofthe adhesive bond in account the torque value can be
converted to the occurring forces.
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4. Standardised adhesive tests and commercial
tensile testing machines
Standards are available for the investigation of adhesives. All these standards are intended to
deterrnine the properties ofthe adhesive itself, a smalloverview of test standards is shown in
appendix I. Th is means that the co hesion of an adhesive is being tested. ASML is however
interested in the adhesion properties as well as the co hesion properties of an adhesive
connection.
ASML has a special interest in adhesion properties. Because they do not only use adhesives
for the usual roetal to metal connections, but also to bond not commonly used materials as
Zerodur, quartz and calcium-fluoride. They also want to investigate the effects surface
treatments perforrned on a substrate have on the strength of the adhesive bond.
Most standards originate from the aircraft building industry, where adhesives are primarily
used to conneet plate material and safety is a big issue. Therefore almost all the standards
were specifically developed to investigate the adhesive properties in plate to plate
connections. However ASML usually uses adhesives to conneet two small, relatively solid
bodies. Very often these bodies are made out of different materials. The standards therefore
do not represent adhesive honds used at ASML. This makes the standards inappropriate for
intended tests.
When two relatively larger bodies are glued together a pattem of dots of adhesive is applied.
This is the common method for adhesive bonding at ASML. The dots have a diameter of
several millimetres. When the properties of such a dot are known, it is quite easy to calculate
the properties of a pattem of dots. The properties of one dot only have to be multiplied by the
total amount of dots used in the pattern. Assuming the load is equally distributed over all the
dots.
Because of the above reasons a custom test method will be used. In this method a single dot
of adhesive will be investigated. A lso most substrates in standards are thin strips, matenals as
Zerodur however are not suitable to be used as a strip .. Strips can be made out of Zerodur,
however as Zerodur is a brittie material it will break very easily. So in case a load is applied
the substrate itselfwill fail before the adhesive bond does and the test will be useless.
Commercially available material testing machines can be suitable as
an adhesive test bench. There are however some drawbacks. Small
commercially available material test machines have a force range of
2,5 or 5 [kN]. These ranges just come short or oversboot the desired
range of3 [kN]. The travel range ofthe machines commonly is in the
order of several hundred millimetres. The expected travel fora tensile
strength test of an adhesive is in the range of hundredths of a
millimetre. Because the test bench will be dedicated to adhesive
testing, it is pointless to have such a large travel range.
Small commercial material testing machines that are capable to exert
forces of up to 2,5 [kN] practically all have the sa me design. They
have a single motorised vertical slide mounted on a base. One gripper
is attached to the slide, the other to the base. A sensor is fixed either
between the slide and a gripper or the base and a gripper. Depending
on the version of test ben eh is operated via a personal computer or via
Figure 4 picture of the
an interface on the machine itself. Figure 4 shows a picture of a
current adhesive
testing machine with the described design.
tensile strength test
It is decided to design a custom, complete new adhesive test bench.
machine
Standard grips are designed to perforrn material tests conform given
standards. They are suited to hold a thin, flat sample. As stated earlier
the adhesive test sample will nothave that shape. So the grips already will have to be custom .
Considering the further construction ofthe commercial test machines it was decided to design
a new testing machine, specifically designed to suit the needs for the adhesive strength tests.
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5. Analysis of the current test
At the moment a custom made tensile strength test bench is used. Toperfarm strength
measurements samples have to be made. Which are suitable for the test bench. In this chapter
a description ofthe sample is given as wellas a description ofthe test setup and method. At
the end some pros and cons about the current setup are given.

5.1 Sample
The sample for the tensile strength test is a rectangular bar with twenty-six pins glued on one
si de of it. Of these twenty-six pins, the outer four are only used during the production of the
sample, the other twenty-two are used for the tensile strength test. Because of statistica!
reasans this amount of pins has to be tested [7]. Th is was considered as a given. From here on
the rectangular bar will be referred to as substrate. In the next paragraphs the substrate, the
pins and the way they are bonded are descri bed. Figure 5 shows a picture of a pin bonded to a
substrate. The substrate in the picture is made out of Zerodur.

5.1.1 Substrate
The substrate is a rectangular bar of 20x I Ox 130
[mm]. The dimensions and shape ofthe substrate
make it easy to handle and easy to perfarm surface
treatments on it. As twenty-six pins are glued to the
substrate, the surface treatment of the substrate
prepares the surfaces for twenty-six test samples at
once. Note that only twenty-two are used for the
tensile strength test. Materials for the substrate can
be metals, like stainless steel and aluminium, or
materialsas Zerodur or calcium-fluoride. For all
substrate materials that are bonded with adhesives,
the chosen dimensions are standard available or are
easy to manufacture to this shape. The cast of a
kilogram of raw-material of Zerodur and calciumfluoride is €125 and €9000 respectively. As a
comparison a kilogram of stainless steel casts €3 to
€20. That is why the dimensions ofthe substrate
are chosen relatively smal!. So the surface ofthe
substrate is efficiently used.

Figure 5 one row of pins remaining on a
Zerodur substrate

5.1.2 Pins
A pin is a short round bar with a length of approximately 15 [mm] and a diameter
of 5 [mm]. One end is ground and will be glued to the substrate. The other end is
equipped with an axial threaded hole. This hole is used to grip the pin during a
M4
tensile strength test. Jt is also used to fix the pin to a tooi during grinding and
during the creation ofthe adhesive bond. This will be explained in the next
paragraph.
It is important that the ground end has a neat finish. For example a burr will
L[)
anchor itself in the adhesive layer, thus influences the measurement. The
roughness of the ground end should be the same for of all pins. In this way the
properties ofthe bonding surface on the pin will be not vary. So for every test the
pin-adhesive bond will be the same, making it possible to campare test results.
Figure 6
The pins are made out of stainless steel. The stainless steel is indicated with the
current pin
material code N284 or AISI 303. This is a cheap stainless steel, with relatively low
deshm
mechanica! properties. Nevertheless this material outperfarms all ofthe adhesives,
but most important all adhesives used within ASML, adhere very well to this materiaL

'
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5.1.3 Creation of a sample
A tooi is used to create a sample. This
tooi is a block of steel with two rows of
through holes and three holes to fit dowel
pins, as shown in Figure 7. One by one
each ofthe twenty-six pinsis firmly
fixed to the block with a screw. In this
configuration the ends ofthe pins are
ground. So the end surfaces all have the
same orientation and finish. Occasionally
a pin breaks of off the tooi during the
grinding process. This happens when the
pin is not connected firmly enough to the
tooi. After grinding, the tooi assembly is
ready to be cleaned. Only the ends of the
pinsneed to be clean to guarantee good
adhesion. However the tooi is cleaned as
Figure 7 grinding and glue tooi
a whole, as cleaning is performed in
special baths in which the assembly is
totally submerged.
The assembly can be used to glue the pins to the substrate after cleaning. The surface ofthe
substrate to which the pins will be bonded, will also have undergone the desired and or
necessary pre-treatment(s) before bonding. The three dowel pins are pushed into the destined
holes and on the end of each pin an adhesive dot is placed. The substrate is placed on an
underground with the pre-treated surface facing upward. The tooi assembly is placed on top
ofthe substrate, the pins facing downwardof course. Weights can now be placed on top ofthe
tooi, to increase the pressing force. The dowel pins will touch two vertical si des of the
substrate and thereby de fine the position of the pins on the substrate.
In order to regulate the adhesive Jayer thickness, glass beads are added to the adhesive. This is
only done for the outer four pins. While the adhesive is fluid, the outer pins rest on these
beads. When the adhesive has hardened, the adhesive layers all have the thickness determined
by the glass beads. Layer thicknesses vary from 5 to 150 [11m ], with 50 [11m] being the layer
thickness that is commonly used. For this range of distances glass beads are available. They
have a tight toleranee on the diameter. Thus the Jayer thickness can be accurately regulated.
By adding the glass beads to the adhesive the bond is weakened. That is why the outer four
pins are not considered with the determination ofthe tensile strength.
The two rows of pins create a stabie base for the tooi to rest on. One can imagine that the tooi
would very easily tip over, when it was to stand on only one row of pins.
To perform the strength test the tooi has to be removed. Because the pins are tightly screwed
to the tooi, a considerable amount oftorque has to be used to loosen the screws. This torque is
also exerted on the adhesive bond. So when the actual strength test takes place, the adhesive
bond was already tested for a torque load. This is an unwanted effect. With weaker adhesives
it even occurs that an adhesive bond fails , while a screw is loosened.
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5.2 Current tensile strength test setup
The current tensile strength test setup is constructed out of several components. A picture of
the test setup is depicted in Figure 8. The power souree is a motor driven linear slide, which is
bolted to the tabletop. The tabletop is a thick aluminium plate. An S-beam force sensor is
bolted on top ofthe slide. A small blockis attached to the side ofthe slide. This block
activates a limit switch, which marks the starting position ofthe slide fora tensile strength
test. Mounted on the sensor is a holder for the threaded bar. One end ofthe threaded bar is
placed in this bolder, the other end is screwed into a pin. The substrate slides into the T slot of
a bolder. There are nopins left on the substrate in the picture. The holder is also bolted to the
tabletop, thereby creating a closed force loop. The motor is controlled and the sensor read out
by a personal computer, provided with a multifunctional data acquisition card.

Figure 8 overview of the current adhesive tensile strength machine

5.2.1 Description of a test session
Before the start of a test session the outer four pins are removed. The sample is then slid into
the holder till the first pin makes contact with a stop. The pin is now positioned right in front
of the force sensor. At the push of a button the slide moves forward to the starting position .
One end of the threaded bar is screwed into the pin. The other end is placed in its bolder.
Pressing the start button makes the slide move away from the sample. Hereby a tensile force
is exerted on the adhesive bond. The force is measured by the sensor and monitored on the
personal computer, used to operate the test setup. When the bond fails the slide continues to
move backward, until the end position is reached. The acquired data can now be saved.
The pin bas to be removed from the threaded bar and the sample slid till the next pin makes
contact with the stop. When the slide is back at its starting position and the threaded bar is
inserted in the next pin, the next test can take place.
The sample bas two rows ofpins. Only one ofthe two rows is at the right height to perform
the test, when it is placed in the bolder. So when all the pins of one row are removed, the
sample is taken out of the bolder, rotated 180° and placed back in the hol der. Now the second
row is at the correct height to perform the strength tests and the test session can continue.
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5.2.2 Pros and cons of the current test manner
The screw conneetion to the pins has to go. First of all it is very laborious to perfonn the tests.
Also a load is exerted on the adhesive bond during removal ofthe grind-glue tooi. These are
two strong reasons against the threaded hole.
Grinding the ends ofthe pins also is a laborious process. The people that have to grind, are
notfond ofthis. Preferably the grinding processis eliminated from the bonding process.
The design ofthe test bench introduces asymmetrie loads into the construction. These kinds
of loads are preferably prevented.
The layout and dimensions of the substrate are quite conven ient. They make it easy to
perfonn surface treatments and material costs are kept relatively low.
The principle of using "standard" weli-bonding pins and varying the material of the substrate
is a good one. One treated surface ofthe substrate will be the base for twenty-two pins. So the
adhesion surface that matters is exactly the sameforthese twenty-two tested honds.
Using two rows ofpins next toeach other is a simple solution to create a stabie base during
the bonding process.
The threaded bar functions as astrut between the drive and the sample. So possible alignment
errors are compensated for by the threaded bar.

5.2.3 How adhesion and cohesion are tested separately
It is quite straightforward to investigate the co hesion and adhesion of an adhesive separately.
The cohesion can be tested by applying the adhesive between two substrates, to which the
adhesive adheres very well. When an increasing load is exerted on the adhesive, it is almost
certain the adhesive will fail before the honds fail. Ifthis is not the case the adhesion is the
weakest link of the conneetion and therefore of the most interest. Adhesion can be
investigated by having at least one interface of the adhesive and the des ired materiaL In case
of one interface of interest, it must be certain the adhesive adheres better to the other bonded
body. This is to make certain the bond that fails first, is the bond between the adhesive and
the material of interest.

5.3 Analysis of the errors introduced by the sample
Glass spheres are used to detennine the adhesive layer thickness. The
most common layer thickness is 50 [Jlm]. The used glass spheres for
that layer thickness, have a nomina! diameter of 50 [Jlm] with a
toleranee of ±3 [Jlm]. The si ze distribution is 2,6 [Jlm] and the
standard deviation 5,1%. The variation in diameter can cause the pins
to be skew with respect to the substrate. The worst case would be
when only the smallest beads are placed under one pin and the largest
ones under the other, as illustrated in Figure 9.
Assuming this worst case scenario, the error in the load case is
calculated. With the dimensions given in the illustration, the angle
between the pin and the substrate will be 0,6 [mrad]. The tensile force
acting on the pin is assumed to be aligned with the pin. In the
following fonnula the additional unwanted load on the adhesive layer
is calculated:

Fr = Ftana

= 3000 . tan ( 0, 6 ·1 o-3 )
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Figure 9 skewness of
the pins caused by
va riations in Iayer
thickness

= 1,8[N]
So the skewness ofthe pins causes a maximum additional shear load of 1,8 [N] , which causes
an additional shear stress of 0, 1 [MP a] in the adhesive layer. Th is is a very small extra load,
even though it represents the worst case situation.
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The current substrate holder supports the substrate near its long sides. The pin is situated out
ofthe middle ofthe substrate. When the tensile force is being exerted on the pin, an
asymmetrie load is introduced to the substrate. This load will bend the substrate. Because the
pin is positioned offcentre, the deformation ofthe substrate causes an angle between the
tensile force and the adhesive Jayer. As a consequence a shear load is introduced to the
adhesive Jayer.
The shear load caused by the deformation of the substrate can be calculated. All following
assumptions conceming this calculation are made in order to create a worst case scenario. The
substrate deforms the most when the outer pins are loaded. Meaning the pins placed the
nearest to the short ends of the substrate. The reason for this is that there only is a small
amount of substrate material available to resist the deformation. For this calculation a beam
with the dimensions of 1Ox 1Ox20 [mm] represents the substrate, as shown in Figure 1Ob. The
supports of the substrate are represented as hinges placed at the very end of the beam. The
force acting on the pin results in an equally dispersed load over the adhesive layer. For the
calculation however the original force is used, actingalong the centreline ofthe pin parallel
with the y-axis. The model representing the load case is shown in Figure I Oe. The most
compliant substrate material is aluminium. So calculations were made using the modulus of
elasticity, E, of aluminium.

F

c.

c-x

20

Figure 10 a. substrate with pins b. beam on which calculation is based c. model
used for calculation
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With the formulas [1 0] given below the key componentsof deformation can be calculated:

Fa
BA= Ell(2!-a)(l-a)
6

B =-Fa (f -a2)
B

6Ell

2

Fa (1 -a
Ymax = Ell
3
3

2

J,% atx=l-V~
~

when a<

1

2

These formulas are elaborated in appendix 2. The results of these calculations are depicted in
Figure 11. The rotation ofthe beam is maximal at support A. Moving to point P the rotation
gradually decreases to zero. At Point P the beam bas the Jargest displacement in y-direction.
The adhesive layer is positioned between support A and point P, so the rotation ofthe beam
under the pin will be between 1,1 and 0 [mrad]. The maximum angle is used to calculate the
additional shear load that is exerted on the adhesive layer. This is done below:

Fr = FtanBA

= 3000. tan ( 1, 1·1 o-J)
=3,3[N]
The additional shear stress is 0,16 [MPa]. This is acceptable even though the outcome is
higher than the actual stress that will occur.

A
~mrad]
8,8

20

J

Figure 11 results of the calculations for bending of the substrate
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6. Basics for the new strength test bench
Jt is possible to point out the fundamental elements forthetest bench, without imposing any
additional restrictions. The elements can be indicated by elaborating the question: what task
will the adhesive strength test machine have to perform? Answering this question willlead to
some new questions and to the functions the machine has to perform.
The strength test bench must exert and measure a load on an adhesive bond between two
bodies. How can this be done? As a force will not originate out ofnothing, a power (force)
souree is needed. The adhesive layer itself cannot be held, so the two bonded bod ies have to
be held. Th is requires two grippers of some sort. In order to introduce the force to the
adhesive layer, one gripper has to be held in place, while the force is exerted on the other.
This causes the need fora frame. How great is the exerted force? To know how great the
force is in the adhesive bond, the force has to be measured. This can be done by integrating a
force sensor somewhere in the force loop. How can all these elements be operated and
monitored? With the help of a personal computer provided with a suitable interface, the whole
system can be operated and monitored.
In a row the fundamental elements for the adhesive test bench are:
• power (force) souree
• two grippers
• frame
• sensor
• personal computer with interface
These fundamental elements are necessary for the test bench to perform its task of exerting a
force on the sample. Because the force is exerted on the sample and not by the sample, it is
not mentioned as a fundamental element ofthe adhesive test machine. To keep the costs of
the machine down to a minimum, commercially available components will be used where
ever possible.

6. 1 Principles for the test bench
For the tensile strength test a pure tensile force is wanted in the adhesive layer. This can be
reached with the use of two (i deal) hall joints. Instead of a hall joint, a cardan joint can be
used. This has the same functionality as a hall joint, but a different construction. A hall joint
constrains the position of the element connected to it. Assuming the other half of the hall joint
is fixed to the world. All rotational degrees of freedom are unconstrained. So when an
arbitrary force is exerted on the element, it will align itselfwith the force, reducing all
moments to zero. In Figure 12a a drawing is displayed that illustrates this.
Suppose two hall joints are connected to at each end of a beam element. One hall joint is also
connected to the fixed world and the loose end of the other hall joint is free to translate in one
direction. The beam element itselfwill constrain the distance between the two hall joints.
When a force is exerted on the guided hall joint, the element is stressed with a force collinear
to the centreline ofthe element. Forcesin any other direction would cause the element to
rotate. Th is is however restrained by the guidance of the hall joint. So forces that are not
collinear with the element are directed into the guidance. The result is the beam element
experiences a pure axial force. This can also beseen in Figure 12.
When the sample is correctly integrated into this beam, the adhesive layer will be loaded with
a pure tensile force. The adhesive layer has a correct orientation in relation to the beam
element, when the centrelines ofthe element and adhesive bond are collinear.
The condition for the beam element to experience a pure tensile force , is that the hall joints
can rotate forceless. This can be realised by using air hearings for the construction of a cardan
joint. This will however be an expensive solution and because ofthe construction ofan air
hearing it cannot cope with shock loads. A shock load occurs each time an adhesive bond
fails. So a standard hall joint or a cardan joint has to be used. A cardan joint can be created
with plain hall hearings or with elastic hinges. Bali hearings and hall joints will both have
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friction. The construction ofball joints makesthem unsuitable for coping with shock loads in
all directions. Th is leaves the cardan joint, constructed witheither ball hearings or elastic
hinges. Bali hearings are not designed to bear a near static load. Although ball hearings can
handle the static load it is better prevented. The lubricants will be pushed away from the
loaded halls and the contact area will start to wear. This reduces the functionality ofthe ball
hearing itself and thereby also of the cardan joint. Th is leaves the elastic cardan as a friction
free solution able to withstand shock loads.

b.

j>----~---1....
~

....
Figure 12 sketches mustrating the creation of a pure tensile force in an element
connected to ball joints
An elastic cardan joint is constructed with two elastic
hinges. Each hinge constrains all degrees of freedom
except the rotation about the folding line ofthe hinge. The
folding lines ofthe elastic hinges are orientated
perpendicular to each other and are intersecting. The force
running through the cardan joint has to be in line with the
elastic hinge. This means the force line is perpendicular to
the folding lines ofboth hinges, as shown in Figure 13.
A moment (around the folding line ofthe hinge) has to be
exerted on an elastic hinge in order to bend it. So the
element placed between two elastic cardan joints will be
exposed to a radial load when an elastic hinge is bent. The
Figure 13 example of an
tensile force running through the part is therefore
elastic cardan joint
contaminated with a load perpendicular to the tensile
force.
The moment needed for the angular displacement of the cardan joint is best kept as low as
possible. The moment will increase with the angular displacement ofthe hinge, so the angular
displacement must be kept to a minimum. This can be done by placing the elastic cardan
joints as far apart as possible. Another means of minimizing the moment needed for rotation
is to make the elastic cardan joint very flexible. How this can be done is explained in
paragraph 7.3. So theelastic cardan joints will have to be as flexible as possible and placed as
far apart as possible, to minimize the contaminating force that will be exerted on the element.
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To create a force in the adhesive layer, the bodies ofthe sample have to move with respect to
each other. When the pin and substrate move away from each other parallel to the centreline
of the adhesive layer, the originating force will be a pure tensile force. The use of a linear
guiding system makes this movement possible. This guiding system will leave the parallel
movement unconstrained, while all other translations and rotations will be constrained.
Therefore the guiding system will also prevent the exertion of a torque load on the adhesive
layer.
In order to create a pure tensile force the appliance of two cardan joints is enough . However
by adding the guiding system, it can be accomplished that the cardan joints only have to
compensate small misalignments. Therefore the angular displacements ofthe cardan joints
will be minimized. These misalignments can originate from tolerances in the construction of
the test bench or from the sample itself.
All constructions have a certain stiffness. This means they all have a spring like behaviour.
When a construction or spring is loaded, it will deform while storing potential energy. The
higher the stiffness of a loaded construction the less the deformation and stored energy will
be. All energy stored in the test bench will be put there by the power source. So reducing the
stored energy means the power souree uses less power to produce the same load. The
potential energy will come free when the adhesive bond faits. This energy is then available
for darnaging the test bench. Allloaded elements will relax at once when the adhesive bond
faits.
Suppose a compressive force is exerted on an element. When this load is instantly removed,
the element will jump back to its unloaded state. Within the element there is however
practically no damping. As aresult the element will oversboot its unloaded state. So now the
element will exert a force on the surrounding structure. If the conneetion between that
element and the rest ofthe structure bas play, the element will pass through the play and both
parts will collide. This collision will most likely result in damage to at least one but more
likely both parts. Therefore play bas to be prevented.
Stored energy bas to be minimized. In order to minimize the stored energy in a construction,
the construction bas to comply with several principles. The force loop must be as short as
possible, thereby decreasing the loaded part of a construction. The stiffness of the
construction must be sufficiently large. The stiffness is most important for the part ofthe
construction that is loaded duringa strength test. The stiffness can be made large, by using
material abundantly at the right places. As long as the construction does not have to be
moved, its mass can be increased without any consequence.
The stored elastic energy, U, of an element can be calculated with the following formula.

u =.l p 2
2

c

F stands for the force that is exerted on theelementand c for the stiffness ofthe loaded
element, this bas to be entered with a unit of [N/mm]. The maximum force the bench wil! be
able to exert is 3 [kN], combined with a stiffness of 1·1 08 [N/m] , the stored energy is 45 [J].
This seems a reasonable value. But the higher the stiffness ofthe strength test bench, the
better.

6.2 Layout for the adhesive test machine
The sample is taken as point of departure for choosing the layout ofthe system. Although the
pins are going to be adapted, the layout and shape of the sample itself do not have to change.
As described in the previous chapter a pin and the substrate have to be held, in order to exert a
force on the adhesive bond. Two grippers will therefore hold the sample. These grippers are
connected to cardan joints to ensure a tensite force is exerted on the adhesive layer. One of
the cardan jointscan remain stationary, so it can be fixed toa frame. The other must be able
to move, soa force can be exerted on the sample. For that reason the second cardan joint will
be connected to the mobile part ofthe linear guidance. The static part ofthe linear guidance
will be connected to the frame . The mobile part ofthe linear guidance bas to be driven in
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order to create a force. The moving part of the drive unit will therefore be connected to the
mobile part ofthe linear guidance. The static part ofthe drive unit has to be connected to the
frame, because it must be able to build up a force.
Below a summation of frame options is given. A sketch of each option is displayed next to the
text. In the tigure the cardan joints are depicted with a "c" and the grippers with a "g".
• C-shaped frame: the elements will be placed between the protruding
arms of the C-shaped frame. The force of the strength test will
create a bending moment in the entire frame. The angular
displacement ofthe arms caused by this moment will have to be
compensated by the cardanjoints. Because ofthe C-shape the other
elements ofthe test bench have a good approachability.
• Portal frame: this frame is constructed out of two girders and two
beams that hold the girders apart. The elements ofthe
test bench will be connected to the middle ofthe
girders. This creates a symmetrical load case on the
Figure 14 C-frame
L J
frame.
The strength test force will create a bending
sketch
moment in the girders, the beams are however loaded
with a near axial force. The approachability of the
elements will be good.
I
I
L ~
• Tubular frame: a frame made out of a tube and two
endplates. The elements will be connected to the
r cl
I
endplates and mounted inside the tube. The rotational
=I=
symmetrie shape ofthe tubular frame ensures the
I
frame has an equal rigidity for all radial loads. The
Figure 16
r l
accessibility is however poor. Large holes have to be
I
I
tubular
created in the sides ofthe tube to create the possibility
frame
of
reaching the elements.
Figure 15 portal frame
sketch
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A vertical orientation is chosen for the adhesive strength test machine. Gravity will then work
in the same direction as the force aroused by the test bench. So the test bench will be designed
to cope with loads in this direction. In this way the test bench will also take up a minimal
amount of table space.
A wheeled cabinet is thought of as a table forthetest bench. The personal computer
cantrolling the test bench and the test bench itselfplaced on the table top. Only the sample
bolders however have to be reaebabie for the operator. By letting the adhesive strength test
machine sink into the tabletop, the part of the machine that does not have to be handled is
placed under the tabletop.
The assignment is to design an adhesive test bench that can determine the strength of an
adhesive bond for different load cases. The idea for introducing different load cases to the
adhesive layer is to use different tools or constructions driven by a universa] power source.
There are some ideas on how to introduce the shear and cleavage load cases, however actual
tools are not designed yet. (A few ideas can be found in appendix 16.) To create maximum
freedom for the design of these tools it is decided to create a more or less modulartest bench .
This will be done by dividing the test bench into two parts. With the power souree as one part
and the construction to introduce a specific load case as the other.
Despite the poor (initia!) accessibility ofthe elements, the tubular frame is chosen for the
adhesive test bench. I see the best possibilities for creating a modulartest bench with this
frame, mainly because fine fits can be created on the cylindrical parts and two parts with
matching fitscan be easily aligned accurately. With the use of fits the two halves ofthe test
bench can be accurately positioned with respect to each other.
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7. Ma in elements of the up per half of the test ben eh
The main elements of the upper part of the adhesive strength test machine consist of a frame
and an elastic cardan joint. The table top to which the upper half will be attached has to be
adapted to make this possible. The force sensor is also placed intheupper half ofthe
machine. All this will be described in the following paragraphs.

7. 1 Preparation of the tabletop
The tabletop will be used to fix the upper and lower
part of the test ben eh to. During a strength test a
compressive force will run through the frame. Thus
the two parts will be pusbed against the tabletop.
Therefore the screws used to attach the frames to
the tabletop will not be loaded by a strength test and
are only used to fix the frames to the table between
the strength tests.
The tabletop can be made out of a thick plate of
steel or aluminium. A large hole bas to be made
inside the table top, so the tubular shape is
maintained and parts can stick through the table.
Concentric with this hole two recesses of at least a
Figure 17 hole construction in the
few millimetres deep are made on the top and
tabletop
bottorn ofthe tabletop. These will be used to
position the upper and lower part of the machine.
Therefore the vertical sides (the diameter) ofthe recesses will have to be made with a fitting
tolerance.
Three counter bore holes in this recess are used to fix the lower frame to the table. These
holes are placed with an angle of 120° in between. The pillars of the upper frame will be
placed right above these counter bore holes. This places the pillars ofthe lower and upper
frame in extension of each other. Th is however leaves no possibility to fix screws in the
centre ofthe pillars ofthe upper frame. Therefore the holes forthescrews to attach the upper
frame will be placed right beside the pillars. During a test the frame will be loaded with a
compressive force so the frame will be pusbed to the table. Because ofthat the upper frame
can be mounted this way.

7.2 Upper frame
The upper frame will be constructed as a tube with a diameter of
120 [mm], a wall thickness of20 [mm] and a length of230 [mm].
The material is chosen to be AISI 303 . This is a stainless steel and is
the standard construction material within ASML. Large holes have
to be cut in the wall ofthe tube to create approachability and
visibility ofthe bolders and the sample. What is left is a tube with a
long upper ring and a shorter lower ring connected by three pillars,
shown in Figure 18. The pillars have a cross section of
approximately 20x20 [mm] and a lengthof 100 [mm].
The axial stiffness ofthe tube is calculated disregarding the lower
ring between the pillars. The height of this ring is ho wever added to
the length of the pillars in the calculation. The resulting stiffness of
the frame is 1,6·109 [N/m], the total calculation can be found in
appendix 3.
One cardan joint wi 11 be connected to the top of the frame. The
outside ofthe cardan and tube have a matching fit. So they can be
aligned with the help of a bush with a fit toleranee on the ins ide

Figure 18 Upper frame
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diameter. More logica! would be to let the tube have a fitted hole and the protruding part of
the cardan an outside fit, so they fit into each other. The reason to apply a fit on the outside of
the frame and cardan will become clear in paragraph 7.4. A threaded hole is made right above
each pillar to be able to attach the cardan to the tube.
The other si de of the frame is attached to the table. Th ree holes placed just beside the pillars
are drilled so the frame can be screwed to the table. Ifthe screws have to be countersunk,
material will have to be removed from the side ofthe tube, as can beseen in Figure 18.
Without some kind of special tooi it will namely be impossible to countersink the hole from
above.

7.3 Cardan joint
The cardan joint is created in asolid bar of materiaL In this material
two elastic hinges are created, with their folding lines perpendicular to
each other. An axial hole has to be made in the middle of the cardan
joint, to remove leftover material ofthe elastic hinges that hinder the
functioning of the cardan joint. Th is is best done before the elastic
h
hinges are created, to prevent darnaging the hinges during drilling.
The way to create an elastic hinge with standard tools, is to drill two
paraBel holes leaving a small wall between the holes. Then saw to the
Figure 19 basic
holes to create the elastic hinge. Th is results in the basic shape of an
shape of an elastic
elastic hinge as illustrated in Figure 19. After sawing the two parts
h.
mge
connected by the elastic hinge are supple for rotation with respect to
each other around the folding line ofthe hinge. The hinge can rotateabout the axis
perpendicular to the paper plane through the middle ofthe hinge, indicated by the dot. The
wa11 that remains between the holes is the wa11 thickness ofthe elastic hinge (h). This
parameter in combination with the diameter ofthe holes (D) and the thickness ofthe material
(t) used to create theelastic hinge in, determine the mechanica! properties ofthe elastic hinge.
Of course the mechanica! properties of the material in which the elastic hinge is created a lso
influences the properties ofthe elastic hinge.
To minimize the force that is needed to rotate an elastic hinge, a flexible elastic hinge must be
created. The ratio between the wa11 thickness and the hole diameter shows how stiff an elastic
hinge is. The smaller the ratio the more flexible the hinge is. Therefore taking a sma11 wa11
thickness and a large hole diameter will result in a flexible hinge. The elastic hinges that will
create the cardan joint will therefore have to have a small wall thickness to hole diameter
ratio.
In this case theelastic hinges will be loaded with a tensile force, thus introducing a tensile
stress in the elastic hinge. Therefore the wall thickness cannot betaken too small, because the
tensile stress will get too high. By increasing the length ofthe hinge, the cross sectional area
of the hinge is increased. So there is more material present in the hinge to carry the load, thus
decreasing the tensile stress. Besides the small ratio, the elastic hinges will also need a large
length.
A problem that can occur with the creation of flexible elastic
hinges, is that too much material is removed by drilling the
holes. When this is the case using an alternative shape ofthe
elastic hinge can bring the solution. Approximately 60° of an
are is namely enough to create a good elastic hinge [9]. Using
electrical-discharge wire machining such an alternative elastic
hinge can be made, Figure 20 shows an elastic hinge where this
alternative is used.

Figure 20 elastic hinge
created with wire EDM
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AISI 303 is taken as material for the cardan joint. Although this is nota high-quality
(stainless) steel, it fuifiJs the demands for the cardan joint. This will become clear below. The
detailed calculations can be found in appendix 4. The dimensions ofthe elastic hinges ofthe
cardan joint are chosen as follows:
Wall thickness, h: 0,5 [mm]
Hole diameter, D: 30 [mm]
Length of the hinge, t: 63 [mm]
The rotational stiffness (k) is calculated with the following formula :

k = EI = E · fï th
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"E" represents the Young's modulus ofthe used materiaL The length ofthe loaded element is
indicated with "!". The length however has to be replaced by the equivalent bending length of
an elastic hinge. The elastic hinges have a rotational stiffness of 36 [Nm/rad], so the hinges
are indeed supple.
Assuming the sample is placed I 00 [mm] from the cardan joint and will translate at most 0,25
[mm] from the centreline, the angular displacement ('V) ofthe elastic hinge becomes 2,5
[mrad]. Using the rotational stiffness, the angular displacement and the distance between the
sample and the cardan joint, the shear force that will be exerted by the cardan joint on the
adhesive layer can be calculated.
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This force creates a shear stress in the adhesive layer of only 0,045 [MPa], this is an
acceptable value.
The tensile stiffness (c) of one elastic hinge is:
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= 7, 8 · 108 (N I m]
The cross sectional area ofthe hingeis indicated by "A". In this formula the length is
replaced by the equivalent tensile length ofthe elastic hinge. As two elastic hinges are placed
in serial order in the cardan joint the tensile stiffness of the cardan joint will be at most 3,9·108
[N/m].
The force aroused by the test bench, results in a tensile stress of 100 [MP a] in the hinge.
Using the angular displacement of2,5 [mrad] , the maximum bending stress wil! be 40 [MPa].
When the bending stress and the tensile stress occur simultaneously the stress level is
approximately 60% ofthe yield stress of AISI 303. So that is acceptable.
The construction of the cardan joint allows a greater angular displacement than needed. The
standard slit width created with electrical-discharge wire machining is 0,3 [mm] [4]. In
combination with an outside diameter of 78 [ mm] of the cardan joint, the maximum angular
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displacement will be 7,7 [mrad]. The corresponding bending stress is 123 [MPa]. Assuming
that this displacement will not occur while the maximum tensile force is exerted on the joint,
the hinges are protected against overload.
Figure 22 shows the intention for the designed cardan
joint viewed from below. The tlange on top ofthe cardan
joint has three holes in it, which will be used to screw the
cardan on top of the upper frame. The flan ge diameter
(120 [mm]) is the same as the frame diameter and will
have the same fit. The cardan joint can be created out of a
bar with a diameter of 120 [mm] and a length of 69 [mm].
The part in which the actual cardan joint is realised has a
diameter of78 [mm], leaving 1 [mm] space between the
frame and the cardan joint. An axial through hole with a
diameter of 15 [mm] will be made in the centre of the
cardan joint. On the bottorn of the cardan joint a boss is
created with a fitting surface on
Figure 22 impression of the
its side. This boss has a diameter
designed cardan joint
of 28 [mm] and protrudes 4 [mm].
Equally distributed around this
boss there are three threaded holes. These features will be used to
position and attach the gripper to the cardan joint. The gripper will be
discussed in chapter 11.
The text above describes how the upper cardan joint can be made.
The lower cardan will have the same dimensions for the elastic
hinges, but it will be integrated in the part that will be connected to
the drive unit. This part will be discussed in paragraph 8.3.
The way the cardan joint is mounted ensures a tensile load on the
binges during the strength test. When the binges would be loaded
with a compressive force an instabie situation is created. Ifthe
compressive load is going straight through the hinge there is a state of
Figure 21 instabie
equilibrium. Only the slightest misalignment ofthe load will however
situation by a
cause the loaded element to rotate, trying to align itself with the force.
compressive load on a
The new state of equilibrium will be reached when the loaded element
hinge
rotates nearly 180°. Th is is illustrated in Figure 21.

7.4 Force measurement
In advance ofthe actual choice ofthe sensorsome general remarks conceming the sensor are
made. The sensor has to be checked from time to time, to be sure that it still measures
correctly. It must be easy to do this, as you do notwant to disassembie the entire machine just
to check the sensor. There wil! be different interchangeable constructions to generate the
different load cases for the adhesive strength tests. When the samesensor can be used to
measure the load in the different constructions, the purchase of an extra sensor will be
unnecessary.
The sensor is positioned preferably as close to the sample as possible. With this it is meant
that the sensor is close to the sample in the force loop. In doing so the force is measured close
to the place where it matters. Possible side effects and noise from other (mechanica!)
components on the measurement are prevented in this way.
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In the current adhesive strength test bench the S2 force
sensor of HBM is used to measure the tensile force. Th is is
aso called S-beam sensor, an example is shown in Figure
23. This sensor functions very well . However it only has the
capacity to measure forces of up to I [kN] were forces of up
to 3 [kN] have to be measured. HBM also delivers the S9
force sensor. Th is is the bigger version of the S2 and is
capable of measuring forces of 3 [kN]. However the S9 will
not be used, because the sensor is too supple. Using the
Figure 23 picture of the S2
stated maximal displacement, y, of the sensor and the force
sensor
of I 0 [kN], the stiffness can be determined. The maximum
displacement ofthe sensor is 0,4 [mm]. Because the dimensions ofthe sensor are the same for
the 3 and 10 [kN] version, I 0 [kN] is used in the calculation.

c= F =

10 103
.
=2 5·10 7 [N i m]
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This stiffness is too low, too much elastic energy will be stored in the sensor. Therefore
another solution has to be found.
Two possibilities come to mind for creating a high stiffness force sensor. One option is to
place strain gages on a stiff construction, the other would be to simply find a high stiffness
force sensor. Each option will be shortly discussed below.
Strain gages or a strain gage could for example be placed on the top frame. When a strain
gage is placed it is placed permanently. Sostrain gages have to be placed on each
construction for the different load cases. Placing strain gages is quite a laborious work,
because they are glued to their foundation and wires have to be soldered to the strain gages to
create the electrical connection. After placement they have to be calibrated, to determine what
signa! comes with what load.
The search for sensors with a high stiffness, nearly always leads to piezoelectric sensors. The
stiffness of piezoelectric sensors usually is I ·1 09 [N/m] and up. They are particularly well
suited for measuring compressive forces and to small extent tensile forces. A wide variety of
piezoelectric sensor designs is available.
The piezoelectric sensor is chosen, mainly for the ease in use. In the following text some
characteristics and considerations about the piezoelectric sensor will be discussed.

7 .4.1 Piezoelectric force sensor
Inside a piezoelectric sensor a material is placed that produces an electrical current, when it is
mechanically loaded. This phenomenon is called the piezo effect. Hence the name
piezoelectric force sensor. Quartz is an example of a material that exhibits piezoelectric
properties. The electrical current the sensors produce is very small, that is why an amplifier
and a signa! conditioner have to be used to create a useful measuring signa!. When a static
load is exerted toa piezoelectric force sensor, the generated current willleak to zero
according to an exponential decay. Meaning that aftera given time the sensor does not
generate a current anymore, so the readout device will measure no force. This effect makes it
impossible to perform static force measurements. The expression referring to this effect is
called the discharge time constant, which is given in the data of a piezoelectric force sensor.
The discharge time constant is defined as the time required fora sensor to discharge its signa!
to 37% ofthe original value.
Although piezoelectric sensors are not capable to perform static measurements, they can
perform quasi-static measurements. On the condition that the measurements do nottake more
than a few percent of the discharge time constant. According to the catalogue of PCB
piezotronics during the first I 0% of the discharge time constant the signalloss will be
approximately linear to the time. So when the measurement takes for example 5% ofthe
discharge time constant, the signa! loss will also be 5%.
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Piezoelectric sensors are able to cope with other loads than their measuring load, this
possibility is however limited and the other load also results in a current output. The sensor
can namely notmake a distinction between the causes ofthe load, so allloads will be
measured as an axial force. For an accurate force measurement the sensor must be properly
loaded.

7.4.2 Possible positions for the sensors.
The best pi ace to measure the strength of an adhesive bond, is ins ide the adhesive layer.
However a sensor cannot be placed inside the adhesive layer. The best alternative is to place
the sensor close to the adhesive layer. The ciosest possible position to the sample is between
the substrate holderand its supporting structure. This
position is denoted with F in Figure 24. Using one
centrally placed tensite sensor is risky, because ofthe
uncertainty of the loads that can be exerted on the
sensor when the bond fails. Insteadof one sensor,
three tensite sensorscan be used to makesure only
axial loads are directed through the sensors. However
when the sensors are placed here, it is not easy to
check the sensors between tests. The same goes for
tensile sensors placed between the gripper and the
upper cardan joint, position A.
Another option is to place compressive sensors
between the top cardan joint and its supporting
Table
structure, position B. Again three sensors will be
necessary to ensure axial forces are exerted on the
sensors. Sensors placed in this position are easy to
check. A weight could simply be placed on top of the
upper cardan to check whether the sensors function
correctly.
This position is chosen for the sensors.
Lower frame
Note that due to the leakage of current the sensors
have to be read immediately after the weight is
placed.
Using three sensors to measure one load does not
cause
a problem. The signals can simply be added.
.E
Endplate
However by doing so the accuracy of the
measurement lowers with the square root of three.
Figure 24 Overview of possible
Because the accuracy of the three sensors combined
sensor positions
gives the accuracy of the strength measurement.
1

Three 208A 13 piezoelectric force sensors, manufactured by PCB
piezotronics and depicted in Figure 25, are chosen to measure the
adhesives strength. This sensor uses quartz as piezoelectric materiaL
The datasheet of this sensor can be found in appendix 12. These
sensors are so called ICP sensors, meaning the sensors contain built in
microelectronic circuitry that conditions the signal for transmission to
recording instruments. This primary conditioning serves to minimize
the corruption ofthe measuring signal by extraneous intluences. A
separate signal conditioner may still be required to, for example, filter
or sum the signal. A charge amplifier can however be omitted. As
signal conditioner the 482C can be used, it is possible to conneet the
three sensors to this one signal conditioner. Appendix 13 shows the
datasheet ofthis signal conditioner.

Figure 25 208Al3
force sensor
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One 208A 13 sensor costs €584. The price of the signa] conditioner is still unknown, as the
signa! conditiooer is not yet delivered to the trader. The delivery is expected in about three
months, thus February 2006 [8]. Then a price can be given.
The discharge time constant ofthis particular sensor is greater than 2000 [s]. A strength test
normally takes less than one second. So the strength test duration is only 0,05% ofthe
discharge time constant, therefore the measuring signa! will be accurate. The maximum
compression ofthe sensor is 22 [kN], therefore overloading the sensor will be practically
impossible. The combined stiffness ofthree sensors is 3,2·1 09 [N/m]. The stated root mean
squared resolution is 0,022 [N]. Multiplied by three the resolution will even be an order lower
than needed accuracy of I [N].

7 .4.3 Construction/assem bly
The sensors will be placed between the top frame and
the upper cardan joint. The connector si de will be
screwed into the top frame . A slot has to be cut into
the top frame to be able to conneet the cable to the
sensor, as shown in Figure 26. The upper cardan can
now be fixed on top of the sensors, with screws that
go into the sensors.
The dimensions of the part bridging the gap are:
Thickness, t: 7 [mm]
Width, b: 20 [mm]
Length, 1: 20 [mm]
Because the frame is made of AISI 303, the modulus
of elasticity, E, is 190 [GPa].To calculate the stiffness
halfthe length ofthe bridging part is considered. The
following formula then holds:

12EI 12E fibt 3
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The stiffness of one bridging part therefore twice this
value and there are three parts, so the total stiffness is
si x times the calculated value at 7,8·1 09 [N/m].
Figure 26 close up of sensor
For the actual force measurement, the sensors do not
mounting
have to be fixed to the frame and cardan. The
compressive load will keep the parts in place. However when the adhesive bond fails the
potential energy will come free , this can result in a displacement ofthe components. Soit is
necessary to fix the components.
The conneetion ofthe sensor to the top frame may seem complicated, this is however done for
a reason. The cardan namely has to be aligned to the top frame. By mounting the sensors in
this way, a tube with a close fit can be slid over the cardan and the top frame. This tube will
align the two components when the cardan is connected to the sensors. So the centrelines of
the cardan and the top frame will be closely aligned.
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8. Main elements of the lower half of the test bench
The main components ofthe lower part ofthe machine are the linear guidance, the drive unit
and one of the two cardan joints. These components will he discussed in the following
paragraphs.

8.1 Linear guidance
Wh en the pin and the substrate are moved away from each other along the centreline of the
adhesive layer, a tensile force is created in the adhesive layer. To create such a movement a
linear guide is needed. A linear guide will leave one translation degree of freedom
unconstrained. Th is means that the guide prevents the exertion of any torque or shear loads on
the adhesive layer. Because the base movement is good, the cardan joints are only needed to
compensate small alignment errors, thus minimising the exertion of contaminating forces on
the adhesive layer.
Many types of linear guides are commercially available. Examples are shaft guides and
profile rail guides. These systems all use plain hearings or hall hearings or an equivalent
principle to make the translation movement possible. All these principles have friction and are
primarily intended for long strokes. When used for a short stroke the tread will wear very
locally and will eventually lead to play in the guiding system. Multiple linear guides have to
be used, to be able to neatly introduce forces to the guide and the supporting structure.
Multiple guides used for one translational movement have to be properly aligned, this can
prove to be quite a hassle. If this is not done properly the moving part can even get jammed
between the guides.
A nother possibility is to use a linear guide based on the elastic deformation of materiaL With
a stroke of22 [mm] this is a real option. Folded leaf springs could be used for this purpose.
They have the advantage of no friction and no play even after long use. A drawback is that the
force needed to translate the slide attached to the leaf springs will increase with the
displacement from the initia} position. The further the leaf spring is bent the more force is
needed. The folded leaf springs are chosen to create the linear guide with.
The linear guide will contain several parts. First there is the frame. This will serve as the base
or fixed world of the linear guide. One end of the folded leaf springs will be attached to the
base. The moving part of the linear guide is the slide. The lower cardan joint will be attached
to the slide. The other end of the leaf springs will he fixed to the slide, to create the linear
guide. Th is construction will be a main portion of the part of the test machine that will be
placed below the tabletop. How the linear guide is constructed, is explained in the following
text. I will first discuss the individual parts, after that I will explain how these parts combined
will create the linear guide.

8.1.1 Folded leaf springs
A folded leaf spring can be thought of as two leaf springs
connected toeach other, as shown in Figure 27. Leafspring
one is fixed at the lower end. Therefore the folding line is
constrained to translate in x and z-direction and rotate
rotation 'I'· The second leaf spring is connected to leaf
spring one at an angle of90°. At the folding line the second
' , fulángline
leaf spring is constrained for the same movements. Leaf
',
spring two itself is ho wever unable to constrain the
translation in z-direction and rotation 'I'· Therefore the only
constrained movement at the free end of leaf spring two is
the translation in x-direction.
With the use of multiple folded leaf springs a linear guide
Figure 27 folded leaf spring
can he created, as is shown in Figure 28. The folded leaf
springs have one end fixed to the upper edge of the slide and the other to the base. The upper

1
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folded leaf springs combined constrain movement in x and y-direction and 9-rotation of the
plane between them. These three folded leaf springs have their folding lines in the same
plane. By placing the springs at an angle of 120° with respect to each other, you ensure an
equal distribution of occurring loads among the leaf springs. Rotations q> and 'I' are still
unconstrained for the slide. By actding two folded leaf springs at the bottorn of the slide, the x
and y position ofthe bottorn plane ofthe slide are fixed. The result is that the q> and 'I'
rotations of the slide are constrained. Note this is only the case when the folded leaf springs
are not placed with their folding lines parallel. For building purposes the two lower folded
leaf springs are placed right below two of the upper folded leaf springs.
The slide in the linear guide can only translate in zdirection. Because of that the only function for the
vertical parts of the folded leaf springs is to compensate
the reduction in length of horizontalleaf springs caused
by this translation. This only requires a very small
horizontal displacement ofthe folding line ofthe folded
leaf springs. The vertical parts of the folded leaf springs
can therefore be much shorter. This is illustrated in Figure
29b.
The drawback ofthe folded leafspring with perpendicular
leaf springs is that the elastic de formation of the
horizontal part has to make the entire translation possible.
This means that the horizontalleafspring is the only part
that is really stressed by the translation. A more efficient
version of the folded leaf spring for a linear guide is
shown in Figure 29c. In this case the translation of the
slide is divided over both parts of the folded leaf spring.
Thus they are equally stressed. So the sharply folded leaf
springs can decrease the occurring stresses by a
Figure 28 linear guide created
translation or increase the stroke of the slide. A slight
with folded leaf springs
drawback of this version of folded leaf spring is that the
mounting surfaces havetoface each other. Note one might be tempted tothink that the free
end of the sharply folded leaf spring also constrains the y-translation, because of the near
horizontal orientation ofthe leaf springs. But just like the other folded leaf springs the xtranslation is the only constrained movement of the free end of the folded leaf spring.

c.
Figure 29 a. "standard" folded leaf spring b. leaf spring with short vertical part c.
sharply folded leaf spring
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8.1.2 Construction of the folded leaf spring
A sharply folded leaf spring can be fabricated in various ways. With such sharp angles it will
be very hard if not impossible to actually fold a metal to create such a folded leaf spring. So
other fabrication options must be considered. In any case it must be possible to reptace the
folded leaf springs in case one gets damaged. Some possibilities are shown in Figure 30.
All the shown possibilities have thick ends, these are intended to house two threaded holes
with which the folded leaf springs can be attached to the base and the slide. By option a each
thicker part consist of two parts, which are clamped together with the actualleaf spring in
between. The two leaf springs are welded together at the fotding line. The same goes for
option b. In this case however the leaf springs are also welded to the thicker part or a slit is
created herein, in which the leaf spring is glued. Option c depiets a folded leaf spring
constructed out of one part. This can be made with the use of electrical-discharge wire
machining.

a.

b.

c.

Figure 30 possible constructloos for sharply folded leaf spring: a. clamp b. weid or
glue c. one piece
Although it is the more costly option, the folded leaf springs will be created out of one piece
of materiaL With this option it will be the easiest to ensure the folded leaf spring and the two
thicker parts are all properly aligned, thereby preventing wrong load cases on the leaf spring.
Th is is the main reason for choosing this way of fabrication.

8.1.3 Properties of the folded leaf spring
To folded leaf springs are to be created out of AISI
301 , which is a stainless spring steel. The chosen
0
dimensions are:
0
• Length of a leaf spring, 1: 80 [mm]
0
• Thickness of a leaf spring, t: 0,5 [mm]
l()
11
.D
• Width of leaf spring, b: 50 [mm]
• Cross section ofthe bars on the end ofthe leaf
0
springs: 8x8 [mm]
Figure 31 shows the intention for the folded leaf
~------------~R
spring, the mentioned dimensions are also depicted
in this illustration. This figure also shows two
threaded through holes in the thicker ends ofthe
folded leaf springs. These are used to attach the
CXl '
folded leaf springs to the base and to the slide. A
smaller hole and a slit are also visible. These two
features are used to position the folded leaf spring
Figure 31 folded leaf spring fabricated
on the base and slide. How this will be done will be
out of one piece of material
discussed later on. All these features can and must
be created before the actual folded leaf spring is
created using electrical-discharge wire machining, thus when the folded leaf spring is still a
block of materiaL
The picture displays the folded leaf spring in its unloaded position. By fabricating the folded
leafspring in this way each spring end will translate at most 5,5 [mm] from the undistorted
situation to cover the entire stroke of 22 [mm].

,
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The stiffness of one leaf spring in vertical direction is calculated with the following fonnula.
The denvation ofthe fonnulas in this paragraph can be found in appendix 5.
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So the actual vertical stiffness of the folded leaf spring is half the calculated value, because
there are two leaf springs placed in series in a folded leaf spring. The axial force needed to
displace the end of one leaf spring by 5,5 [mm] is:

F = czz = 2,2 ·10 3 ·5,5 -10-3 = 12,1[ N]
With the sameforce one folded leafspring will have a displacement of 11 [mm]. Thus to
move the slide to one of its extreme positions this force must be multiplied by 5, the number
of leaf springs used in the linear guide. The necessary axial force then becomes 60,5 [N].
Using the force of 12,1 [N] the bending stress that occurs in the leaf springscan be
detennined:
l.pft
3
4

a max = - -I
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=232[MPa]
Th is stress value is 21% of the yield stress of AISI 301 and therefore will below the fatigue
stress, which is approximately 50% ofthe yield stress [4].
Using the fonnulas for elastic energy the following equation is derived for calculating the
shear stiffness of one folded leaf spring:

Etb
= --:----:--

c

2(1-v)/

r

180 ·1 09 . o 5 ·1 o-3 . 50 -10-3
'
2(1- 0,33)80 -10- 3
=

4, 20 ·10 [NI m]
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Where the Poisson's ratio (v) is 0,33 for steel. The calculated shear stiffness for one leaf
spring must be halved to get the shear stiffness of a folded leaf spring. In the worst case
scenario only three folded leaf springs contribute to the radial stiffness of the slide. So
disregarding the bending stiffness of the slide itself, the minimal radial stiffness of the slide
becomes:
Crad

7

7

=fez =f·4,2·10 =6,3·10 [Nim]

So in order to di spiace the centreline of the slide by let' s say 0,1 [mm ], a radial force of 6,3
[kN] has to be exerted on the slide.
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8.1.4 Construction of the slide
The slide is constructed as a tube with flanges on both
en ds. The folded leaf springs are screwed on top of
these flan ges. The outside diameter of the flanges is
I20 [mm] and will have the same fit as the frame. The
flange thickness is 5 [mm]. The tube connecting the
flanges has an outside diameter of76 [mm], a wall
thickness of I [mm] and will be I 00 [mm] in length.
The top side ofthe slide will also have an internal fit.
This will be used to position the Jower cardan joint on
the slide.
The flange ofthe slide can beseen in Figure 32.
Three patterns of five through holes can be seen. The
small outs ide holes of a pattem are used for dowel
pins to position the folded leaf springs. The screws
used to fix the folded leaf spring go through the two
bigger holes next to those. The hole in the middle can
be used to fix the slide to the endplate or frame for
.
.
.
.
drilling the do wel pin holes. Five of these hole
FJgure 32 •mpressJOn of the shde
patterns will be created for attaching the folded leaf
springs, because there are only five folded leaf springs to attach. Parts of the flanges are cut
away, this is done to make it possible for the slide to move inside the frame.

8.1.5 Construction of the bottorn frame
The base frame for the linear guide is created out of a tube
of AISI 303 with a diameter of 120 [mm]. The wall
thickness ofthis tube is 20 [mm]. These are the same
dimensions as used fortheupper frame. The length ofthe
frame is I80 [mm]. Three pillars on a ring are created by
removing large parts of the wall, the pillars have length of
154 [mm]. The end result is depicted in Figure 33. The ring
part has an outside fit to be used to position the frame on the
tabletop. The other end of the frame, thus the ends of the
pillars, wiJl have an inside fit. This wiJl be used to position
the endplate on the frame. The inside fit has to be created
before the material is removed to create the pillars. Because
the slide has to be placed inside the frame, the frame must
be divided into a tubular part and an endplate. Otherwise it
would be impossible to place the slide inside a closed
frame.
The axial stiffness ofthe frame is determined by the cross
section area, Apillar, ofthe pillars and using the totallength,
I, of 180 [mm]. The following equation then gives the axial
stiffness:
Figure 33 lower frame

3EApillar
1
3. 200 ·1 09 • 440 ·1o-3
180 ·10-3

c=----'--

= 1, 5 ·1 09 [NI m]
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The factor 3 is added, because the frame contains three pillars. The actual surface area of a
pillar was roughly determined in the CAD program used. The axial stiffness seems more than
sufficient.
On the top and bottorn ofthe frame threaded holes are made, placed in the centre ofthe
pillars. The threaded holes in the ring will be used to attach the frame to the tabletop, the
holes on the pillar ends are used to attach the endplate to the frame. On the ring in the middle
between the pillars three smaller threaded holes are made, these will be used for fabrication of
the dowel pin holes. The creation ofthe dowel pin holes will be discussed later on. On each
side of these threaded holes, there are two counter bare holes. These will house the screws
that attach the folded leaf springs to the frame.

8.1.6 Construction of the endplate

Figure 34 impression of the endplate

The endplate is thick round plate, with a
diameter of 120 [mm] and an outside fit. On
this plate a boss of 4 [mm] in height is created
with a fitted diameter of 80 [mm]. Th is is used
to position the endplate on the frame . On the
edge of the endplate there will be multiple holes
as cao be seen in Figure 34. Three larger
counter bored holes will house the screws that
attach the endplate to the frame. Two pairs of
smaller counter bare holes create the
opportunity to fix the folded leaf springs to the
endplate. The three threaded holes are used by
the fabrication of the do wel pin holes, this will
be explained later on.

8.1.7 Drilling the holes for positioning the folded leaf springs
Fordrilling the dowel pin holes, the frame and endplate are connected to each other with the
slide ins ide. The position of the endplate on the frame has to be marked, as well as the
orientation ofthe slide. Using the same tool as was used to position the top cardan joint on the
upper frame, the slide is aligned with the frame. The three holes in the middle of the hole
pattem are now used to fixate the slide to the frame. Now the dowel pin holes can bedrilled
simultaneously through the frame and the slide's flange. The same operating procedure will
be used to drill the dowel pin holes through the endplate and the other flange. The relative
position ofthe slide, the endplate and the frame has to be marked to eosure the correct drilled
hole pairs remaio combined. Using this procedure prevents conflicting positions ofthe thicker
parts of a folded leaf spring, which would introduce unwanted internat stresses and maybe
even deformations ofthe leaf springs.
To correctly position a folded leaf spring onto the slide and the frame or endplate, three dowel
pins are used. Two dowel pins will go into the dowel pin hole in the thicker parts ofthe
folded leaf springs. These pins constrain the position of the folded leaf spring. The other
dowel pin will be placed in one ofthe two remaining dowel pin holes on the slide or base.
Th is pin will go into the slit of one of the two thicker parts of the folded leaf spring. Th is will
constrain the orientation of the folded leaf spring. N ow the position and orientation are
constrained, the folded leaf springs cao be fixed using screws.
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8.1.8 Final remarks on the linear guidance
When all the parts are correctly put to
together, the linear guide is created. It will
look like shown in Figure 35. The result is a
linear guide that can be assembied apart
from the adhesive strength test machine.
Another option would have been to use the
table top as one static mounting surface for
the folded leaf springs and the ring ofthe
frame as the other. Assembling the linear
guide in that way, would mean that you sit
below the table top working above your
head. This will be very inconvenient. Now
a complete linear guide is made that can be
assembied on a decent workbench apart
from the test setup.
Because of the symmetrical construction of
the slide, it has six protruding parts. Only
five of these are used to mount the folded
leaf springs. Th is means that one protruding
part is left unused, but that can be changed.
Figure 35 linear guide with cardan joint
This protruding part can be adapted to
attached to it
activate limit switches. Limit switches can
be attached to the vertical si des of the
pillars. However no limit switches have been chosen yet, that is why this plan is not worked
out. It is possible to say that four limit switches will be used. Two limit switches will be used
to detect the slide bas reached the extremes of its stroke, when this happens these limit
switches will kill the power. The other two limit switches can be used to determine the stroke
the operator wants to use for the adhesive strength test.

8.2 Lower cardan joint
1l

H

I /U

0

Figure 36 lower cardan joint

/~1

The lower cardan joint is made out of AISI 303
and looks like depicted in Figure 36. The bottorn
part of the cardan joint will have a fitted diameter
of 70 [mm] and a protruding edge. Th is is used to
position the lower cardan in the slide. Three
radial threaded holes are created in the lower
cardan joint, to fix the lower cardan joint to the
slide. The actual cardan joint will have the same
dimensions as the upper cardan joint.
On top ofthe cardan joint a tube will protrude.
The tube is there to bridge the gap between the
slide and the place where the sample holder will
be positioned. The end surface will have threaded
holes to fix the sample holder to this tube,
therefore the wall thickness is relatively large
with 10 [mm]. To make this part lighter the wall
thickness between the threaded holes and the
cardan joint can be reduced. The diameter of 78
[mm] is chosen mainly to prevent parts falling
down between the table and the tube. Parts that do
fall down can namely damage the construction
placed below the tabletop.
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8.3 Design of the drive unit
A power souree has to be chosen to drive the test bench. The actuator has to be able to exert a
force of 3000 [N] and translate over a short distance. Th is translation is needed to make it
possible to unload a pin and to reposition the sample. A minimal stroke of approximately 5
[mm] will be required. Some straightforward reasonable drives come to mind that are able to
exert this force and translate. The drives that come to mind are: hydraolie and pneumatic
cylinders, linear motorand motor spindie combination.
The test bench will be situated in the research clean room. Therefore it is prohibited to use
hydraulics. lt is very difficult to create a neat force profile with a pneumatic system. The main
cause ofthis is the strong stick-slip effect that occurs in the cylinder. A linear motor is able to
deliver the force and also does not have a mechanicallink between stator and driven part. The
reasons for not choosing the linear motor are; they are expensive and get rather bulky for the
force needed. This leaves the motor and spindie combination. Both the motor and spindie
have a good availability and are relatively cheap.

8.3.1 Choice of spindie
First thing to do is to choose the spindle. The chosen spindie will determine the specifications
for the motor. There are several options to choose from for the spindle, namely: roller screw,
ball screw and Acme thread. The roller and ball screws both are available in a wide variety of
vers ions. The first selection of the roller and hall screws is based on their maximum allowable
loads. The values for these loads are given in the catalogues. In case of an Acme thread
spindle, you must determine the dimensions ofthe thread and nut yourself. So in principle an
Acme thread spindie can cope with every arbitrary load. Because when the load increases, the
nut length is simply increased, so the stresses remain at an acceptable level.
Standard ball screws have play. As mentioned before
play has to be prevented. To attain this two standard
ball screw nuts and a preload element can be used.
The preload element will push or pull, depending on
the construction, the play out of the two nuts. Th is
results in a play free setup using standard hall screw
nuts. However preloaded hall screw setups are also
commercially available. The preload is reached by
using an offset between different ball tracks in the
Figure 37 metbod to create
ball screw nut. Figure 37 shows the way how the
preload in ball screw nut
preload is attained.
The benefit of the standard ball screws over the
preloaded ones is that they are available will a smaller pitch. Generally speaking the smaller
the pitch, the smaller the required torque is to create a certain force. The difference in
required torque is however not worthwhile the trouble of designing a preload construction. So
a preloaded nut is used for the comparison of the different spindles.
Because ofthe preload halls will jump out oftheir track at the end oftheir path. This can
cause a disturbance in the force measurement. The effect will be the same for both the ball
screw options, so that does not influence the choice for the preloaded hall screw nut.
PVK 12x I

PN 16x5

Tr 20x4

unit

Table 3 specification of the rollerscrew (PVK 12xl), ball screw (PN
16x5) and Acme thread (Tr 20x4)
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In Tab ie 3 an overview is given of the main specifications of a suitable roller, baH screw and
acme threaded spindle. The actual calculations can be found in appendix I 0. For the
calculations of the roller and baH screw the formulas given in the SKF catalogue were used.
The force of 3000 [N] was used to determine the lifetime of the screws and the required
torque. For the power calculation a speed of 20 [mm/s] was taken into count. Th is is
equivalent to 1200 [mm/min ], which is faster than commercially available test benehes that
were found. The speed they can reach is approximately 800 [mm/min]. The life ofthe hall
screw is 6,9million rotations. During one strength test approximately six rotations are made,
with thousand tests a month, the baH screw will have a life of95 years.
The Acme thread spindie requires a high torque input to produce the force needed. The high
amount of friction of Acme thread causes the need for a high input torque. Th is high amount
of friction causes the spindie to be selfbraking, that is why no torque input is required to
decelerate the spindle. The Acme thread spindie also bas play. Applying a preload to
eliminate the play will make the required input torque even higher. Because ofthe relatively
large contact surface area, the Acme thread spindie is however reasonably we11 suited to cope
with shock loads. The high amount of friction is the ma in reason for not choosing the Acme
thread.
This leaves the choice between the ro11er screw and the preloaded baH screw. RoHer screws
have a lot of advantages over baH screws. The pitch of the roHer screw is a lot smaller than
that ofthe baH screw. Therefore the required input torque is smaHer. It also bas a greater
ability to withstand shock loads. Rollerscrews are preloaded so they have no play and are
stiff. So rollerscrews outperform baH screws at almost all fields, exceptonone important
one. The price is much higher. The rollerscrew costs approximately €11.000 while the baH
screw solution costs €600. The price is so high that it is not justifiable to choose the roller
screw. Therefore the preloaded hallscrew PN 16x5, manufactured by SKF, will be used.
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8.3.2 Choice of motor
The calculations performed on the ball screw show the required power and torque to drive the
ball screw. This power and torque have to bedelivered by a motor. An electric motor will be
used. On basis ofthe torque a suitable reduction is chosen. This decreases the possible
motors, because the motor has to be compatible with the reduction. On basis of the required
power the motor is selected.
Most electric motors use brushes for commutation. Dust originates from the brushes during
the operation of the motor. Although the adhesive strength test machine will be placed in the
research clean room, it is not necessary to use a brushless motor. The test bench will namely
be placed in a separate chamber of the clean room and not in the vicinity of lithography
machinery that require a high cleanliness to operate properly.
The Maxon GP 42 C with a reduction of 3,5: I will be used as reduction. Th is reduction is can
cape with intermirtent torque loads of up to 4,5 [Nm]. Because the tests are performed
relatively infrequent, this value can be taken as maximum allowable torque laad. The power
for the motor is chosen greater than needed, namely at 150 [W] . This is about twice the
required amount. Because ofthe excessin power, the motor will have greater ease to drive the
machine. The choice fell on the Maxon motor RE 40. The reduction and motor are delivered
as a unit. In appendices 6 and 7 the complete datasheets ofthe motorand reduction are
shown. The price ofthe motor with reduction is €360, the necessary electranies to operate the
motor cast an additional €280.
The chosen RE 40 motor has a no laad speed, n0, of3330 [rpm] and astall torque, TH, of990
[mNm] . The speed/torque gradient, kst> is 3,36 [rpm/mNm]. Using this information and the
reduction ratio of3,5:1 it can be verified ifthe assumed maximum speed can be reached while
exerting the maximum laad. Tss is the steady state torque required by the spindle. The
calculation is performed below:

!J.n = T.s k

i

n
max

2800

st

= n0 -

i

= 3,5 3' 36 = 2690[rpm]
!J.n = 3330 - 2690 = ISO[rpm]
3,5

The maximum speed of the spindie will be 180 [rpm] while exerting the maximum laad. Th is
is equivalenttoa translation speed of900 [mm/min], which is less than the speed assumed for
determining the required motor power. However this speed is still higher than the speed
commercially available test benehes can reach.

8.3.3 Coupling between motor and ball screw
In order for the motor to drive the ball screw, the output shaft of the
reduction has to be connected totheball screw. A bellow coupling is
chosen for this task, as shown in Figure 38. Such a coupling has a
very high torsional stiffness around the axis of rotation. Th is means
that a rotation ofthe reduction outputshaft is passed on directly to the
ball screw. All other degrees offreedom remain unconstrained,
because the coupling is very supple for these degrees of freedom. The
flexibility ofthe coupling forthese degrees offreedom provides the
ability to absorb alignment errors between the ball screw spindie and
Figure 38 example of a
the motor. The BKL 10 bellow coupling from R+W coupling
bellow coupling
technology is chosen. The coupling can withstand torque loads up to
10 [Nm], which is much more than will occur. The complete datasheet can beseen in
appendix 8.
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8.3.4 Construction of the drive unit
Figure 39 shows a drawing of how the supporting
construction of the hall screw and motor will be
spirdle
made. The different parts are named in the picture.
bearing block
Th is construction is the lowest part of the machine.
The motor-reduetion can beseen at the bottorn of
the picture, the ball screw at the top. The lump of
bearings
material which houses the hearings for the ball
screw will be called "hearing block", this is actually
~~~~;t:=lt- disc spring
the
same part as the end plate described by the
Cl.P
linear guide. The function of this construction is in
locl<nut
short: fix the motor with respect totheball screw,
leaving room for the bellow coupling. In the
following text the considerations and different parts
of the construction will be discussed.
The spindie will be made as shown in Figure 40.
1hreaded bar
Both the left and right end are standard machined
ends. Because the spindie is relatively short it is
sufficient to place hearings just at on end. A piece
of the shaft is provided with screw thread, so a nut
can be used to fasten the hearings. The part left of
the threaded part can be used to drive the hall screw.
In this case the bellow coupling will he attached to
this end. On the other end a securing bush and a
retaining ring are placed to prevent the nut from
coming loose of the spindle. Wh en this would
happen the halls fall out of their tracks and the nut
Figure 39 overview of the drive unit
becomes useless. The travel range of the nut is
assembly
chosen to be 22 [mm]. This is more than required to
successfully perform the strength measurements. The stroke is chosen this big to create the
possibility to place screws for attaching the nut to the slide without having to disassembie the
ball screw.

Figure 40 PN 16x5 spindie with securing bush (hatched on the right)
The nut is attached to the moving part of the linear guide and the spindie is connected to the
static part. Tolerances on the parts ofthe linear guide can lead to small misalignments
between the slide and static part. The ball screw setup, used to drive the slide, must be able to
cope with this misalignment. The nut must also be able to swirl round the spindle. Ifthis
ability is withheld peak stresses will occur on a single ball. This can lead toplastic
deformations ofthe balland track, thereby reducing life ofthe ball screw significantly. There
are two ways to solve this. One is to mount the nut in gimbals and the spindie in self aligning
hearings, the other is to mount the nut in such a manner that the distance between the slide
and the nut is fixed and the rotation about the z-axis is constrained. Leaving this rotation
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unconstrained, the nut would just rotate and therefore
not drive the siide when the spindie is driven.
I have chosen the second option. It is sufticient to piace
hearingsjuston one end ofthe spindle, because the
spindie is relatively short. Using two angular contact
hall hearings in x-setup at one end, creates a point of
rotation for the spindie for rotations q> and 'I'· Both these
rotations result in an x-y-displacement ofthe end ofthe
spindie mounted in the bellow coupling. As shown in
Figure 4I. In this case the
bellow coupling is loaded
when the spindie aligns,
X,<p y,\j/
that is why it is chosen to
only let the nut orientate
~:
_",
itself.
The ability for the nut to
Figure 41 point of rotation with
orientate itself can he
angular contact ball hearings in
created by using a tie-push
X-setup
rod mounted between the
nut and the slide of the linear guidance. The tie-push rod
constrains the erotation while teaving all other degrees of
freedom unconstrained. This is done by placing four elastic
binges in succession, in two pairs of two perpendicular hinges.
Wh ere one hinge of a pair unconstrains the cp rotation, the other
Figure 42 tie-push rod
unconstrains the 'I' rotation. Because two of these pairs are placed
principle
successively, x and y translations will he unconstrained between
the ends of the tie-push rod. The basic design of a tie-push rod is
shown in Figure 42.
The binges ofthe tie-push rod are best kept supple for
the q> and 'I' rotations, but very stiff in z-direction. By
increasing the length of the hinge the thickness of the
binges can he small, making them supple. This
minimises the aligning forces that will he exerted on the
hallscrew nut. The length ofthe binges generates the
required strength. All this mass will have to he moved
to perform the strength tests. However as gravity is
pulling this mass down, the mass will only help the
drive unit to exert the force on the adhesive layer. The
tie-push rod is created in the same piece of material as
the lower cardan joint and is placed ins ide the slide.
Choosing the dimensions as shown in Figure 43, the
axial stiffness of the tie-push rod will he 2 ·I 08 [N/m].
To calculate this, a model was used to represent a part
ofthe tie-push rod. This model is shown in Figure 44.
The tensite force will bend the horizontal parts. For
these parts the bending rigidity is calculated, using a
quarter ofthe mean diameter as bending length. For the
i•
binges the equivalent tensile length, /1, is calculated so
tS6
the axial stiffness can he determined. The entire
calculation can he found in appendix IJ.
Figure 43 global dimensions of the
The axial stiffness of a horizontal conneetion is
tie-push rod
calculated below:
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Figure 44 model used for the calculation of
the stiffness of the horizontal conneetion

= 1, 64·109[N /m

The formulas below are used to calculate the moment of inertia of the horizontal conneetion
and the length of the element.
]hor _con

= -fïbh 3

l = _!_ 7r rou/ + 'in
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The equivalent tensile length of one elastic hinge is given by the following formula:
ltensi/e
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= 5,5[ mm]

Using the total width ofthe elastic hinge results in the following tensile stiffness:
eh.
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The inverse of the rigidity of the tie-push rod is equal to the sum of inversed rigidities. So the
total axial rigidity of the tie-push rod becomes:
c,ot

=(-4-+
chinge

3
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4 9+
3 9J-J =2·10s[N/m]
1, 23 ·1 0 1, 64 ·1 0

Two angular contact baH hearings will serve as hearings for the hall screw spindle. Angular
contact baH hearings are chosen because they can cope with radial as well as axialloads. They
will be placed in the 0-setup, to attain a greater rigidity for radialloads on the spindle. Two
SKF 7200 DB hearings are chosen to serve as hearings.
In order to create a play free hearing unit, preload has to be applied to the hearings. This
could be done by simply tightening a nut to push the hearings together, see Figure 45a. When
the preload is applied in this manner, the amount ofpreload can vary much, because it is very

Figure 45 hearing unit: a. preloaded via nut b. preloaded via disc spring c. high
stiffness preload via disc spring
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difficult to determine the actual prelaad that is exerted on the hearings.
A better way to acquire a prelaad is with the use of a di se spring. The relatively low stiffness
of a disc spring makes it easier to determine the prelaad when tightening the nut. A disc
spring with an intemal diameter that fits over the spindle, has an outer diameter that is bigger
than the tightening nut. So a special cup has to be made, to make it possible to properly load
the disc spring with a standard nut. With the help of a feeler gauge the load exerted by the
disc spring can be determined relatively accurately.
However in the setup as shown in Figure 45b the force runs right through the disc spring with
its low stiffness. So when a tensile strength test is performed, the disc spring will deform.
Therefore the spindie has to slide axially through the hearings and the top hearing will loose
its preload. To prevent this the disc spring and cup can be placed above the top hearing.
Tensile loads on the spindie will then be directed straight through the bottorn hearing. When
the spindie is loaded with a compressive force, the disc spring will be loaded and will deform.
This is the case when the nut is rnaving upward, however during this movement no
measurements are taken and the machine can have a low stiffness.
A prelaad and high stiffness for both loads on the spindle, can however be attained with a di se
spring. When the disc spring is fully flattened in the cup, it will cause a predefined prelaad on
the hearings. This setup is shown in Figure 45c. Because the disc spring is flattened, its
stiffness is eliminated from the force loop. With this salution the stiffness ofthe hearing unit
is high for tensile as well as compressive loads and the prelaad on the hearings is defined.
Tightening the nut however becomes a precarious operation, because the disc spring has to be
just flattened. Tightening the nut too far results in the same situation as shown in Figure 45a.
The di se spring will not touch the outer ring of the hearing, because the face of the outer ring
is placed at a small distance from the face ofthe inner ring.

spindie
bearing block
bearings
~~~~tJ:::=tt-- disc spring
ClP

The motor-reduetion will be fixed to the end
plate. The axle hearing of the reduction sticks
out of the housing. Th is surface can be
considered as a fitted boss and used to position
the reduction in the endplate. Next to the
hearing there are four M4 holes intended for
mounting the reduction. These will be used to
fix the reduction to the endplate. Note for
properly mounting the reduction three screws
are sufficient.

loeknut
Three threaded bars, M5, are used to draw the
endplate to the hearing block via the tube.
crupling
These threaded bars will be placed inside the
tube, for the best force distribution through the
endplate. With this construction the torque
loads of the motor are restrained by friction
between the parts. The tensile force needed to
create the necessary friction force is about I ,5
~~==~~~~-endpl~
[kN] and is much higher than the force needed
to
carry the mass ofthe motor-reduction. The
rnota
position of the tube on the hearing block is
determined by a fitting surface created on the
side of a protruding part on the hearing block.
The endplate is also equipped with a fitted
surface, which positions it with respect to the
Figure 46 drawing of the motor mounting
tube.
construction
The dimensions of the tube follow from the
surrounding components. The length for example is determined by the length ofthe bellow
coupling and the protruding parts of the hall screw and reduction axis. The diameter is chosen
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so that the nuts for the threaded bars have enough clearance to be mounted next to the
reduction housing. The threaded bars will be placed 1 [mm] from the wall ofthe tube.
Because ofthis a thin wall remains between the hole and the side ofthe protruding part ofthe
hearing block. That is why the threaded part ofthe hole starts where there is more material
surrounding the hole.
A hole has to be cut into the wall ofthe tube, in order to reach the bellow coupling. To create
symmetry three holes will be made. The middle remaining walls have to be positioned right
besides the threaded bars. In this way the threaded bars exert their tensile force right on the
most rigid parts of the tube.
Assembling the parts
Here follows a description of the way to assembie the drive unit. First the ball screw spindie
will be mounted in its hearing. The disc spring will be placed in its cup and tightened with a
loek nut, until they provide the right preload to the hearings. After the nut is placed on the
spindle, the bush is slid on the end ofthe spindie and secures with a retaining ring. Now the
bellow coupling can be attached to the ball screw spindie and the threaded bars are inserted
into the hearing block. With the motor mounted on the endplate, the endplate can be slid over
the threaded bars and fix ed. Of course the tube has to be placed between the endplate and the
hearing block before this is done. Through the holes in the side ofthe tube the bellow
coupling can be guided onto the reduction axis and fastened.
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9. Data acquisition device
A personal computer will be used to operate the adhesive test bench and to log the
measurements. The software running the adhesive test bench is created in LabVIEW. This
software program is always used within ASML to create programs that operate test
machinery. In order for the computer to performthese tasks it bas to be equipped with a data
acquisition card. This card will have to fulfil the following requirements.
• 1 analogue output is needed to steer the motor
• assuming the chosen signal conditioner 1 analogue input is needed to read the
sensors. Otherwise 3 analogue inputs are needed to read the sensors separately.
• 4 limit switches have to be monitored, this causes the need for 4 digital I/0 channels.
• Another 3 digital IlO channels are estimated to be necessary to operate the pneumatic
circuitry for the automated clamp.
The data acquisition card NI 6221 will fulfil these requirements. This card is produced by
National Instruments, which designsits cards to be compatible with Lab VIEW. The NI 6221
bas 16 analogue inputs that are monitored with a 16 bit resolution. So when one analogue
input signal is used to monitor the force measurement to a maximum force, F, of 3000 [N],
the resolution ofthe force measurement on the computer becomes:

M'=

F
2bits

3000
=2J6=0,05[N]

To reach the sufficient strength resolution of0,05 [MPa], the force resolution only needs to be
1 [N]. So 16 bit monitoring is by far enough. The datasheet of this data acquisition card is
shown in appendix 15.
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10. Modification of the sample
M4

L()

Figure 47
current test
pin

'

As stated in the chapter which discussed the current test method, the sample is
open for improvement. The basic layout of the sample and the substrate is
quite convenient. The pins however are best redesigned. Now the pins have an
axial threaded hole at one end. A threaded bar must be screwed in and out of a
pin for each test, this makes it very laborious to perform the tests, so the pins
better be changed. The drawing of a current pin is shown in Figure 47 .
The first question that can be asked is: is the round shape ofthe pins good? A
rectangular pin can be used as wel!. A rectangular pin is however not suitable
for the tensile test. The tensile load creates peak stresses at the corners ofthe
rectangular pin, thereby making the strength test unreliable. The shear and
deavage test could be performed with rectangular shaped pins, however the
risk of introducing peak stresses remains. Besides all this, the natura! shape of
an adhesive droplet is round. When an adhesive dot is pressed between two
parts, it will flow in radial direction creating a round shape. So to answer the
question: yes, the round pins are good for strength testing and will remain

being used.
The diameter of a pin has to be 5 [mm] to get a bonding surface of 20 [mm 2]. A cirde with a
diameter of5 (mm] actually has an area of 19,6 (mm 2]. However the ability to use standard
available round bars as souree material is of greater importance than the creation of a surface
that exactly has an area of 20 [mm 2].

10.1 Choosing another principle tor holding the pin
An alternative has to be found for holding the pins with a threaded bar. With the basic shape
of the pin known, the choice of how to hold the pins is Ie ft. With the chosen alternative it
must be possible to easily grab a pin. The chosen solution for gripping the pins must use pins
that are easy to manufacture. As a lot of pins are used, the costs are kept down by having a
simple pin design. Several options are presented below:
• Smooth pin held by friction: with this solution the only
operation needed to create the pins is cutting them from a
round bar at the right length. The pin will be held by
friction. Clamps for smooth bars are commercially available
in the shape of collets, as used on turning lathes. To be able
to hold the pin up to loads of 3 [kN] , the damping force
should be at least 30 [kN], using the coefficient of friction
forsteel on steel contact of 0, 1. Because of this high force
colletsare very bulky near their orifice. Fora turning lathe
this presents no problems, for the adhesive test bench it
does however. The pins on a substrate are placed dosely
together, so the collet will notfit between the pins.
The damping force of 30 [kN] would just hold the pin,
leaving no safety margin. Even with this force the pin has to
Figure 48 smooth pin, held
be held over a fairly long length to keep stresses in the pin
by friction
at an acceptable level. Pins are namely made of AISI 303 ,
which has a yield stress of240 [MPa]. When the pins are
clamped over a length of 8 [mm], the damping force alone would create a stress of 240
[MPa]. The stress introduced to the pins by the actual strength testwilleven be added to
this value. Given all this the collet is not a good solution.
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Figure 50 pin with
gothic groove, held
by halls

•

Figure 49 pin with
rectangular groove,
held by an edge

Pin with gothic groove, held by balls: the balls used to grip the
pin are part ofthe holder. Three balls grip the pin by falling in
the groove. Ensuring they cannot displace in radial direction, a
force can be transferred farm the pin to the gripper through the
halls. Jfthe halls would be able to move in radial direction away
from the pin, the halls would simply be pushed out of the
groove. To keep the tensile stress inside the pin at an acceptable,
but critica!, level the diameter may nat be less than 4 [mm]. So
the groove cannot be very deep. Because ofthat the halls will
have to have a small diameter to fit in the groove. This increases
the contact stress between the halls and the pin radically. With a
maximum amount ofballs that fit around the pin, in this case
el even, the contact stress will still be around 1000 [MP a]. At
this stress level the halls will be pushed into the pin. So using
balls to grip the pin is no option either.
Rectangular groove, held by an edge: a rectangular groove is cut
into the pin. Here also the diameter may nat become Jess than 4
[mm], so the groove can only be 0,5 [mm] deep. The holder will
have a circular edge that fits into this groove. Because of the
circular contact area a relatively large contact area is created. In
this case a shear stress will be introduced right above the
groove. Using the allowable shear stress for AISI 303 the part of
the pin above the groove has to be at least 3 [mm] high. Th is
seems a reasanabie dimension. Because ofthe shape ofthe
gripper a tensile laad on the pin will introduce a moment to the
gripper. This moment will trytobend open the gripper, which
has to be prevented insome way. Besides the small moment the
loads on the gripper will be primarily tensile loads, this makes it
possible to create a slim gripper. This salution for holding the
pin seems to be a reasanabie option and will be used.

10.2 New pin design

Figure 51
new design
pin

The pins will be made out of AISI 303, because adhesives adheres very well
to this metal. The length of a pin will be 15 [mm ], this is the same length as
that ofthe current pins. They could be made shorter, but this will make it
harder to handle the pins, for example in preparation of gluing. The groove
is 2 [mm] high and 0,5 [mm] deep and is placed 3 [mm] from the top. This
new design is shown in Figure 51 . Tagether with a cast-engineer the
condusion was drawn that using the pins as consumables will be the
cheapest salution for adhesive testing. The estimated cast of a pin is €0,75
with an order of 10.000 pieces [6]. Grinding used pins to recycle them will
therefore belang to the past. Now the design ofthe pin is changed the
grinding/glue tooi must also be changed. The new tooi will however be
designed by a tooi engineer.
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11. Design of the clamp tor the pins
For the design ofthe clamp the new pin design is used as point of departure. The edge ofthe
clamp has to fall inside the groove to hold the pin for the tensile test. Such an edge can easily
be made in a round bar on the turning lathe. This will however produce asolid tube, so it is
impossible to position the pin inside the clamp. Therefore the
clamp has to be axially parted, to make it possible to place the
clamp edge in the pins groove.
The clamp parts have to guide the tensile force from the pin to the
test bench and have to be able to move so that a pin can be placed
in the clamp. This causes the need forsome kind ofhinge attached
to the clamp parts. These hinges can be placed so that the clamp
will secure itself against bending open. When rotational hinges are
placed in the hatched areas depicted in Figure 53, the tensile force
Figure 53 possible
will pull the parts toeach other insteadof pushing them away
positions for rotational
from each other. As can be seen the hinges can be placed below
binges for self securing
the contact surface of the pin and clamp, but outs ide the pin
clamp
diameter or above the pin inside the clamping edge, thus in an
area of 4 [mm] in diameter.
Placing the hinges below the clamping surface is nota realistic
option . The pins are placed so close to each other that there is
practically nospace to create hinges. Placing rotational hinges
above the pin inside the 4 [mm] diameter, is an option. However
creating functional hinges within this area that also have to carry
the tensile load might be possible, but stresses become very
critica!.
A translational hinge could also be used to get this functionality,
for example as depicted in Figure 52. This version however has
Figure 52 self securing via
the side effect that the actual clamping part will travel in axial
translation hinge
direction, which will make it harder to grip the pin at the right
place. Using translation hinges will also lead to a clamp with a relatively large diameter.
Because of all this it is decided to use a separate part for securing the clamp against bending
open.
As securing against opening will be provided by a separate part, a more straight forward
clamp can be designed. The clamp only has to be able to bear the load and grip a pin. The
idea is to create the clamp out of a round bar ofmaterial. Using a turning latheit is possible to
create the edge that falls inside the groove. By axially drilling the round bar a tube is created.
The wall of this tube can be converted to leaf springs, which enables the clamp parts to hinge.
The leaf springs are placed right behind the clamping surface. However using the tube wall
for leaf springs means the leaf springs will have an arched cross section. Th is violates the
construction principles of leaf springs, because this gives the risk of clicking of the leaf spring
when it is bent. Nevertheless this solution will be tried.
To create leaf springs in the tube wall, axial slits have to be made in the tube wall till the end
of the Ie af spring. Electrical-discharge wire machining is best used for the creation of the slits,
this should be done when all other mechanica! operations are finished. In how many parts
should the tube be divided? Too many slits would create struts insteadof leaf springs. Using
too little divisions makes it impossible for the wall to function as leaf spring. Dividing the
clamp in 8 parts gives a near rectangular cross section of the leaf springs. Using this many
parts also means the leaf springs do not have to bend far to open sufficiently for placing a pin
inside. Now the very basic shape ofthe clamp is created as shown in Figure 54a.
The head ofthe clamp has to be relatively rigid, Figure 54b. This prevents the head ofthe
clamp to act as a leaf spring and ensures the si de wall is used as hinge. Because the force,
introduced to the clamp, has to go round the head ofthe pin, a moment is created. To prevent
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Figure 54 development of the clamp
the clamp from bending open as aresult ofthis moment, a simple bush can be placed around
the head ofthe clamp. By placing a chamfer on the inside edge ofthe entrance, the clamp will
open when it is pushed onto a pin. The leaf springs will push the edge into the groove when it
is reached. So now the pin is clamped. However the pin can not be removed from the clamp,
as there are no means to open the clamp. Pushing the pin further through the clamp will not
fit.
A means for opening the clamp has to be created. On the outside of the clamp there is a bush
which has to move axially to be able to open the clamp and has to be held. Therefore it is
chosen to create the means for opening the clamp on the inside. This is done by creating an
edge on the clamp head at the end of leaf spring, Figure 54c. The angle of the edge will form
a cone inside the tube. Such a cone can be made with a pointed drill, which has a top angle of
60° instead of 118°. A standard punch, that has a loose fit with the inside of the clamp, is used
to push against this cone thereby opening the cl amp. The end of the punch can be rounded to
make it slide better along the cone. The cone ends in a hole with an inside diameter of 2.8
[mm]. Wh en the punch of 4 [mm] in diameter is pushed all the way through the clamp, the
leaf springs will not be overloaded. So the punch could even be used to push the pin out of the
cl amp.
Now a functional clamp is created, but it still has to be attached tothetest bench. An extemal
M8 screw thread is made on the very end of the cl amp. The part of the clamp between the leaf
springs and the threaded part has a diameter of 10 [mm]. Th is diameter has a fine fit and will
be used to position the clamp in the construction that holds it. The flat surface ofthis thicker
part near the screw thread is used as a stop to determine the distance between the head of the
clamp and the mounting construction . Near the leaf springs two parallel faces are milled on
this thicker part, creating the possibility to use an open-ended spanner to attach the clamp,
Figure 54d.
The material to be used for the clamp is tooi steel , AISI 440C. Because the clamp is subjected
toabrasion it will be hardened to approximately 58 HRC. The tensile strength ofthis material
is 1800 [MPa].
The axial stiffness ofthe leaf springs will be by far the lowest ofthe clamp. Therefore this
value will dominate the total stiffness ofthe clamp. Below the calculation ofthe combined
axial stiffness of the leaf springs, c, is performed:
EA

c =-

1
200·10 9 ·8 66·10-6
= - - - - '- - - 16 ·10-3
= 1, 1· 108 [ N I m]
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E: modulus of elasticity [Pa]
A: total co ss sectional area ofleaf springs [m

2

]

/: length ofteafspring [m]
The stiffness is fairly low, but as the clamp is placed at the very end of the chain of elements,
this causes no probierus when an adhesive layer fails .
To calculate the bending stiffness ofthe leaf springs ofthe
clamp, the arched cross section is approximated by a
rectangular one, as depicted in Figure 55.
The dimensions of one leaf spring then become:
Length, 1: 16 [mm)
Width, b: 1,52 [mm]
Thickness, t: 0,8 [mm]
The bending stiffness of one leaf spring can now be
calculated with the following formula, where, I, stands for the
moment of inertia:

3EI 3E_l__bt 3
cbend -12
/3 /3
.1.
4

200 ·1 09 ·1 52 ·1 o-3 • (o 8 ·10-3 )
'

(16·10-

3

t

Figure 55 cross section
for leaf spring
approximation

3

'

= 9, 48 ·1 03 (N I m]
With this stiffness the force needed to displace the ends of the leaf springs with 0,6 [mm] in
an outward radial direction will be:

F = 8·cbend

·~y

= 8. 9 48 ·103 • o 6 ·1 o-3
'

'

=45,5(N]
The displacement of 0,6 [mm] at the ends of the leaf springs gives plenty of room to load and
unload the pins. The axial force exerted by the punch on the cone surface, will result in a
radial force that opens the cl amp. The slope of the cone acts as a leverage for the axial force .
Using the slope angle of 30° the axial force needed to open the clamp is determined at 26,7
[N]. Wh en the prototype of the clamp was tested, the force needed to open the clamp was
only I 0 [N]. Th is is far less than the calculated force, so the approximated rectangular cross
section has a higher bending stiffness than the actual leaf spring.
The same rectangular approximation is used to calculate the bending stress in the leaf spring.
The stresses at the sharp corners ofthe actualleaf spring will be higher, because the arched
shaped moves the neutral line away from these edges. Therefore the bending stress is
calculated using 0,7 times the thickness instead ofthe normal factor of0,5. This is done
below :
(7bend

=

Fl ·O, 7t
I
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=
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·1 52 ·1 o-3 (o 8 ·10-3 )
'

3

'

= 788(MPa]
The bending stress is 87,5% ofthe fatigue stress and therefore safe. The elaborated versions
of the calculations performed above can be found in appendix 14.
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11.1 Automating the clamp
Small repetitive actions have to be made to open and close the clamp. These can be
automated. Two parts have to be driven for that: the bush for securing the clamp and the
punch for opening the clamp. The only movement they both have to make is an axial
translation from one extreme position to the other. With the right actuator a simple on/off
signa) can be enough to perform this task. The clamp itselfwill stay stationary, because this
will make it easier to position a pin inside the clamp for gripping.
The first idea was to use two separate actuators to individually operate the two parts.
Ho wever the punch and the bush travel along the same axis, namely the centreline of the
clamp. Not only do they share the same centreline, they also move in a sequentia) order. This
makes it possible to operate both parts with just one linear actuator. The sequence of
eperation is shown below, where the arrows indicate ifthe part is in its upper or lower
osition.
I
4
2
3
5
6/ 1

~~
I

q!
-·---------+-----·-·-··-·-·· --··--·----·-·-··---- ·-·------··-· ------------·1--- - - - - --·-----------

~-eh ------+---'-
bush

f··-··--······ ·-L.·-·--···--1·-----J.-----.J-----'~'---

Table 4 sequence of operation of bush and punch
In step one the pin that is ju st pulled off the substrate hangs in the cl amp. The bush is still in
its securing position and the punch is up. Now the clamp has to be opened to release the pin.
Therefore the bush first has to move up, so the clamp is not secured anymore, step 2. When
the bush is up, the punch is moved down to open the clamp. As the clamp is opened at the end
of step 3, the pin will fall out. The clamp will remain in the opened situation to allow a new
pin to be placed inside the clamp in step 4. Now the punch is moved up to close the clamp and
the bush is moved down, step 5 and 6 respectively. The test bench is now ready to perform
the next tensile strength measurement.
Situation one is taken as the stationary position, of course without a pin in the cl amp. In this
situation the bush is down and the punch is up, therefore the clamp is protected against
damage from the outside and is unstressed.
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11.1.1 Choice of the actuator
The linear actuator will have a static part and an actuated
moving part. The idea for automating the clamp with just
one actuator is to conneet the punch to one part of the
actuator and the bush to the other. In order for this to
work both parts of the actuator will have to move. So the
static part of the actuator, that normally is fixed , will now
also be able to move. The bush is placed on the outside of
the clamp and the punch inside. Because the "statie" part
ofthe actuator is bigger than the actuated part, it seems
logica! to conneet the bush to the housing of the actuator.
Stops and springs will be used to get the right sequence of
Figure 56 cartridge cylinder
operation.
To operate the clamp, the bush has to travel
approximately IO [mm] and the punch about 3 [mm]. A stroke magnet or solenoid was first
considered as linear actuator. This is a relatively small electrical actuator. However the force
that a solenoid can exert drastically decreases along the stroke. A solenoid which could fulfil
the task in mind has notbeen found. So the search went on and ended with a pneumatic
cartridge cylinder.
The cartridge cylinder that was found for automating the clamp is the EGZ-I6-I5 fabricated
by Festo. The picture in Figure 56 shows a smaller version ofthe particular cylinder. This
cylinder has a stroke of I5 [mm] and a piston diameter of I6 [mm]. The end of the plunger as
well as the cylinder are threaded, this makes it easy to attach them to other parts. Not the
whole cylinder is however threaded. The end, which houses the conneetion for the air hose, is
smaller in diameter and has a fit. This fit can be used to position the cylinder. This particular
cylinder is a single acting cylinder. Air pressure can only push the piston out, hence the name.
A so called return spring retracts the plunger when the air pressure is removed. The return
spring will retract the plunger with a force of 7,5 to I5 [N]. An air pressure of 6 [bar] will
push the plunger out with a force of I 09 [N]. The only drawback of the pneumatic cylinder is,
that now an air supply is needed as well to operate the test bench.

11.1.2 Creation of the right actuating sequence
Behold Figure 57, this shows a model ofthe composition ofthe
actuation of the automated cl amp. Th is figure shows the initia!
or rest positions of the main components, thus when no air
pressure is applied to the cylinder. The plunger is completely
retracted into the cylinder. The preload spring delivers a force
of approximately 60 [N] , which is by far enough to lift the
retun spring
cylinder and plunger. Now when air pressure is applied to the
cylinder
cylinder, the cylinder will move up till it reaches the upper stop.
step
The air actually wants to push the plunger out, however the
plunger
force needed to lift the cylinder is far less than the 60[N]
prelood spring delivered by the preload spring, therefore the cylinder will first
move up when air pressure is applied. When the cylinder
reaches its stop, the force in the cylinder will build up and the
plunger is pushed out with a force of I 09 [N]. As this force is
Figure 57 model of the
much higher than the preload force, the plunger is pushed out of
actuating parts
the cylinder despite the preload.
When the air pressure is removed, all springs will relax at once.
Therefore the proper closing sequence can not be guaranteed. To guarantee the right closing
sequence the air pressure first has todrop toabout I ,5 [bar]. The force acting on the piston is
then 30 [N]. This is enough to keep the cylinder up but is lower than the force delivered by
the preload spring. The preload spring will therefore push the plunger back into the cylinder
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till the preload spring reaches its stop. When this happens the air pressure can be removed and
the cylinder will be pushed down by the return spring. Now imagine the bush is connected to
the cylinder and the punch to the plunger, and you are actuating the bush and clamp in the
right sequence.

11.2 Construction of the automated clamp
Several parts for the creation ofthe automated clamp are already designed or chosen. Of other
parts it is possible to appoint the functionality they must at least have. These will provide the
conditions for the automation construction. Now follows a summation ofthe main parts:
• Housing: this construction houses the automation parts. It has to be connected to the top
cardan joint and the clamp will be fixed to it.
• Clamp: the clamp is already designed. This has to be attached to the end ofthe housing,
so the end will be the counterpart of the clamp.
• Punch: the punch is a standard part. It will move inside the clamp and will be connected
to the plunger ofthe cylinder.
• Cylinder: the cylinder will be the EGZ-16-15 from Festo. The cylinder that will actuate
the parts is known. The cylinder is threaded on the outside so it is logica] to screw this
into a tube or cup to which other components can be attached.
• Bush: the bush is thin walled where it slides over the head ofthe clamp, because it has to
fit between the pins on the substrate. This has to be connected to the cylinder.
• Preload spring: the spring is needed for the automated clamp to function correctly. It must
act against the cylinder.
In order to function as an automated clamp, the bush, the punch and the cylinder have to be
able totranslate along their mutual centrelines. A requirement for good functionality is that
the bush and punch keep well aligned to the clamp, to prevent jamming or even damaging. To
create the right actuation sequence, stops have to be created and a preload spring is needed.
With all this in mind a quick sketch can be made that places the known components, this is
done in Figure 58. The blanks now have to be filled.

housing

Figure 58 sketch of the known parts of
the automated clamp
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Figure 59 conneetion of
cylinder and bush with
three struts

The cylinder is screwed into a tube or cup. This tube or cup will
be used to attach parts to. There are several ways to conneet the
securing bush to the cylinder. Whatever the salution will be, the
conneetion has to go through the housing, as the cylinder is
placed inside the housing and the bush is placed on the outside.
Two reasanabie options are discussed now:
• Using three struts to conneet the cup and the bush, Figure
59. The struts go through axially drilled holes in the
housing. These three struts constrain the distance between
the cup and bush and keep their facing surfaces parallel.
Bath parts need guiding, to prevent the cylinder from
rattling in the housing and the bush to eosure it slides nicely
over the head of the clamp. Struts will only function when
they are straight, so the bush will have to grow in diameter
to the same diameter as the cup in order to conneet them.
Besides guiding, bath parts need to be secured against
rotation about their centrelines. Omitting the securing
against rotation, the struts can be damaged when one of the
parts rotates, as they will collide with the wall ofthe holes
they go through.
• The other option is to use a tube for the conneetion that
slides outside the housing, Figure 60. The tube is guided
along the outside ofthe housing. Fixing the bush to the tube,
the bush uses the guide ofthe tube to position itself over the
head of the cl amp. Th is way of operating is a bit risky
because the guidance ofthe tube and the way the bush fits
the tube, determine how well the bush slides over the head
ofthe clamp. However as all these parts will be produced
with a turning lathe it is plausible that the centrelines of all
these parts will nearly exactly coincide. Three radial screws
will fix the bush to the tube. The same goes for the cup,
however the screws will go through holes in the wall ofthe
housing. Again the bush has to grow in diameter in order for
it to be attached. Rotations will do no damage to the parts.
Besides the screws to conneet the cup go through the wall of
the housing, so screws will hit the si des of the slots in case
of a rotation. Th is option is chosen.

Figure 60 conneetion of
cylinder and bush with
guided tube
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The guided tube is placed on the outside of the housing,
the cup inside. So the housing is placed between the parts.
To properly conneet the tube and the cup the difference in
diameter has to be bridged. Loose parts can be fabricated
for this. They can be created from a ring. This ring will
have a fitted outside and inside, to align the centrelines of
the cup with respect to the tube. Two edges are made that
function as a stop. One on the inside for the cup and one
on the outside for the tube. These edges are necessary to
accurately position the cup with respect to the tube, when
the ring is divided. The holes for the screws have to be
drilled through the parts simultaneously. After that the
Figure 61 conneetion between cup
ring can be divided. This is a very laborious solution and
and tube
it has many accurate parts, as it needs four fits and two
accurate edges.
Thesesame partscan also be made as parts ofthe cup. To do so first a ring is created on the
side ofthe cup with a small edge. This ring and edge will determine the position and height of
the cup with respect to the tube. Then the holes are drilled through the tube and cup
simultaneously. After that the holes in the cup are threaded and the unnecessary parts ofthe
ring are milled away. This milling may be very inaccurate because the sides of cup have no
function. This option is the better ofthe two. There are less accurate parts to be made and less
transitions between parts, which improves the accuracy with which the parts are positioned
relative to each other.
These protruding blocks will be made
026
0'8,5 7
half way up the cup and therefore hold
the cylinder in its middle. When the
ring is converted to three protrusions,
two parallel faces are milled on the
lower end of the cup. Th is creates the
ability to use an open-ended spanner
for mounting the cylinder. A large
portion of the inner wall of the cup is
threaded, so the cylinder can be fixed.
V27x' ::,
The upper part will forma fitted hole,
Figure 62 cup design
which positions the cylinder in the cup.
The last step in fabrication will be to
cut a thin ring with parallel faces and thread from the cup. This ring can be used as a securing
nut for the cylinder.

'
Figure 63 bush

As said the bush will have to grow in diameter to meet the
diameter ofthe tube. This diameter ofthe bush will have a fine
fit to position the centreline relative to that ofthe tube. A small
protruding edge will eosure the bush is connected to the tube at
the correct height, relative to the cylinder. Again holes are
drilled simultaneously through the tube and the bush . The holes
in the bush will be threaded. For the sake ofvisibility the bush
will gradually grow in diameter from the thinner part. The final
bush willlook as shown in Figure 63 .
The surfaces around the holes in the tube wall have to be milled
flat, so the head of a screw will properly rest on the tube wal!.
The tube, the cup with cylinder and the bush will move as one
in the automated clamp. As was explained before, a stop is
needed for the correct functioning of the cl amp. Th is will be
done by placing a retainer ring on the housing above the tube.
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A normalscrew spring will satisfy as preload spring. The chosen
spring has an outside diameter of 12,2 [mm] and a wire diameter
of I ,4 [mm]. The spring stiffness is 4 [N/mm] and it has a length
of32 [mm] when unloaded. The spring will be set between the
housing and the part that guides the punch. Both parts have
shallow holes to position the spring. The punch needs a guide
because it sticks pretty far out ofthe clamp and a force will be
exerted on this end. The guide will keep the centrelines ofthe
punch and clamp aligned.
A stop has to be created for the guide block and the spring, for the
functionality ofthe automated clamp. Placing a retaining ring as
stop for this guide block is a straight forward solution. However it
will be near impossible to place a retaining ring al the way down
in the housing. So another solution has to be thought of to
function as a stop. The stop is created by partially reducing the
outside diameter ofthe guide block and placing two pins through
Figure 64 preload spring
the housing. This reduction in diameter does not only make space
for the pins it also reduces the friction between the guide block
and the housing. Two pins are used to keep the load on the guide block symmetrical. Pins will
be sunk in the wall for a part so the force of the spring is directed straight into the housing.
The guide block can be made of plastic. To preventjamming the length ofthe block has to be
larger than the diameter. The final result is shown in Figure 64.
The punch remains to be fixed to the plunger. The plunger is equipped with M5 thread, the
head ofthe punch has a diameter of 5,5 [mm]. The head ofthe punch cannot be removed,
because it is needed for the guide block to hold the punch. So how can they be connected?

Figure 65 options for connecting the punch to the plunger
One option is to screw the guide block to plunger with the help of a threaded insert. Th is
insert is needed to bridge the gap between the guide block and the plunger. This option is
depicted in Figure 65a. The hole diameter needed to create M5 thread is 4 [mm] , while the
gap needed for the punch is at least 5,5 [mm]. In this option the punch remains standard and a
standard insert can be used as well . However the created conneetion directly connects the
plunger with its guiding fonn the cylinder to the punch in its guide block, this can cause a
conflict.
There are however possibilities to keep the plunger and punch together, while leaving the
radial translation free. The most reasonable is to use a preloaded spring that will pull the
plunger and punch together, with a hall in between. The hall in between the parts will guide
the thrust force while leaving radial translations possible. One option is shown in Figure 65b.
Here a push spring is used to deliver the force that keeps the plunger connected to the punch
via the guide block. In this option a nut is screwed onto the plunger as base for the spring. The
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nut goes inside the guide block. The spring is placed between the nut and the retaining ring in
the guide block. However no springs were found that are strong enough and fit in this
confined space.
A solution that will fit can be created with three small extension springs, which have an eye
on each end. It will however be a lot ofwork to create this connection. Figure 65c shows this
option. The springs will go into the guide block and will be held by small pins through the eye
of the spring. Therefore three holes have to be drilled in the guide block parallel to its
centreline. From the side ofthe guide blockasmaller hole is created in radial direction
through each axial hole. In these smaller holes the pins will be placed that hold the spring. So
now the springs can be attached to the guide block. To attach them to the plunger a special nut
has to be made, Figure 65c also shows a top view ofthis nut. In the middle ofthis nut there is
a M5 hole so it can be screwed onto the plunger. Three through holes are made at the same
spacing as the axial holes in the guide block. A small gutter is created across this hole, like
shown in the picture. Th is will be a gutter of I ;5 [mm] deep and wide. A pin can be slit into
this gutter to hold the other eye of the spring. On the si de of the nut two parallel faces are
created so it can be held by an open-ended spanner. A normal nut can be used to secure to the
special nut. The springs have a diameter of3 [mm] and a wire thickness of0,63 [mm] . The
spring stiffness is 12,2 [N/mm]. With the springs stretched to approximately 12 [mm] , a force
of 120 [N] is originated to keep the plunger and the guide block together.
Now all parts are chosen, the final housing can be made. Figure 66 shows the complete
automated clamp, with the final housing. The housing has to be fixed to the top cardan joint.
The top cardan joint has a boss with a fitting, so the open end of the housing has a fitted hole
that fits this boss. Th is feature aligns the centreline of the cardan joint and the housing. A
flan ge at the very end of the housing is used to conneet it to the cardan joint. Therefore three
through holes are made so it can be attached. The other end of the housing contains the mount
for the cl amp. Th is end will be the counterpart of the clamps end. Two parallel si des are
milled on the outside ofthe housingat this end. This creates the ability to use an open-ended
spanner to hold the housing, so the clamp can be screwed tightly into the housing.
On the side ofthe housing two ridges are created. These will be coated with a low friction
material and will act as guides for the tube. These are best placed as far apart as possible, to
improve the accuracy of the translation motion of the tube.
From the top of the flan ge three holes are drilled or milled in the wall of the housing, to create
the slots for the protruding parts of the cup. The slots have to be created in axial direction
from the si de of the flange, otherwise it would be impossible to get the cup inside the housing.
Two holes have to be created to place the pins that will act as stop for the guide block. In
order for the holes to be drilled, the entrance spot ofthe drill has to be milled flat. Ifthis is not
done the drill will slide ofthe round housing insteadof going in. The holes have to be through
holes, to make it possible to remove the pins.
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12. Design of the substrate holder
The substrate ofthe sample also has to be heldduringa strength test. The best way to support
the substrate is very near to the pin, with a symmetrical contact area. For example a ring
shaped contact area around the pin, created by the end of a tube. However the pins are placed
very closely together so the space for creating such a contact area is very small, part of the
space between pins is already taken by the clamp for the pin. To load the second pin inside
the tube, will require the sample to be lowered, slid under the tube and then be lifted again to
place the tube against the substrate. This is quite a complicated routine. Something like a
beneh-vice that clamps the substrate on the side can work fora steel substrate, but when they
are glass easy to overload the clamping force and destroy the substrate. Either the sample has
to be loosened to place the next pin under the clamp, or the entire beneh-vice should be
moveable. Both do not seem reasonable.
All in all the current substrate holder in the form of aT -slot in a block of material, does not
seem to be such a bad idea. To load the next pin the substrate is simply pushed through the Tslot. By sliding the sample only one row ofpins can be tested. When the first row ofpins is
pulled off the substrate, the substrate is taken out of the holder and rotated so that the second
row can be tested when inserted to the holder. So it is fairly straight forward to use. The
substrate however is loaded asymmetrically. The calculation ofthe deformation ofthe
substrate in the T-slot, given in paragraph 5.3 , shows that the deformation ofthe substrate is
acceptable. So this same concept will be used to create the substrate holder.
To increase the ease of use
some sort of index mechanism
can be used, so that the pins
1
will be positioned on the right
place. The first thought was to
clamp a separate tooi to the
substrate which has notches at
the same pitch as the pins on
the substrate. A simple example
ofhow this could look is
presented
in Figure 67. A fixed
1
spring could be used to fall in
Figure 67 example of tooi with
the notch, as soon as the pin is
.__n_o_t_ch_~_.s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,
in the right position. By using a separate tooi , there is noneed to
x, cp create notches on every substrate. Creating an index mechanism
I
this was ensures no loads are introduced to the adhesive layer for
\
positioning. The notches only prescribe the position of the pins in
y-direction. The position in x-direction must follow from the
holder. Because of the way the pins are glued to the substrate, the
x-position can vary. The glue tooi uses three stops to position
itselfwith respect to the substrate, these are depicted by the black
Figure 68 deviations in
dotsin Figure 68. For the first row ofpins, the same reference
distance between pins
side ofthe substrate is used to position the pinsin x-direction. To
and side of substrate
test the second row the substrate is tumed 180° around the z-axis.
So now the other side ofthe substrate determines the x-position of
the pins. The distance from the side to the pins, however is uncertain, so this will not give an
accurate positioning ofthe pin.
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Another option is to use the pin that is going to be tested for the
deterrnination ofthe position, This will cause a load on the
adhesive layer before the test is done. This will however be no
problem [7]. To position the pin in both x- and y-direction a stop
with a V -shaped grooved in its side can be used. Th is stop does
not have to be more than a small thin plate that is fixed on top of
the hol der. For this kind of stop the sample needs to be able to
move in both the x- and y-direction. The T-slot hole gives the
ability to move the sample in y-direction, but not the ability to
move in x-direction . Th is can be realised by creating a T-slot just
wider than the substrate. See also Figure 69.
The pin that is going to be tested is positioned
withits centreline on the centreline ofthe
clamp and of the substrate hol der. Th is
property is used to position the V -groove stop.
Therefore a fitted hole is created in the middle
of the substrate holder, with a diameter of 5
[mm]. Now a special tooi has to be made.
Something like is shown in Figure 70. The top
Figure 69 example of
end ofthe tooi has the same dimensions as the
V -groove stop
clamp, so it can be accurately positioned by
screwing it into the clamp housing. The
bottorn end ofthe tooi has to be an accurate round bar, a punch of 5 [mm]
in diameter can be used for this. This will slide into the hole in the middle
ofthe substrate holder. Now with the tooi in place, the stop with the Vgroove only has to be placed against the punch and fixed.
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The support surfaces of the substrate are
chosen to be 30xl ,5 [mm] . The first pin that
will undergo a strength test, is placed at 15
[mm] from the substrates end. By choosing
Figure 70
30 [mm] the substrate is supported evenly
positioning tooi
above and under the pin, as depicted in
for V-groove
Figure 71. The supporting surface area will
stop
now also be equal for al pins.
The sample has to be able to slide in x-direction, therefore the
overlap is I ,5 [mm]. Wh en the substrate is able to move 0,5
[mm] in both x-directions from the middle position, the chosen
overlap of I ,5 [mm] leaves room between the pin and the edge
ofthe holder. The travel distance of0,5 [mm] from the middle
position can simply be restricted by the width ofthe T-slot, also
shown in Figure 71.
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x

Figure 71 contact
surfaces between holder
and substrate
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12.1 Creating a preload on the substrate
The prelaad on the substrate is necessary to prevent rattling of the sample in the holder, when
a bond fails. As the sample will be placed with the pins pointing upward, the prelaad is also
necessary to push the substrate against the holder, thereby acting against gravity. As the mass
ofthe substrate is 250 [g] , the force needed to lift the sample is only 2,5 [N].
Todetermine the amount ofthe prelaad that has to be applied, the model shown in Figure 72
is used. The big mass, M , represents the rnaving part ofthe machine and is determined at
approximately 7 [kg]. The smaller mass, m, represents the sample that is being pushed against
a stop by a prelaad spring. The mass ofthe sample is approximately 0,25 [kg]. The stop
represents the holder. During a strength test, the sample is being pulled against the stop.
However when the bond fails, the machine will relax. Thereby reversing the laad direction,
this is depicted in the model in Figure 72. The laad that is exerted on the elements due to the
relaxation of the machine can never be more than the maximum force exerted during the test,
so for the force, F, 3 [kN] is taken. Th is force causes an acceleration, a, of:

F

~--------------~

a=---

m+M
3000
=
0,25+ 7

= 314[ mi s 2 ]

Now when the rnaving part is suddenly stopped, the prelaad has to
prevent the sample from rattling. To ensure this the prelaad has to
beat least:

F=

ma
m+M

= 0,25·314 = 14 [N]

M
F

0,25+7

Figure 72 model used
When the outer pins of
for determination of
the sample are being
preload on substrate
tested a large portion of
the sample will stick out
of the hol der. So the force exerted on the sample
will cause a moment. This will change the amount
of prelaad needed. The situation as illustrated in
Figure 73 is considered. The prelaad force is
Figure 73 preload needed to cope
assumed to be placed at 25 [mm] from the right.
with moment
The force that causes the moment, wi ll work at the
middle of the substrate at 65 [mm] from the edge.
Th is results in a necessary prelaad force of 36 [N]. Bath the Ie ft and right prelaad have to
deliver this force, as the sample will stick out in bath directions during a test.
The prelaad force is best applied directly under the supporting surfaces ofthe holder. In this
way the force flows straight through the substrate
back into the holder. Two reasanabie means for
applying the prelaad are: with the use spring loaded
set screws or with the use of wavefarm springs. Bath
a.
are shown in Figure 74.
A spring loaded setscrew is a setscrew that has a
b. D~
small ball sticking out of one si de that is preloaded by
a spring. This ball is able to move over a short
Figure 74 a. spring loaded set
distance in axial direction ofthe set screw. A wave
screw b. wave form spring
farm spring is a strip usually made of metal, that is
shaped like a wave seen from the side.
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The spring loaded set screws have a point contact. Although the force they deliver is small,
the stresses become high . Fora steel substrate this will serve no problems, but for glass
substrates creating high stresses near the edge can cause chipping. Therefore the spring
loaded setscrews are not suitable as preload mechanism.
Placing two waveform springs under the contact surfaces can be done. When a waveform
spring is loaded the ends will move considerably. So if one end is fixed, the other end must be
free totranslate a considerable amount in the direction ofthe length ofthe spring. This can be
done by letting this end free. However the substrate will also move transversely over the
spring, this can cause the spring to rotate around its fixed point. To cope with this the spring
can be placed in a shallow gutter justas wide asthespring is. The sides ofthe gutter will
prevent the spring from shifting in transverse direction. However gutters like these will be
hard to create right under the contact edges. Therefore it is chosen to place one spring in the
middle of the substrate in a shallow gutter.

12.2 Construction of the substrate holder
The substrate will be made out of a round
bar of 80 [mm] in diameter from AISI
303. The general idea is depicted in
Figure 75 . On the bottorn a boss is
created with a fitting toleranee on the
diameter, this will be used to position the
holder with respect to the bottorn cardan
joint construction. On the edge of the
flange created three through holes are
created, soit can be screwed to the
bottorn cardan joint construction.
In the middle of the substrate holder a
fitted hole is created to be used for the
Figure 75 substrate holder
tooi to position the V -groove stop. The
stop is simply screwed on top ofthe
hol der. The front view shows the chosen dimensions of the T -slot. The right part of the holder
is thicker than the left part, this is done to match the axial stiffness ofthe parts to the force the
have to endure.
To make it easier to load the sample, the front ofthe holder is chamfered. A small slope in
front ofthe entrance ofthe holder is created for the possibility to fix the waveform spring.
The waveform spring can be made out of a spring steel strip of 4 [mm] wide and 0,4 [mm]
thick. When this is bent to create two waves with an amplitude of2 [mm] and a period of20
[mm], like shown in Figure 76, it will del iver a force of about 40 [N] per top. The gutter for
the waveform spring will be 0,4 [mm] deep. The height ofthe T-slot is chosen so, that the
substrate will nearly flatten the spring. Therefore the substrate is left very little room to move
in height.
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13. Overview of the new adhesive test machine
13. 1 Casts made so far
Main parts of the adhesive test bench are bought as standard components. The costs for these
products are:
€ 600
Bali screw spindie PN 16x5R:
€ 360
RE 40 motor with GP 42 C reduction:
€280
ElectTonics to operate motor:
€ 1740
3 force sensors 208A 13:
3 * €580 =
Estimated co st of the 482C signa! conditioner: € 1000
€475
NI 6221 data acquisition card:
€400
Pneumatic circuitry is estimated at:

+

---

The total costs then become:
€ 4850
With a budget of€ 10.000 this leaves approximately € 5000 to produce all the custom parts.

13.2 New test procedure
The new procedure to performa strength test is described in a point to point summary below.
Figure 77 illustrates the main steps ofthe procedure. In this tigure the focus lies on the area
around the sample, because here al the actions take place.
• The machine is started and initiated via the computer. During initiation the clamp is
opened and the substrate holder is moved to its starting (lower) position, which is
sensed by a limit switch.
• The sample is slid into the substrate holderand moved till the first pin hits the Vgroove stop.
• Now the signa! to start the strength test is given via the computer.
• The sample holder moves up till it reaches its limit switch.
• With the pin at the correct height, the clamp is now closed and secured.
• The substrate holder is now moved down, to induce the force in the adhesive layer.
• The exerted force is measured by the sensors and monitored on the computer.
• When the adhesive layer breaks, this is monitored on the pc, which then steers the
holder back to its lower position.
• The clamp is opened to release pin that has just been pulled of the substrate.
This step ends the testing procedure of one adhesive layer. In order to test the next pin on the
substrate, the sample is moved till it hits the stop and the test is started again.
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14. Conclusions and recommendations
14.1 Conclusions
The aim was to design an adhesive strength test machine that replaces the current one. The
new machine must be able to determine the shear, tensile and cleavage strength of an
adhesive bond. Because of a shortage in time only a tensile strength test machine is design ed.
The idea for introducing the other load cases is to change the part ofthe machine that holds
the sample, driven by a universa! power source. Because of that the machine is divided in two
parts, one part houses the power source, the other houses the tooi to exert the desired load
case.
The machine is placed vertically and is fixed to the tabletop. The power souree is mounted
below the tabletop and the tooi part on top. This creates a neat look, because a large part of
the machine will be out of sight.
A tubular shaped frame is used for the strength test machine. Within this frame the actual
strength test takes pi ace. The shape of the frame makes that is has the same rigidity for all
radialloads. lt also is relatively easy to align two cylindrical components, which is useful
because the machine is made out of two parts.
The designed tensile strength test machine is able to exert forcesof up to 3 [kN] with a
maximum speed of 900 [mm/min] and can determine the strength with an approximate
accuracy ofO,Ol [MPa].
An automated clamp is created that grabs the pins. For this the design ofthe pin, that is one
half of the test sample, is changed. The sample layout remains unchanged. Instead of
recycling the pins, the pins will be disposables.
A personal computer equipped with a data acquisition card is used to operate the strength test
machine and monitor and store the sensor read out.
The price ofthe purchased standard components sums up to approximately € 5000, which is
halfthe available budget. Therefore the same amount of money is available to fabricate the
custom parts.

14.2 Recommendations
A pneumatic cylinder actuates the automated clamp. The requirements for the pneumatic
circuitry are known, but have notbeen implemented yet in a circuitry design. To complete the
automated clamp the pneumatic circuitry has to be created.
The main drawings of all the parts have been made, however the precise tolerances still have
to be determined. This has to be done in order to really fabricate the test machine.
Because the design ofthe pinsis changed, the current gluing tooi cannot hold the pins
anymore. A new tooi has to be designed that can hold and position the pins during the
bonding process of the sample.
The machine as described in this thesis can only introduce the tensile load case to the
adhesive layer. In order to introduce the shear and cleavage load case, other tools have to be
design ed.
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Appendix 1: overview of standards for adhesive
strength testing
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Appendix 2: influence of deformation of the substrate
on tensile force
The current substrate holder supports the substrate at the long sides. The pin is situated out of
the middle ofthe substrate. When the tensile force is being exerted on the pin, an asymmetrie
load is introduced to the substrate. This load will bend the substrate. Because the pin is
positioned out of the middle, the deforrnation of the substrate causes an angle between the
tensile force and the adhesive layer. As a consequence a shear load is introduced to the
adhesive layer. This shear load is calculated hereafter.
For this calculation a worst case scenario is created. The substrate is reduced toa beam with
the dimensions of 10xl0x20 [mm]. The deforrnation ofthis beam is calculated, when loaded
with a force of 3 [kN] on the place of the pin . The direction of the force is parallel to the yaxis. The supports of the beam are represented as hinges placed at the very end of the beam.
The model representing the load case is shown in Figure 78c. Table 5 shows an overview of
the modulus of elasticity of different materials that are used as substrate materiaL The
modulus of elasticity of aluminium is used for the calculations, because this is the most
ductile substrate materiaL Choosing aluminium will give the greatest deforrnation of the
substrate and thus the worst case.
I Modulus of elasticity [N/mm2]
Steel
i 21o-1o9
Aluminium
I 70·109
Zerodur
90,3·1 09
9
Silicium Oxide (Si0 2)
_L 76,5·1 0
I/ 97,2·1 09
Calcium Fluoride
i 75,8·109
Table 5 overview of modulus of elasticity for different materials used for a substrate

F

---x

c.

20

Figure 78 a. substrate with pins b. beam on which calculation is based c. model used for
calculation
With the forrnulas [Roark] given below the key componentsof deforrnation can be calculated:

B = Fa (2!-a)(l-a)
A

6Ell

B =-Fa (t 2-a2)
B

Ymax

6Ell

Fa (/

= 3Ell

2

-a 2 J~ atx=l-~~
~ when a<ll
3
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B: rotation angle [rad]

F: force [N]
a: di stance from support A to the force F [m]
/: length ofthe element [m]
E: modulus of elasticity [N/mm 2 ]

J: moment ofinertia [mm 4 ]
y max : maximum displacement in y direction [m]
x: di stance from point A to place of maximum deformation [m]
The moment of inertia of the element is calculated below:

3 ·(10·10-3)3 = 8 33 ·10- 10
3
I= _j_bh
=
_1_·10
-1012
12
'

[m

4

]

Using this value and the modulus of elasticity of aluminium the rotation angles of the ends of
theelementand the maximum displacement are calculated. First the rotation angle ofthe
element at point A and B are calculated. After that the maximum displacement and the place
where the displacement is maximal are calculated.

B = Fa (21 - a)(l - a)
A
6Ell

=

3000·5·10-3
(2 · 20·10-3 - 5·10-3)(20 ·10-3 -5·10-3)
6 · 210·109 ·8 33·10- 10 · 20 ·10-3
'
= 1,1[ mrad]

B =-Fa (t2-a2)
6Ell

B

- 3ooo. 5 -10-3
((2o -10-3)2- (5 ·1 o-3)2)
6 · 210·10 9 ·8 33 ·10- 10 ·20 ·10-3
'
=-0,8[mrad]
=

The maximum displacement is :
2

Fa (/ - a
Ymax = 3EJl
3

=

2

)X

r-( rJx

3
3
3000 5 ·1 o-3
[ ( 20 -105 -103 ° 210 ·109 ·8 33-10- 10 20·10-3
3
'
°

0

= 6, 0 -10-6 [ m]
at
3

x=20·10- 3 when

a<!._
2

( 20 -10-

2
)

-

3

(5 ·1o-3 )

2

=8,8 ·10-3[m]

holds. Which it does as the force is placed left ofthe middle ofthe element.

The results ofthese calculations are depicted in Figure 11 . The rotation ofthe beam is
maximal at support A. Moving to point P the rotation gradually decreases to zero. At Point P
the beam has the largest displacement in y-direction. The adhesive layer is positioned
between support A and point P, so the rotation ofthe beam under the pin will be between 1,1
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and 0 [mrad). The maximum angle of I, I [rnrad] is used to calculate the additional shear laad
that is exerted on the adhesive layer. This is done below:

Fr = FtanBA

= 3000. tan ( 1, 1·1 o-3 )
= 3,3[ N]
The additional shear laad is 0,11% of the tensile load that is exerted. Th is worst case
deviation is acceptable. All actual occurring shear loads will be less than the calculated value
of3,3 [N).
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Figure 79 results of the calculations for bending of the substrate
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Appendix 3: Stiffness of the up per frame
The main dimensions ofthe frame are depicted in Figure 80.
The used material is AISI 303 which has a modulus of
elasticity of 200·1 09 [N/m 2). The axial sti ffuess is calculated
with the next forrnula:

EA
c =- -

To deterrnine the total stiffuess ofthe frame it is
.
thought to be constructed out of a
c: axtal stlffness [Ni m]
tube standing on three pillars.

1

.

E: modulus of elasticity [Ni m 2 ]
2

A: surface area perpendicular to axial direction [m ]
!: axiallength [m]
When the stiffness ofthe tube
and of one pillar is known the total
stiffness can be deterrnined. First the stiffuess ofthe tube and
a pillar are calculated.
Using the shown dimensions and the forrnula above the
stiffness ofthe tube is calculated. The next forrnula
deterrnines the axial surface area of the tube:
A=

in( de} -din

2
)

dex : extemal diameter [m]
din: intemal diameter [m]

in(

2

EA
E _...:...__
de}
-din
- ~_
__
_.:.)_

c

tube -

/

tube

Figure 80 opper frame

200·109

/
tube

·tn({120·10- t -( 80 ·10- f)
3

3

100·10-3

= 1, 26 ·1 0' 0 [N I m]
The height ofthe lower ring ofthe frame is added to the pillar length for its stiffuess
calculation. This is done assuming that an axialload will go straight down from the pillar to
the supporting structure, instead of first equally distributing itself over the lower ring.
Therefore the pillar length becomes 130 [mm] insteadof 100 [mm]. The cross section of a
pillar is approximately 20x20 [mm] , using this values the stiffuess of a pillar becomes:
e pi/lar=

EApillar
l
pillar

200 ·10 9 . 20 ·10-3 . 20 ·10-3
120 ·10-3

= 6,15 ·108 [N I m]
Consiclering one tube is serially connected to three parallel pillars, the total stiffness is
calculated using the following forrnula:
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- 1

cframe

=(

1

1

3 . c pillar

+ctube

J

~(3·6,1 5·!0" + 1,26\o"
1

= 1, 6 ·1 09 [N I m]

r
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Appendix 4: cardan joint calculations
AISI 303 is taken as material for the cardan joint. Although
this is nota high-quality (stainless) steel , it fuifiJs the
demands for the cardan joint. This will become clear below.
The dimensions ofthe elastic binges of the cardan joint are
chosen as follows :
Wall thickness, h = 0,5 [mm]
Hole diameter, D = 30 [mm]
Length ofthe hinge, t = 60 [mm]

a;
•

h
The formula for the rotational stiffness is:

Figure 81 elastic hinge

k=M
rp
k: rotational stiffness [Nrnlrad]
M: bending moment [Nm]
rp: angle of rotation [rad]

A formula to calculate the rotational stiffness can be derived from the following forget-menot formula:

MI
rp= EI
/: length ofthe bending element [m]
E: modulus of elasticity [N/m 2 ]
I: moment ofinertia [mm4 ]
Combining the basic formula for rotational stiffness and the forget-me-not formula, gives the
following result:

MI
rp = - ~ rpEI = MI
EI
k= EI
k= M
I
rp
In case of an elastic hinge the equivalent bending length must be calculated, in order to
calculate the rotational stiffness. This can be done with the following formula:
/ bend :::::::
l bend :

9Jï5h

0,

equivalent bending lengthof an elastic hinge [m]

The moment of inertia must be calculated using the smallest cross section of the hinge, with
the next formula:
3
I=.l..th
12

The rotational stiffness now becomes:
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k

= EI = E · fï th
l

3

0,9.J/5h

200 ·109

• _l_.
12

60 -10-3 • (o ' 5 ·1 o-3 )

3

13o ·1o-3 . o 5 ·1 o-3
'
'
= 35,8[ Nm I rad]

o9

"

This is low value for rotation stiffuess, meaning that a supple hinge is created with the chosen
dimensions.
The sample will be placed at approximately 100 [mm] from the cardanjoint. The assumed
radial displacement ofthe gripper is 0,25 [mm]. These parameters are necessary to calculate
the angular displacement the elastic hinge will have to cope with.

'I'= tan-

1

(

0 25
• )
100

25
• = 2,5[ mrad]
~ 0100

Because the angle is small the tangent function can be omitted.
Using the rotational stiffness, the angular displacement and the distance between the sample
and the cardan joint, the shear that will be exerted by the cardan joint on the adhesive layer
can be calculated.
lf'k
~hear =--

1

2 5 ·1 o-3 • 35 8

'

0,1

'

= 0,9[ N]
This is an acceptable value for an additional contaminating force on the adhesive layer.

The axial stiffness ofthe hinge can be calculated with:

EA

C=-

f
c: axial stiffness [Nim]
E: modulus of elasticity [Nim 2 ]
A: surface area perpendicular to axial direction [m 2 ]
/: axiallength [m]
The length in this formula has to be replaced with the equivalent tensile length ofthe elastic
hinge. This is calculated according to:
/rensile
l,ensile :

~ 2 .J/5h
equivalent tensile lengthof an elastic hinge [m]

Combining the two formulas mentioned above, the tensile stiffuess ofthe hingeis calculated:

EA

Eth

c - - - -==

- l - 2.J/5h

200 ·1 0 9 • 60 -10- 3 • o 5 ·1 o-3

'

2~30 -10-3 • o, 5 ·1 o-3

= 7, 8 · 108 (N I m]
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The cardan joint will have two elastic hinges placed in serial order. Therefore the actual
tensile stiffness of the joint will be half the calculated value, namely 3,9·1 08 [N/m]. Th is is
relatively low, consictering multiple elements will be placed in serial order. However I think
the desirabie total stiffness of 1·108 [N/m] can still be attained.
Stresses in the cardan joint
The maximum occurring tensile stress if simply calculated by dividing the maximum tensile
force of 3 [kN] by the cross sectiona] area of the hinge:
(J

F F
A - th

----

rensile -

=

3000
=100[MPa]
60·0, 5

1.7

·-·

1.6

-

i.S

/

1,4

t3

1--

!/

\1

The bending stress in the hinge can be
determined with the help of the graph for
dimensioning elastic hinges extracted from [9]
shown in Figure 82.
First thing to do is extracting the root of the
ratio between the wall thickness and the hole
diameter gives:
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With this value the following can be read from
the graph:
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E
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•Hi-t·E - -

V

{0,5 =0 13

'/30 '

". 12
".,...

D.O y V

4

=

lf/·E
Rewriting this formula and entering the values
for the modulus of elasticity and angular
displacement gives:
CJlf ~ 0, 08lf/ E

V

0.6 0.7

~
0,8 0;1

\C

01 03 Cl4 o.s 0.6 0.7 0~ 0.9 1.0

o 08 . 2 5 ·1o-).200 ·1 09
'

'

~ 40[MPa]
-

hl

10

Figure 82 graph for dimensioning elastic
binges [9]

The bending and tensile stress combined, give
an acceptable stress value for AISI 303 . Which
has a tensile strength of240 [MPa].

The cardan joint will be abie tobend further than the desired 2,5 [mrad]. It has to be checked
ifthe maximum possible angular displacement ofthe cardanjoint willoverlaad the hinges.
The part in which theelastic binges are created has an outside diameter of78 [mm]. The slit
width that is created during the creation ofthe elastic hinges is 0,3 [mm]. This is a standard
value for electrical-discharge wire machining [4].
The maximum angular displacement therefore becomes:

lf/

%J~ 70,3%= 7,7[ mrad]

= tan -1[ 70,3

Using the same calculation for the bending stress again, gives:
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u "' ;:::: 0, 081f/ E

;: : o, os .7 , 7 ·1o-3 . 200 ·1 0 9
;:::: 123[MPa]
Assuming there is no axial load on the hinges when the maximum angular rotation occurs,
this value lies well within in the safety range for stresses.
Buckling strength
Because the wall thickness is rather small, buckling can be a real danger. The force at which
buckling will occur can be calculated with the following formula:

n 2 EI

FE =-,-2b

FE: buckling force [N]
/6:

buckling length [mm]

The equivalent tensite length ofthe elastic hinge in used as buckling length. This results in the
following buckling force:

= n 2EI

F
E

n 2E rrth3

/ b2

(

2JDhf

3
n 2 . 200 ·1 0 9 . ...L.
12 60 ·10-

.

(o 5 ·1 o-3 ) 3
,

( 2~30 ·10- 3 • o, 5 ·10- 3

r

= 20[kN]
The maximum force occurring in the test bench will 3 [kN], so the buckling strength is about
7 times higher.
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Appendix 5: calculations concerning the folded leaf
spring
0

0

0
Figure 83 folded leaf spring
Figure 83 shows the construction of the folded leaf spring. Five ofthese folded leaf springs
are used to create the linear guide. The folded leaf spring can be considered to be constructed
with two separate leaf springs with the dimensions:

l = 80[mm]
b = 50[mm]
t

= 0,5[mm]

Each spring end will translate at most 5,5 [mm] from the undistorted situation to cover the
entire stroke of 22 [mm). The material from which the folded leaf spring is created is AISI
301. Th is material has a modulus of elasticity, E, of 180·1 09 [Pa] and a tensile strength of
1100 [MPa).
The ends of the leaf springs will remain at a fixed angle
when the linear slide translates. This means that when a
force is exerted on the end of the leaf spring, a specific
moment will originate that will keep the rotation angle
constant. The situation is illustrated in Figure 84. What
the value of this moment must be to keep the rotation
angle, c:p, zero is calculated below:

-F/ 2

MI

rp = 2El + El
Ff
2El

=O

F

Figure 84 force and moment
on element

ML
El

--

-2

M

= F/ =.!.Ft
2
21

Th is must be used to calculate the stiffness of the element that is loaded in the above
described way. The following general formula holds for the stiffness in vertical direction :

F

C
z =-

z

This is however useless when the displacement and force are unknown. Combining the
forget-me-not equations for displacement caused by a force and moment load, the stiffness
formula becomes:
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Fl3 M/ 2
z=----3EI

2EI

t Fl for M

substituting
F/ 3

z =---

_!_
2

Fl· f

4Fl 3

3EI
2EI
F 12EI

3Fl 3

F/ 3

-----

--

12EI

12EI

12EI

c =-=-z
z
!3

I: moment ofinertia (m 4 ]
In this case the moment of inertia is calculated with:
3
f=_l__bt
12

Therefore the stiffness of one leaf spring becomes:

c =
z

12E _j_bt 3
12
!3
180·109 . 50 ·10-3 ( 0,5 ·10-3
( 80 ·10-3 )

t

3

= 2, 2 ·1 03 [N I m]
The force needed to displace the end of the leaf spring by 5,5 [mm] is:

F

= czz = 2,2 ·103 ·5,5 ·10-3 = 12,1[N]

With the sameforce one folded leafspring will have a displacement of 11 [mm). Thus to
reach the maximum detlection this force must be multiplied by 5, the number of leaf springs
used in the linear guide. The force needed becomes 60,5 [N).
The bending stress that occurs is a result of stress caused by the force combined with the
stress caused by the moment. Because the stress and the forceworkin different directions, the
maximum stress is given by the difference between the two individual stresses. The maximum
bending stress can be calculated as follows:
p[ .l_t
= - -2-

(j

F

I

(jmax = ( jF - ( j M

Ff·_l_2_t _ _!_2 Ff· l_2 t
_

I
_!_ Flt

I

=-4-

I
With the given dimension and the force needed for the displacement, the maximum bending
stress becomes:

L12 1·80·10-3 · 0 5·10-3

(jmax

=4

'

_j_.
12

'

50 ·1 o-

3

(o 5 ·1 o-3 )

3

'

=232[MPa]
This is approximately 20% ofthe yield stress of AISI 301 and therefore wil! below the fatigue
stress, which is approximately 50% ofthe tensile strength [4).
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Wh en the slide wants to rotate around its translation axis, it ex erts a shear force on each of the
folded leaf springs. The actual stiffness of one leaf spring can be derived from the formulas of
elastic energy. The general formula for elastic energy, U, is:

u

=l_
2

p2
c

The formula for elastic energy in case of a shear load is:

U= Vrz
2G
V: volume ofthe loaded element [m 3 ]

r: shear stress [N/m 2 ]
G: shear modulus [N/m 2 ]
Combining these two formulas give the expression for the shear stiffness of an element.
I

2

Fz

Vrz

2G

----;;
2

2cVr =2GF 2
2

GF
Vr2

c=--

The following formulas hold:

V=tbl
F

r=-

tb

G=

E

2(1-v)

v: Poisson's ratio [-]
When these are substituted in the stiffness formula, it gets possible to calculate the shear
stiffness with the known parameters.

V =tb!
F

r=-

tb

G=

E

2(1-v)
E

Fz

2(1-v)
c = ----''-----"--

tb{:)'

EF 2

t 2b 2
2 (1- v) tb!F 2

Etb
c = ---:-----:--

2(1-v)l

Forsteel v = 0,33 applies. Using this value and the other known parameters the shear stiffness
of one leaf spring is now calculated:
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c
'

Etb
= ---:-----:--

2(1-v)l

180·109 ·0,5·10-3 ·50·10-3
2(1- 0,33)80 ·10-3

= 4, 20 ·107 [NI m]
Th is is the shear stiffness for one leaf spring. In a folded leaf spring there are of these springs
placed in serial order. Therefore the shear stiffness of one folded leaf springs is half the
calculated value, 2,1·107 [N/m].
In the worst case scenario only three folded leaf springs contribute to the radial stiffness of
the slide. So disregarding the bending stiffness ofthe slide itself, the minimal radial stiffness
of the slide becomes:
crad

cz
=32
2
= 6, 3 ·1 07 [NI m]

In order for the translation axis of the slide to be shifted by let' s say 0,1 [mm ], a radial force of
6,3 [kN] has to be exerted on the slide.
The folded leaf springs will be attached to the slide at a radius, r, of approximately 50 [mm]
ofthe centreline ofthe slide. Ifa torque load, T, would be exerted on the slide of 10 [Nm] and
only one folded leaf spring would be stressed, then following formula holds for the shear
stress:

T 1

r=-r tb

10
1
3
3
50·10- 50·10- ·0 5·10-3
'

=8[MPa]

This is a very low stress value. Consiclering that 10 [Nm] is a very high estimation ofthe
torque loads that can occur, shear stress a practically negligible.

The slide of the linear guide has a length of 100 [mm]. Assuming that the slide will rotate
about an axis in the plane between the three upper folded leaf springs, the rotational stiffness,
k, ofthe slide can be calculated. In the worst case only one ofthe two bottorn folded leaf
springs will offer resistance to this rotation. Expecting the worst case scenario the rotational
stiffness of the slide is calculated:

k = /slide 2c,

= 0 12 • 2 1. 107
'
'
= 2, 1·1 05 [ Nm I rad]
The shear stiffness of one folded leaf spring is used in this calculation.
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Appendix 6: datasheet of the RE 40 motor
The highlighted version is the chosen motor version for the adhesive strength test machine.
This is the RE 40 motor manufactured by Maxon Motor.

RE 40 0 40 mm, Graphrte Brushes, 150 Watt
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Appendix 7: datasheet of the GP 42 C reduction
The highlighted selection shows the version ofthe GP 42 C reduction chosen for the adhesive
strength test machine. It is manufactured by Maxon Motor.

Planetary Gearhead GP 42 C 0 42 mm, 3 - 15 Nm
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155.5
128.4
137.0
152.4
15:!.4
188.D
1616.0
1616.0
1111!.7
147.2
161.7
181.7
178.2
178.2
17&.2
166.1
180.6
105.1
105.1
200.8
200-6
200.6
1El2B
177.1
177.1
101.8
101.6
148.1
101.6
1&5.1
158.1
170.6
185.1
10U
101lB
101l.6
1Eii.2
170.7
104.2
1D4.2
201.7
'2/JIJ.7
20!1.7
101.1
178.6
:105.6
205.6
220.1
220.1
220 1
111.0
125.5
140.0
140.0
154.5
15Ui
154.5
1SB.4
151!.4
172.D
172.0
120.4
143.0
1720
1217.8
152.1
1616.8
1616.1!
181.1
181.1
181. 1
141.~
156.3
170.8
170.~
185.3
185.3
185.3
15:!.2
188.7
181.2
1111 .2
105.7
105.7
105.7
161 . ~
182.3
108.8
106.~
211.3
211.3
2 11.3
1&11.7
181.2
15:!.2
laU
1D5.7
105.7
105.7
151l.8
174 .1
188.8
11111.6
203.1
203.1
203.1
178.8
1111.1
:105.8
205.8
220.1
220.1
2201
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Appendix 8: datasheet of the BKL 10 bellow coupling
The highlighted selection contains the data of the chosen BKL 10 bellow coupling produced
by R+W couplings.
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Appendix 9: datasheet of the roller and ball screw
On the following pages the datasheets are presented of the PVK 12x 1 roller screw and the PN
16x5 ball screw. These are the two screws that were considered to function as the actuation
device ofthe adhesive strength test machine. Both screws are manufactured by SKF. They are
both highlighted on the datasheets.

Recirculating roller screws
Preloaded Jlanged nuts , PVK
Nuts with lviper recesses

d,

":.

mm mm

N

r..,

"

c.

co.

-

mm

0

kN

kN

400
500
500
600
600
825
825
050
1050
300
1300
1700
1700
2150
2 150
2800
2800
2800
2800
36 0
3600
4000
4000
4000

2.28
1,82
3,64
1,52
3,04
1,14
2,28
0,9
1,82
0,73
1,46
0,57
1,14
0.46
0,9 1
0,36
0,73
,09
1,46
0,58
1,16
0,91
0,9 1
0,73

4,80
5,10
5,10
5,QO
5,90
6,60
6,60
10,6
10.6
8.9
18.9
36,9
36,9
45,4
28,7
109,0
56,3
88,0
56.3
106,7
106.7
186,6
269. 1
434

5,t;O
5,70
5,70
7 ,00
7 ,00
8 ,40
8 ,40
18,3
11!.,3
34,2
34,2
79,CI
79,6
115,8
58,6
272,2
124 ,7
221,7
124,7
266,8
260,8
443,9
688,2
1385

8

1

1

10
10
12
12
16
16
20
20
25
25
32
32
4.0
4.0
50
50
50

1

1

2
1
2

2

2
1
2
1
2
1
2

1

1

2

2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1

50
63
63
80
100
125

1

2
1

1

2
1

2
1
2
3
4
2
4
4
5
5

Rng

R.,

Nflun Ni1JII1
190
185
185
215
215
245
245
4(!0
490
635
635
9Q5
Q75
1395
835
1430
1045
1300
1045
1530
1530
1665
1720
2635

T or

F ..-

mn

m.

Nm

N

kg

glm

770
820

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0,3
0,4
0.4
0,6
0,6
1.2
1.2
2.1
2.2
3.7
3,7
3.7
3,7

255 0,02-0,08
250 0,03 - 0 .10
250 0,03-0,10
290 0,05-0,15
200 0,05 - 0,15
330 0. 0-0.20
330 0,10-0,20
660 0, 8-0,32
660 0,20-0,35
1!.55 0,35 - 0.65
1!.55 0,40-0,70
1345 0,50-0,95
1315 0,50-0,95
1885 0,70 - 1,40
1125 0,70- 1.40
,20-2,50
1930
14 10 1.,20-2,t;O
1755
.20-2.50
14 10 1,20-2,50
2005 1,80 - 3,20
2065 2.00-3.50
2250 3,00 - 5,50
2320 4.50-7,ti0
3555 7, -1 0,00

820

040
Q40
1060
1060
1430
1430
2270
2270
2510
2320
2840
2710
3900
3660
3600
3660
4540
4540

6.4
6,4

~ 10 17.8
5920 33,1
6510 62,3

0.36
0,57
D.ti7
0,84
0,84
1,5
1,5 1
2,38
2.38
3,75
3,75
6,18
6,18
9,69
9,ti2
14,98
14,Q8
14.98
14,98
23,93
23,93
38,09
59,ti1
93,66

•

1",.

kgm~

gmm

2.6

lU
0.7
14.2
14.2
46,2
46.2
114 .9
114.9
284,5
284,5
773.3
773.3
190E1
184E 1
455E1
455E1
455E'1
55E 1
1 6E2
116E2
294E2
718E2
179E3

2

'··

z.

kgrml

cm

47,9
0,1
47,0
0,1
47,0
0.1
63,5
0.1
63,5
0.1
1 0,3
0.3
0,3
100,3
19 1,9
0,8
0,8
19 1.9
4 15,8
2.5
4 15,8
2.5
9,1
111E1
11 1E1
9. 1
18,8
312E1
320E 1
20.0
76,0
819E1
68,6
8111E1
805E1
81 .1
68,6
819E1
20E2 230.0
201E2 230.0
926E2 129E1
256E3 400E1
733E3 118E2

'

0,72
0,95
0,95
1,0S
1,08
1,43
1,43
1,90
1,90
3,57
3,57
6,92
6,92
9,57
13.6
24 ,4
24,4
24.4
24.4
44 ,3
44.3
166
308
520
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R

R
Wlper on request

\'Yill@f recess

'\

\

PVK : d,8 -

PVK : d, 80 -

do

d,

d,

A

0

Oesignation

A,

o,

h 12
mm

PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK
PVK

A,

mm

J
js 12

mm

mm

mm

mm

7.1

40
40
40

12
12

mm

mm

mm

16

43

16

'13

10 x2

Q.1

10

9 1

22
22
22

12

16

43

12 x t

11.7

12

11. 1

25

40

12

16

48

33
33
33
36

12 x2

11 .7

12

11 , 1

25

40

12

16

48

16x 1

15,7

16

15.1

30

40

12

16

16x2

15.7

16

15. 1

30

40

12

20x 1

19,7

20

19,1

35

45

13,5

8x 1

7.7

10 x 1

9,7

8

t

9.1

-

G

63

125

r

a

u

02

+0,4

mm

mm

mm

0

mm

6xM4

0,4

M6

30

16.5

6xM4

0.4

M6

30

18,.5

6xM4

04

M6

30

· 185

6xM4

0.4

M6

30

20.5

36

6xM4

0,4

M6

30

20.5

51

41

e'1XM4

0.4

M6

30

25

16

51

41

6xM4

0.4

M6

30

25

18

53

48

6xM5

M6

30

28.5
28 .5

20 x2

19.7

20

19.1

35

45

13,5

18

58

48

6xM5

0.8
0,8

M6

30

25x t

24.7

25

24.1

45

18

18

68

0.8

M6

30

36

24.7

25

24. 1

45

18

18

6xM5

0.8

M6

30

36

32 x 1

31 ,7

56

67

23.5

20

3 1,7

32
32

3 1.1

32 x2

31,1

56

67

23,5

20

68
84
84

M
M

6xM5

25x2

54
54

40 x 1

39.7

40

39. 1

24

27

102

39,3

40

38.2

84

28,5

27

50 x 1

49.7

50

4 9.

68
68
82

75

40 x2

10 1

34

50 x2

49.3

50

48,7

82

10 1

34

33
33
33
33
33
33

50 x l

49.5

50

48,6

82

108

37.5

50 x4

49.3

!i()

48.2

82

10 1

63 x2

62.3

6 1.2

105

120

34
43,5

63 x 4

62,3

6 1.2

105

120

43,5

6xM6

0,8

M6

30

45

70

6xM6

0,8

M6

30

45

85
85

llxMB

0.8

M6

30

57

102

6xM8

0.8

M6

30

57

124

102

6xt. 10

1.2

1.16

30

70

124

102

6xM 10

1;2

M6

30

70

124

102

6xM10

1;2

M6

30

70

124

102

6xM 10

1.2

M6

30

70

150

127

6xM I 2

1.2

M&r1

30

150

127

6xU 12

1.2

M8x 1

30

94
94
120

80 x4

8.6

63
63
8.0

76,4

140

197

76

17

8xll> 16

1.6

M8x1

22 •3 0

100 x 5

98,3

100

95,5

180

237

93,5

50

240

2 10

12xM 16

2.4

M8x1

15

150

125x 5

23.3

125

120.5

220

282

1 13.5

55

3 10

270

12xt. 18

2.4

M.Sx1

15

185

4
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"TN/PN"
Preloaded st.Tew
Rolled thread baU sc:rew
with internat recirculation nut.
- standard version : composite
inserts
- special vemion : steel inserts
which can ad as a safety
device for severe requirements. Contact us.

• Screw shaft can be
phosphated on request

• One-piece nut wilh inlegral

• Nomina! diameter

flange offering :

16 to63mm

- backlash elimination "TN"
- internal preload for

• Lead

5 to 10mm

• Screw shrut accesseries :
FLBU - PLBU & BUF oiJ the

optimum rigidity " PN"

shelves (see pages 30 to 35)

• Wipers available

Technical data
No millal

lllgftl

dlaM!w M d

Loqlh

. .unum

B-

lood

..

llumbl<

..udyn."l o

ct.t..

c.

c

drolllto

t_.

TN

PN

T,.

T,.

·-

Pt.
nm

mm

1&

5

2t 00

5,7

8.3

2x 2

20

5

5000

8.2

12.2

2X2

O.ll6

25

5

snoo

13,0

22.

2X3

25

10

5000

14,2

21..11

QJ
rml

1111111;

Prtlood

Ilolood
iurque

In

kN

......
or

nut

-·

.....
• hod

kg

kgllll

0,25

1.3

O,ln-0.24

D,37

.11

1!,1 1-D,44

2X2

0.12

lnortla

-

llKianoilon

Of ....

...tr.

Blo-

O'I'IOJWW

tlllnl...tlan

.... oei
r q~ llln,.

rtJIICy

kjp11m"

33

TN 1CJ: 5 R

"•SR

2.0

35

TNal5R

PII2015R

0,43

3,3

224

TN 2U 51'1.

Pil ZUSR

0, 1%-11,48

0.68

3.5

2S5

TN25Jr 10R P 25x 1GR

32

5

61100

19,1

4Q,

2 X4

0 1

0,2...Q-Q,75

0,56

5.6

641

S2

10

6IJOO

22,6

41..11

2X3

0.25

0,37·0,86

1,47

5.f>

639

40

5

5DOO

25,4

63.2

2x5

0~

0,43-1,00

0 ,31

9,

1639

TN 4015 R

40

10

6llOO

52,5

101.7

2X4

0.74

0, ~ 1 . 95

2.118

8,4

14J7

TN 40Jt 10 R P ~0 1 10R

50

10

6!100

70,6

157.6

2X5

I~

1,&1-3,34

2,54

13,6

37J6

S3

10

6IJOO

78,4

2112.9

2ll5

1,73

2.42·4.49

3.50 22.0

9913

N 32J: 5 R

PillU X SR

TNS2J 10 R PII32X 10 R

N 5 X 10 R

PII~O' X

S.ft

50•l 10 R

TNCSJC10R P U• 10 R
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Backlash elimination or preload
A displacement /!i s is ground into
the nut ball track between the two
series of recirc:ulation inserts : this
displacement is made in an unUsed part of the track. The balts
thus have two points of contact
even under smrul extemal loads.

/

7

J

d' i

o..tan•H..,

Nul

I«IWolllfl

CS,

eh

0

L»llftlllllon holt

Dt

A

A:J

AQ

g9

"'

J
j&12

De

Q

...,.,
B

Eh
~1 3

mm

'PN 1U5 R

1fi7

1S.2

21

48

5.2

11

10

6

38

&xs.s

IN.i

0

21

TIWH20UR

16,7

19,4

33

fi1

53

15

12

6

45

6X6.6

lt6

0

26

,.N251l5R

21.7

24..6

38

62

70

15

12

6

m

!iX6.6

IN.i

0

31

20.5

24..6

43

67

85

15

12

6

55

6X6.6

lt6

0

34

2 7

31.6

45

70

en

15

12

6

sa

6:1:6.6

IN.i

0

J8

TJl'PH :lil X10 R

27.8

32.0

54

87

113

20

16

6

70

6x 9

tJa x 1

0

41

'lPIUOx 5R

36.7

Jg,6

ss

60

~

15

1.:1

6

66

6x6.6

IN.i

0

6

20

16

6

78

6x9

llllll 1

5

50

IMX1

5

6ll

lla x 1

5

73

THIPH25 X OR
NS2X5 R

THIPNo40X 10 R

34

39,4

G3

95

134

HSOxtOR

44

ti9,7

72

110

157

20

16

6

~

6x1 1

TNIPH C3 x 10 R

fi1

62,8

as;

125

161

20

20

6

105

6X 11
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Appendix 10: calculations concerning the ball and
roller screw
Most data necessary for the calculations can be found in the preceding datasheets shown in
appendix 9. Otherwise data will be given in this appendix. Formulas regarding the roller
screw (PVK 12xl) have the index "roller". Formulas regarding the hallscrew (PN 16x5) will
have the index "balf'. I have used the sameunits as were used by SKF, tospare the trouble of
converting all units.
Basic life rating is given by:
3

L 10

=(Ca
F J
m

L 10 : basic life rating [ 106 revolutions]
Ca: basic dynamic load rating [N]
Fm: cubic mean load [N] , I have used the maximum force of 3000 [N] to calculate the life.

5900
LIO roller= - ( 3000 )
-

L10

-

5700
=(
)
3000

bal/

3

= 7, 6 ·10

6

0

[revolutwns]

3

= 6, 9 ·1 06 [revolutions]

With 1000 strength tests a month and a linear movement of 30 [mm] per test, the life of the
screws m years ts:
0

Lroller

=

0

7,6 ·106
30
1000-

= 253[years]

1

Lba11

6,9 ·10

=

6

30
1000 5

= 1150[years]

So the life ofthe screws is sufficient by far. Values like these show that the screws are very
capable to exert the load of 3000.
Buckling strength (with a safety factor of3) [N]:

F

= 34000· J; ·d/
/2

c

Fe: buckling strength [N]
f3 : mounting correction factor. In this case f3=0,25 , because one end ofthe spindie is fixed
and the other end is free.
d2: root diameter [mm]
1: free length [mm]
4

F
c roller

= 34000·0,25·11,1 = 51
50

2

4

F
c bal/

= 34000 · 0, 25 ·12, 7 = 88
50

2

'

'

6 [kN]
4 [kN]

Buckling is no issue for both screws, as loads like these will never be exerted on the screws.
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Direct theoretica! efficiency of the roller screw:

I

- ----=---=
7r. d

n

'I roller

0

I+-- f.1

P"

I

=

I2

I+~O OIO
I

0' 73

'

Direct theoretica! efficiency ofthe ball screw:

I

llball

=

I

K ·d =
0 OI8·I6 =0, 95
I+ - -0 I+---=--'- - P"
5

11: direct theoretica! efficiency [-]
do: nomina! diameter ofscrew shaft [mm]
K: correction factor. 0,018 for all PN screws.
f.l: correction factor for roller screw, in this case fl=O,OI 0
Ph: lead [mm]
Indirect theoretica! efficiency:

77'=2-.!_
17
11': indirect theoretica! efficiency [-]

11 1roller = 2 __I_= 0,63

0,73

1l 1ball = 2--I- = 0,95

0,95

Practical efficiency:
llp

= 0,9· f.1

YJp: practical efficiency [-]
llp_rol/er
llp_ball

= 0,9·0, 73 = 0,66

=0,9·0,95=0,86

Input torque steady state:

T
ss

= F·P"
2000:r "17 p

T 88 : input torque steady state [Nm]
F: maximum load ofthe cycle [N], for the adhesive test bench F=3000 [N].

3000·l = 0 72[Nm]
ss_rol/er
2000:r · 0 66
'
'
3000 5
T
=
= 2 78(Nm]
"
ss_ba/1
2000:r·0,86
'
T

=

86

Power required in steady state can be calculated with the following formula:

F·n·P.

P=

h

60000-qp
P: power [W]
n: revolutions per minute [rpm].
The maximum numher ofrevolutions per minute depend on the lead ofthe screw. Therefore it
will he different for the roller and hall screw. I chose 1200 [mm/min] as translation speed to
calculate the revolutions per minute. For the rollerscrew n=1200 [rpm] for the hallscrew
n=240 [rpm]

_ 3000·1200·1_

p

91 [W]
60000 •0 66 '
= 3000·240·5 = ?O[W]
60000 · 0 86
'

-roller -

p
_bal/

When the nut is in standstill, gravity will pull the nut down. In order to keep the nut in its
place a torque load bas to he exerted on the spindle. The amount of torque can he calculated
with the next formula:

- F·P.h ·q'
TB-

2000·tr

T s: restraining torque [Nm]
Using 200 [N] as gravitationalload, the following torque values apply to the roller and hall
screw:

TB

-

roller

T
B _bal/

=

200·1·0 63
'
2000·tr

= 0, 02 [Nm]

= 200·5·0,95 =O 15 [Nm]
2000 ·Jr
'

The formula for the nomina! required torque when accelerating:

J;,cc

= Tf + Tpr +

P"(F+mL ·g) ."
+ OJLJJ
2000 . 1r "17 p

Tacc: required torque for acceleration [Nm]
Tr: friction torque, I assumed 0,1 [Nm] for friction
Tpr: torque as aresult ofthe preload [Nm], I used the maximum amount for this torque given
in the data sheets.
mL: mass ofthe load [kg], I have used 20 [kg] for this input.
g: gravitational acceleration [m/s2 ]
ro': angular acceleration [rad/s2]
I took 1 [m/s 2 ] as linear acceleration. This causes the need for an angular acceleration of 6283
[rad/s2] for the rollerscrew and 1257 [rad/s2 ] for the hall screw. In order to calculate the
required torque for acceleration, first the sum of inertias [kgm2 ] bas to he calculated, using the
following formula:

Ll =IM +IL +1

5

·1·10-9

1: the length ofthe screw shaft, 200 [mm] will he used.
IM: motor inertia [kgm2]
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/ M

= / red + i 2 ·/mor
2

= 14+ 3,5 ·118 = 1460[ gcm

2

]

= 1,46 ·10-6 [ kgm 2 ]
IL: load inertia[kgm2 ]

( ~ )2·10-6

IL=mL 2Jr

The load inertia for the roller screw:

1, = 20

(z~)' .1o-" = o, 51 .Jo-"

For the hall screw the load inertia is:
2
6

1 = 20(_2__) ·10- = 12 7 ·1 oL
27r
'

6

Combining these formulas , the total inertia can be calculated. This done for the roller and hall
screw respectively:

L/roller = 1,46 ·10-6 + 0,51·10-6 + 14,2 · 200·10-9 = 4,8 ·10-6 [ kgm 2

J

I /bal/ = 1, 46 ·1 o-6 + 12,1 ·10-6 + 33. 2oo ·10-9 = 20,8 ·1 o-6 [ kgm 2 ]
Now it is possible to calculate the required torque for acceleration :

1( 3000 + 20 ·1 0)
-6
Tacc roller =0,1+0,15+
+6283·4,8·10 =1,05[Nm]
2000·Jr·0,66
5(3000+20 ·10)
-6
Tacc ba/1=0,1+0,14+
+1257·20,8 · 10 =3,26[Nm]
2000. 7r . 0,85
Nomina! torque required for braking:

Tdec = Tl + Tpr +

~·r;'(F+mL·g)

2000 · Jr

.
+ (1)

L/

Tctec: required torque for deceleration [Nm]. I used the same value for angular deceleration as
for acceleration.

1· 0, 63 ( 3000 + 20 ·10)
6
Tdec ral/er = 0,1 + 0,15 +
+ 6283 · 3, 4 ·10- = 0,59[Nm]
2000 · Jr
5 . 0, 94 ( 3000 + 20 ·10)
-6
Tdec bal/ =0,1+0,14+
+1257 ·19, 7·10 =2,66[Nm]
2000·7r
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Appendix 11: calculations concerning the tie-push rod
The tie-push rod and therefore the elastic hinges will be loaded with the tensile force. By
making the tie-push rod bulky, theelastic hinges will have a relatively large cross section
area, thereby reducing the tensile stress. This makes it possible to create relatively supple
elastic hinges. The aim is to design the tie-push rod with an axial stiffness of about 2·1 08
[N/m].
AISI 303 is chosen as material for the tie-push
rod. This material is a stainless steel and has a
tensile strengthof 240 [MPa]. For the thickness of
a hinge, h, 1 [mm] is chosen. The width of a hinge
can be determined from the general dimensions of
the tie-push rod. The maximum tensile stress can
then be calculated:
(}

tensile

F
A

F
_ . )h

=-=-----

2(

r OU /

3000
2(33-16)1

'in

=

88[ MPa]

Using an allowable stress of 190 [MPa] , this
1eaves approximately 100 [MP a] as maximum
value for the bending stress.
To calculate the axial stiffness ofthe horizontal
connections between the hinges, the model as
shown in Figure 85 is used. In the tie-push rod
there are three of these connections. A quarter of
Figure 85 drawing of a part of the tiethe conneetion can berepresentedas illustrated in
push rod
Figure 86. The stiffness of this representation has
to be multiplied by 4 to get the axial stiffness of
an entire horizontal connection. First thing to do is to determine how great the bending
moment has to be to keep the end ofthe element horizontal:

F/ 2

MI

2EI
2
MI= .lF/
2

EI

cp=0~---=0

F

M=fFl
I : moment of inertia [m

4

]

E: moment of elasticity [Pa]
Figure 86 model used for bending
stiffness

Using this fact the formula for the translation can be
constructed:

F/ 3 .lFff
2
y - 3EI- 2EI
-

3
3
_ _ _ _.l
2
__

2Fl
6EI

1 F/

6EI

3
---

F/
12EI

From this formula the bending stiffness of the element can be derived.

F
y

12EI

C=-=--

13

When the values are entered and the formula is multiplied by 4, the stiffness of one horizontal
conneetion is calculated:
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]hor _con

l

= 1b bh 3

= .lff rout + ~n
2

2

12EI

chor con=

4-l-

=4

3
12·200·109 ....L.17 .lQ-3·(19·10-3)
12

3

[t" 33 .J0-

;

3

3

16·10

)

= 1, 64 ·1 09 [NI m]
h : height of horizontal conneetion [m]

b : width of horizontal conneetion [m]
Using 100 [MPa] as maximum value for the bending stress in an elastic hinge, a first
estimation ofthe diameter ofthe holes ofthe elastic hinge can be made. This is done by
determining the moment that may be exerted on the hinge. With this bending moment and the
angular displacement of a hinge, the rotational stiffness can be determined. On the basis of
this stiffness the hole diameters can be determined. First the moment is calculated that will
create the bending stress:

- Me

abend -1~

M=

M - abendl
--e-

r

100·_1_·34·10-3
·(1·10-3
12
1
2·1·10

_

3

=0,57[Nm]

e: maximum distance to neutralline
Two elastic hinges that have the same rotation axis are placed with a spacing of 40 [mm]. An
estimated displacement ofO,l [mm] is estimated as a maximum. This gives an angular
displacement of:

rp=~= 2,5[mrad]
40

The calculated moment and the angular displacement combined, give the torsional stiffness
the elastic hinge may have:

k

=M =
rp

0 57
•

2,5 ·10-3

= 228[ Nm/ rad]
Using this value the minimal hole diameter can be
calculated. First another formula for the torsional stiffness
is derived, using the model as shown in Figure 87:

MI

rp= EI
Figure 87 model used for
determination of torsional
stiffness

k= M =EI

rp

l

For I the equivalent bending length for theelastic hinge has to be used. From the formula for
the equivalent bending length the hole diameter can be derived.
/bend

~ 0, 9JI5h

Combining the last two formulas and entering the correct values, the minimum hole diameter
can be calculated:
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k= EI=
EI
l
0,9..Jiih

..JDh =

EI
0,9k

D = _!_( EI
h 0, 9k

J=

9

2

1 [ 200 ·1 0
1-10-3

•

I~

tJ
2

34 ·1 o0, 9. 228

3

•

•(

1·1 o-

3

= 7 6 mm
' [
]

Below the axial stiffness of a hinge is calculated, using a hinge thickness of 1[mm] and a hole
diameter of7,6 [mm]. In the formula for the axial stiffness l has to be replaced with the
equivalent tensile length ofthe elastic hinge. The equivalent tensile length can be calculated
with the following formula:
[tensile

~ 2..JDh

The axial stiffness of one hinge then becomes:

9

eh.
znge

3

3

=EA= Eth =200·10 ·34·10- ·1·10- = 123 _109[Nim)
f
2..Jiih
2~7, 6 ·10-3 ·1·10-3
'

The inverse of the rigidity of the tie-push rad is equal to the sum of inversed rigidities. In the
tie-push rad there are 4 elastic binges and 3 horizontal connections, this leads to the following
formula for the total axial stiffness of the tie-push rad:
ctot

=(-4-+_3_]-1
Chinge

=(

Chor_ con

4
3
+
1, 23 ·1 09 1, 64 ·10 9

J-l = 2 ·1 0

8

NI m
[

]
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Appendix 12: datasheet of PCB force sensor 208A 13

*PCB PIEZOTRONIC5"'
Model 208A 13
Product Type: Load Cell, Force Sensor
Multi-purpose ICP® force sensor, 500 lb comp. 500 lb tension, 10 mV/Ib, axial conn.
!PERFORMANCE
:sensitivity (± 15 %)
)Measurement Range (Compression)
(Tension)
Maximum Static Force (Compression)
(Tension)
Broadband Resolution (I to 10,000 Hz)
Low Frequency Response (-5 %)
Upper Frequency Limit
Non-Linearity
ENVIRONMENT AL
Temperature Range
Temperature Coefficient of Sensitivity
ELECTRICAL
Discharge Time Constant (at room temp)
Excitation Voltage
Constant Current Excitation
Output Impedance
Output Bias Voltage
Output Polarity (Compression) _________ j

I

I

ENGLISH
10mV/Ib
5001b
5001b
50001b
7501b
0.005 lb-rms
0.0003 Hz
36kHz
::; I % FS

·-

- -

-

-

--

--

-

-

-

I

I

-65 to +250 °F
::; 0.05 %/°F

I

2: 2000 sec
20 to 30 VDC
2 to 20 mA

I

l

I

t
I

: ; 100 ohm J
8 to 14 VDC
Positive
J
------

~--

·-----------

I

SI
2248 mV/kN
2.224 kN
2.224 kN
22.24 kN
3.336 kN
0.02224 N-rms
0.0003 Hz
36kHz
::; 1% FS

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

-54 to + 121 oe
::; 0.09 %!°C
2: 2000 sec
20 to 30 VDC
2 to 20 mA

: ; 100 ohm

~------·-- --

8 to 14 VDC
Positive

-· - · -

-

-----·-

--- ---- ---- -- -- ----- . --

Model -080A81
Thread--Locker
( 1) - - - --- -- -- ----- ----- Model__ 0~1B05 Mo~_nting ~tud (10-32 to 10-~?) (~
~~de!_ 08~A03 Impa~.! ~~I? (1)
OPTIONAL VERSlONS
M - Metric Mount

--

- ---·

- --

--

I

i

-l

-

-- -----1I

--------1i
;

-

- · - _ _ _ _ _ _J
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Supplied Accessory : Model M081 BOS Mounting Stud 10-32 to M6 X 0.7S (2) replaces
Model 081 BOS
N - Negative Output Polarity
Ö~tp~t Polarity (C~~p~ession) ·-----~·
Negative
Negative
W- Water Resistant Cable
Electrical Connector

I

Sealed Cable

I

Sealed Cable

All specifications are at room temperature unless otherwise specijied.

NOTES:
[ 1]Typical.
[2]Calculated from discharge time constant.
[3]Estimated using rigid body dynamics calculations.
[4 ]Zero-based, least-squares, straight line method.
[S]See PCB Declaration ofConformance PS023 for details.

C

E(5]
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Appendix 13: datasheet of PCB signal conditionar
482C
MULTI-PURPOSE SENSOR SIGNAL CON DITIONERS
for powering Pressure. Force, Strain, a.nd Viil»-ation Sensors
Multi-pLrpose signa! cooditioners d ter ver:.atility fot measurement systems uttlizirg ICP'" TEDS. and cl\arge o utput
peroeieet ·c sensors Thes-e unirs provide sensor exdtation .
signa! ga h and fi enne opttOns lO prepare measurement sigr.als for readool rE"Cordl:~g . and analysîs Flexible po~erill.@

optioos fadlitate tb.ed or portable ·JPeratioo in Iabaratory ex
field apphcations Other options such as AC or DC cotJpllng.

switclled auxilia.y outp-ul d amped outpllt signa!. dual mode
o peraticn. Floatinl! grounds . and signa! inlegratton PErmit sys·

tem tailoring tomeet unique requirements

Spednc Yersions are easily oonfigured using tfJe model matro
sho•wn oo page I !S3 Choose from sin:gle- four- . or eigh:~:hanne.
configur:111ons with keyp3d o r RS.232 computer motJol ,._
bn~n . me-nu -drl\.-en d isplay'>oenfies s-~.te m ~Ll> A universa ! AC
poy.-er a:iaptor ts tncluded OC power adaptors. indudmg a l ~
\'DC auto li€hter sodet adaplor are avatlable s epar<:~tf-i'!.

Serles 48,2C
~~. ·. -. -. s
.
~

Chanoes
freQI8Q· Respons2 JQUJ •1- bJflerecl) I-S"' i
freQuercy RI!:SOillllr laarn •1- ur rutfefl!df (-5~ )
VoltageGan

&llislr

sa·

1.4.8
Q1JS.100k Hl

1,4.8

[LJ51D lMHc
xl j~tyl

~

Al , dD , 1lOO sallC!allle

(lp( on;!

t0 (Q2S ID 200 9!1ectable

Ao:urary lali 500 H!J
Uflf!afTtl •10 tD 5(Jd· 21
f'tase ltr::;l6acy jat 1t i-bi
bcitatbr

~tage

t , ..

:t1'9D
: 1•

:: i ..
± 1.

...
1G-15 w:

·U> sensor}

Constilt c~rrel'll EcritattOO I1D SP..WSOrl
Spectra I No ise 11 Hz. IGaon 1Ol

2to20fl\l\
20.0 p'lv'\lz

Spectr;: I Neme 110 Hlt(G.ain lOi
Spe,."!rë I Nai~ 11DJ H111Gam 1CI

151J'Niiz
1Ouwltz
10 pV·•\iz
1 0}1\lvkl

Spectr.:l 'laise 11k HrJIGam !Oj
Speet~ I '\Jol~ 11Oo: Hz) f()ain 10
!lroa!mr-:1 Elec11Gl foîCIISI! (1 ~ ~ 11111; Hli !Gain 101
CAA:fioe d ThreshnéJ

ChanllE I S01atil:rltrr4"1
l'wwsr~ea

EáviriiiiWtOIII
~eratlfl!l - eropmorure
Pq.ial

-93 !I dB
·1211dB
-12\1 dB
-1:ndB
·78 ei FfiAS
•10 Vpi {t Olj
50 l'I'J

~0

5{) 0

T2dB
~co t~> 2110 JM:.

72dB
100 to j4Q VAC

'-

.

Eli!ctru Cmnectlrl (I[J't lnp~r)

Electrll: a1 C~nec un d:rerue Wvltl
Ela:::mca C.amecttn (Ov{J)Jd
Boctma C:orYlec:ors !S"Irttt-ec CUlPJÜ i,Aax: liarvl
Slle I~:Jilt a Wl!ttt J Cep1h1

)2)

50mV

Output :!IT~nce ~nilll)

voc

lG-15
:Zm2J-AA
-l lf eB

125mVRMS
+ 'OV~I::

OtllpU! o: Ottset t-nal4

•1. dO. :t100 !e!oet~Btlle
to 200 selocmi:Jie

J( .0025

! ,,.

.

-

wi-

0 05-1(Or; Hz
\UJ5 to lM Hl
xt (111ityl

+32 to +12'0 •F

Dtu+~"'C

Bl.c .Jad(

BNC Jad
!G-3?
BNC .lade
BNC .13dc

10-32

BNCJildl

BNCJaó
~

97 x 8.07 d 52 rn

75 44 x 205) 1& mm
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Appendix 14: pin clamp calculations
16

Figure 89 shows the
technica! drawing of the
clamp. This will be made out
of a round bar of tooi steel,
AJSJ 440C. This material has
a modulus of elasticity, E, of
200·1 09 [Pa] and a tensile
strength, Ro,2, of 1800 [MPa].
The most critica! part ofthis
clamp are the leaf springs.
They do not have a rectangular cross section, but a lightly
arched one. This gives the risk of clicking when the leaf
springs are bent. To calculate the bending stiffuess ofthe leaf
springs the arched crosssectionis approximated with a
rectangular one, like depicted in Figure 88. The calculations
will be performed using the following dimensions for the leaf
spnng:
Length, 1: 16 [mm]
Width, b: 1,52 [mm]
Thickness, t: 0,8 [mm]

l

Figure 89 drawing of the clamp

Figure 88 approximation of
arcbed cross section by a
reetangolar one

Using the forget-me-not equation for an element loaded by a
perpendicular force, F, the formula for the bending stiffness

can be derived:

y=

F/3
3EI

F

cbend

3EI

=y-=p

I: moment of inertia [m 4 ]
In this case the moment of inertia can be calculated with :
3
I= j_bt
12

Combining the last two formulas the bending stiffuess of one leaf spring is calculated:

3EI 3E j_bt 3
cbend -12
/3 /3
L200·10 9 ·1 52·10-3 ·(0 8·10-3 )
4

'

(16 ·10-

3

f

3

'

= 9, 48 ·1 03 (N I m]
Giving the end ofthe leaf spring a displacement, f..y = 0,6 [mm], will create an opening of at
least 1,2 [mm] at the orifice of the cl amp. Th is gives plenty of room to load and unload the
pins. The force needed to create this displacement of the end of the leaf spring is calculated
below:

F

= cbend ·~y
=9 48·10 3 ·0 6 ·10-3
'
'

= 5, 7(N]
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Because the clamp contains 8 leaf springs the total force needed is 45,5 [N]. This force will be
delivered through a punch that pusbed against the cone inside the clamp. The slope ofthe
cone acts as a leverage for the axial force exerted by the punch. The slope ofthe cone, a, is
30°. The force needed to open the clamp is now calculated:

Fax

= 8F,ad tan a
8·5, 7tan30°

=

= 26,3[N]
A prototype of the clamp bas been built. The force needed to open the clamp was determined
and proved to be approximately 10 [N]. This is far less than the calculated force, so the
approximated rectangular cross section bas a higher bending stiffness than the actualleaf
sprmg.
For the fatigue stress aftbis material it holds [4]:
a-fat~

0,5Ro,2

The fatigue stress is used as the maximum allowable stress.
The same rectangular approximation is used to calculate the occurring bending stress in the
leaf spring. The furthest elements of the neutral bending line of the actualleaf spring coincide
with that ofthe rectangular approximation. The stresses at the sharp corners ofthe actualleaf
spring will be higher, because the arcbed shaped displaces the neutralline away from these
edges. Therefore the bending stress is calculated using 0,7·thickness instead ofthe normal
factor of0,5. This is done below:
(Ybend

=

Fl·0,7t
J

Fl·0,7t
3
..Lbt
12

5, 7 ·16 ·10-3 • 0, 7. 0, 8 ·10-3
..L
12 ·1 , 52 ·1

o- (o 8 -103

,

3

3
)

=788[MPa]
This is 87,5% ofthe fatigue stress, soit is safe.
The axial stiffness of the leaf spring will be the lowest of the clamp. All the other parts are far
thicker and will have a stiffness that is far higher. In order to calculate the axial stiffness of
the leaf springs the cross sectionat area of the leaf springs is calculated, like so:

A = 1Z" (re} - 'in

2
) -

8 · bslit (rex - 'in )

bstit: width ofEDM slit [mm]

rex: extemal radius ofthe leafspring [mm]
'in: intemal radius of the leaf spring [mm]
Entering the right values gives the following cross sectionat area:

A = 1Z" (re} -'in

2
)-

8 · bslit (rex -'in)

= 1Z" ( 2, 7 2 - 2 2 ) - 8. 0, 3 ( 2, 7- 2)
= 10,34-1,86
=8,66[ mm

2

]

The standard slit width created with electrical discharge wire machining is 0,3 [mm] [4].
U sing the following formula the combined axial stiffness of the leaf springs is calculated:

96

EA

c=-

1

200 ·109 . 8, 66 ·10-6
=
16 ·10-3

= 1, 1·1 08 [NI m]
This is fairly low, but as the leaf springs are placed at the very end ofthe chain of elements
when an adhesive layers fails, this will he no problem.
The axial stress introduced by the tensile force is:

F

O'tens

=A
=

3000
8,66

=346[MPa]
This is only 38% ofthe maximum allowable (fatigue) stress.
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Appendix 15: datasheet of data acquisition card NI
6221

NI 622x Specifications
Specifications listed below 4J'C typicAI at 25 OC u.nless ctberwi~ noted.

Analog Input
Numbcr of channc:Ls

Input bi u cUtTCnL............ ... ............ ±JOO pA

NI 622QIN1622 1 ·· ······ ··· ···-········ S ditTcrcntiAI or
16 single e ndcxl
N16224/N1 6229 ........................ 16 di.ffemntial or
32 si ngle endcxl
NI 6225 .. ... ... ............ ......... .......... 40 di.ffercntial or
80 single endcd
ADC resolu tion ...•... ....................... . 16 bits
DNI.. ......... ........... ... ............ ... .......... No missi ng codes
~ u arantced

INL ................................................ .. Refcr 10 lhe AJAruolute
AcciiMcy Table

Sampling rate
Mu imum ................................... 250 KS/s
Minimu m.................................... Sis
li rning .accuracy ........................ . 50 ppm of sample rate
li rni ng rc.solution ....................... 50 os
lnput coupling ...... ...... .. ...... ............ . DC
Input range ....... - ................ ... .......... ±10 V. ±5 V.
:tl V. ± .2 V
Muimum world ng voltage for analog inputs
(s ignal + common mcxle) ................ ±l I V of Al GND
CMRR ([)C to 60 Hz.) .. .................. . 95 dB

Crosstalk (a.t I 00 kHz)
Adjacent cha.n nc:Ls ...... .. ................ -75 dB
Non-adjacent cha nnc:Ls ..... ... ......... -90 dB
Small signa! b!l.ndwidth (-3 dB) ...... 700kHz
Input FIR> size .. ..............................4.095 samples
Scan list memory ............... .. ...... .... ..4.095 entries
Data transfcrs ......... .. .. - .- .............. ... DMA (scattcr-gather).
interrupts.
prognunmed 110
Overvoltage proteetion (Al <0 .. 79>. AI SENSE. Al SENSE 2)
Device on ........................... ......... ±25 V for up to
two AI pins
Dev ice off ................................... ±15 V for up to
two Alpins
hl>ut cum:nt durins
overvoltage conditi on _....... - ...... ..... ±20 mA llli!IXI'AI pin

SeUii1g Time tor Multicban nel Measurements
Accurllcy. fuU scale step. All ranges
±90 ppm of step (±6 LSB) .. ....... .4 ~s conve lt interval
±30 ppm of step (±2 LSB) .......... 5 ~s conve lt interval
:tl 5 ppm of step (±l lSB ) .......... 7

~s

conve lt interval

Input impcdanee
Device on
Al+ 10 Al GND .... .. .... ...... ...... >10 GO in parAllel
with 100 pF
Al-to Al GND .................. .... > 10 Gn in parAllel
with 100 pF
Devicx: off
AI+ 10 Al GND ...................... 820 n
AI- to AI GND ...................... 820 n

W.NATIONAL
,.. INSTRUMENT$"'
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Analog Output

Typical Performance Graphs

SEttling Error Versus Time for Different Souree l ~ancee

..

10 k

Cl)

1k

!0

100

'i:

1-- 2 kO

'\

E

~ 1 k0

g

I-:S:1000

..a

10 !cri :

r--- 5k0

.el

DAC resolutioo ........... ................ ... ... 16 bits

'\

DNL ............................................. .... ±I LSB
Monotooicity.................... ...... ... ...... 16 bit guo.rantecd

10

w
1

100

10

1

li~ ac:curacy ..... ........... ··- ·- ... ...

Al <0 .. 31> Smal! S ignal Bandwidth•

--2

~

~
-8

Output r-ange ..... .- .............. ............. ± 10 V

~ -4
CD

Output coupljn.g .................... .... ...... DC

'

1-12
z

Output impcdanee ......... ...... ...... ...... 0.2 n

1\

1-1 0
0

50 ppm of sample rate

Timing n:solution.......... ........... ....... 50 ns
0

-~
a.

(ij

Ma.x.i.mum updAte rate
1 ebaDoel ............... ........ ............. &33 1tSis

2 cba.unclli ............ - ...... ·-·- ... ·- ... 740 ltS/s per cbaonel
3 cb.mnels .. ...... ... ....... ................. . 666 kSis per cbo.onel
4 cb.s.n nels •.... ... ....- ......... ............ 625 kSis per cbo.onel

Time (J.Ls)

...,"

Numbc:r of eb lllloels
N1 6220 .................................. ...... 0
N1 6221.. ......................... ............ 2
N1 6224 ... ........................ ............ 0
N1622L .................................... 2
N1 6229 ......... ....................... ....... 4

-14

1k

10 k

100 k

1000 k

Output curreot drivt: ...... ... ........... .... ±5 mA
Ovl:n:lrivc proteetion .............. ......... ±25 V
10000 k

Frequency (Hz)

Ovl: rdrivecum:.nt .......... ............ ...... 10 mA

Power-on slllte ..................... ............ . ±20 mV

•smal! .signa! bandwidth alao applies
to At <92 .. 79> tor the NI 6225.

PoY.--c:r-on gl:itcb ............................... 8.5 V pc:Ak for 14.5 ms
Output FJFO sizc: ................... ... ...... 8. 191 samples sbarc:d
a.mon.g cbo.nnels used

Al <0 .. 91> CI\IIRR•

Oma. tmns ~r.s .....- .... ..................... ... OMA (sco.tter-gather).
interrupts.

programmed 1/0
AO wavt:form modes :
• Non- pcriodie wavt:form
• Pc:.ri odjc wavefarm rcgc.nerati oo mede from ooboo.rd FIPO
20 ~+++H~-+++~~+++H~-+++~

• Pc: riodie wavt:form n:ge ne ratioo from host l::uffer iod urung
~namic update

O L-~~~~~llll~~~~~~~

10

100

1k

10k

Freq uency (Hz)
"CI\IIRR aleo applies to Al <3.2 .. 79> for the Nl 6225 .

100 k

Setding time, full scale step
15 ppm (I LSB) ...... ........ ............ .... 6 J.ls
Slew ra te ............... ... .. ...... ............ .... 15 V/J.ls

GJjtcb energy
Magnitude .......... ... ... ... ...... .... ... ... I 0 mV
Duration ....... ............ .......... ......... 2.6 J.ls

Cali bration (Al and AO)
Recommcnded wann-up time ... .. .... 15 mi nutes
Calibmti on interval ......................... I year
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Appendix 16: ideas for glue tooi {dutch)
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Appendix 17: ideas for shear and cleavage loadcases
{dutch)
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